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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 


This r2;nort presents an ecological
analysis of envir ::etaI problems in 
the Rnhengera Fret-ecture of hwauda. 
The ,uheneri environment consists of a 
particular combination of phyical
biological and socioeconomic attributes 
which gives the re, ion its unique
character Eculogy is the study o 
these components, with particuiar at-
tention to the interactions amongt hem. 

Human beings, together with their 
social, technological and institutional 
creations, are key elements in the 
functioning of almost 
 an',' ecosystem.

Humans use and transform the primar. 
resource base of land, water, minerals ,
plants and animals to an unmatched 
degree in the course of their never-
ending effort to maintain and improve
their personal and collecti\ ,well-
being. hen this process is carried 
out in a manner ,hich permits resource 
renewal and provides continuing bene-
fits over the long-term, it is appro-
priately called sustainable develop-
ment. hhen resources are overex-
ploited 
 and abused, true development 

cannot occur 
 and ecological imbalances 

result. 


Today, throughout the tropics, ef
forts to satisfy the subsistence needs 

and development aspirations of 
rapidly
growing human populations have been 

fueled by increasingly intensive ex-

ploitation of remnant 
 natural resour-

ces. In many instances, the immediate 

benefits of this approach 
 are positive.
All too often, however, the long-term 
result has 
been an unfortunate combina-

tion of environmental degradation, dim-

inished returns on investment and an 
actual increase in human suffering, 


Ruhengeri 


In many respects, conditions 
in the 

Ruhengeri Prefecture of Rwanda 
 are re-


presentative of 
 this situation, though
 
there are three important differences. 
First, the reional r_.source base is
considerably richer thap the tropical 
average. ithin its n, ri' 17QO 02 of 
rugged terrain, Puhenera contains a 
biolooicall uni.quine in tacorest re
serve, a coop]ux netw, - Wetlands,
lakes and rivers, nnd a mosaic of hith
lv productive a-roeosoo''e,'w . In addi
tion., the '-veralt regiona] ecosystem
has demonstrated considerble resil
ience in the face of stess, and con
tinues to function ;nd rn ide essential service.. F!1M 1l-v, several initi
atives have h'en taiteO in reclent ' ears 
to limit cmen ennal ,gja.tion. 

Or. the notive i do, hovever, its
rural population ,inst' v of more thin 
380 people pier 1-m2 places liuhengeri 
among the world'S most densely popula
ted areas. The etfforts of this popula
tion to satisfy its nsc nreeds have 
already led to considerobie deforesta
tion, wetlands :odificatp:n and soil 
degr-dation on marginal farmlands. As 
population growth continues at a rapid
rate and regional development efforts 
intensify, pressure to further exploit
remaining resources 
 can only increase.
 
And conflicts 
 between environmental
 
conservation and development interests
 
are inevitable. 

Historical Perspectives
 

It is important at this point to re
member that 
 the situation in Ruhengeri,

though disquieting, 
 is riot unique. A
cross the world, people and their 
gov
ernments are faced with similar con
flicts. And everywhere the dual 
 task 
is the same: 
to find the means to im
prove the quality of 
 life for present

populations throuch the de'elopment 
process, while also conserving a suffi
cient share of the common resource her
itage for future generations.
 

The human species has shown itself to 
be remarkably 
adept in the techniques
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of increasingly efficient resource ex-

ploitation and the development of pro-

gressively more productive ecnnomies. 
Parallel success in sustaining environ-
mental health and integrit,, however, 
has proven to be a more elusive ,oal. 
And history teaches us the high cost of 
failure Co balance the:e two essential 
processes. 

Several ancient civilizations are 
remembered for their comparatively high 
level of development, but much less is 
known about their ecological failures, 
Whereas wars and other disasters are 
commonly cited as primary causes of 
their fall, evidence now indicates that 
rapid population increases followed by 
overexploitation of wood, w'ter and 
soils were also key factors in the de-
cline of the great river valley cul-
tures of Mesopotamia, India and China, 
as well a: of the Mayan kingdom of Cen-
tral America. 

In Europe, during the late Middle 
Ages, a different set of problems arose 
with regard to growing populations and 
their changing environment. Negative 
impacts of air pollution were first 
noted in 13th century London, where 
rapid urbanization and the uncontrolled 
burning of wood and charcoal combined 
to create a sometimes deadly hazard. 
By the following century, unhealthy en-
vironmental conditions in newly created 
towns facilitated propagation of the 
Black Plague epidemic, which eventually 

killed tens of millions across the en-

tire continent, 


In the 19th century, deforestation 

reappeared as a source of trouble in 

and around the Alps, where excessive 

clearing of steep slopes resulted in 

massive erosion and downstream flood-

ing. Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, 

the uncontrolled exploitation of mon-

tane forests in North America was caus-

ing comparable damage and even threat-

ening the water sources of major eact- 

ern cities. Fortunately, the authori-


ties and populations of these two areas 
began preservation and reforestation 
activities in time to rectify and sta
bilize the rapidly deteriorating situ
ation. 

During the early part of this centu
ry, both the United States and the Soy-
jet Union adopted policies which fa
vored the opening of their vast semi
arid prairies to mechanized agricul
tore. This permitted a brief increase 
in agricultural productivity, but the 
removal of the natural vegetation cover 
exposed already poor soils to rapid 
degradation and wind-born erosion. The 
"dustsowls" thus created caused consid
erable social and economic disloca
tions, and large areas in both coun
tries remain nonproductive more than 50 
years later. 

We have learned much from past mis
takes, but ecological balances remain 
precarious across the ourid. Ic tK, 
more industrialized nations have tended 
to stabilize their populations and lim
it certain forms of environmental deg
radation, hyperintensive development in
 
these countries has created new sets of
 
problems. Acid rain, toxic waste dis
posal, nuclear radiation, and even the
 
possibility that our combined activi
ties are changing the global climate
 
pose management difficulties of an
 
unprecedented nature and scale.
 

For the vast majority of developing
 
countries, however, the problem set re
mains more traditional, though aggra
vated by high population growth rates.
 
Deforestation, soil erosion, watershed
 
degradation, and diminished biological
 
diversity thus represent issues of pan
tropical importance. Examples include
 
Nepal, where montane deforestation and
 
inappropriate agricultural practices
 
have resulted in catastrophic flooding
 
on the plains below; Haiti, where popu
lation pressures have led to'he clear
ing and degradation of much of the land
 
resource base; and China, where all of
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rh'ese problems were considered quite 
severe until a disciplined national 
Conservation effort tobegan reverse 
the negative trends. 

Perhaps nowhiere ..s the situation more 
critical today, however, than in sub-
saharan Africa. The repeated drough:t3 
of the 1970s and 80s devastated v,,,t 
areas of the African continent and :.he 
resultant human suffering transfixed 
the world's attention. Yet while cyc-
lical climatic change was an important 

factor in this ecological disaster, 

human aLuse of 
 the natural resource 

base was in many ways more important. 

As popuiatioi pressures have grown 

over the past century, African farmers 

and herders .have been forced to move 

onto increasingly marginal lands, where 
they have generally cleared existing 

forests. The removal of this natural 

vegetation cover and application of 

inappropriate agricultural 
 practices
has frequently resulted in rapid soil 
degradation and cnronic hydrologic in-
balances. ..el before the recent eco-
logical disaster in Ethiopia, field 
reports described conditions there as 
extremely serious, with the majoritytof 
mountains, hills and ravines denuded 
and susceptible to further rapid deter-
!oration. When climati,_ conditions
 
changed, the disaster occurred. But it 
was man who preparei the terrain throu-
gh his actions; and it was man who suf-

fered the consequences, 


While the subsistance andi survival 

activities ,f millions of 
individuals 
can be seen to have a destabilizino 
impact, national !overnments and the 
international donor communit' 
have also 
contributed to ecological imbalances, 
In their collaboration to promote deve-
lopment through the introduction of new 
technologies and more intensive means 
of resource exploitation, they have 

achieved 
some notable successes. Their 

efforts have also resulted in numerous 

failures, however, due to 
insufficient
 

attention to both socioeconomic and 
ecoloic aspects of deveopment. The 
promotion of intensive p:,'jnu cultI a
tion in n-a]rr .. ; S I '-thoul a(".I 
soil conserv t on::; the dr]
ling of wells acros:: '-u i " e ' thout 
adeuat j' d cf 
local 'razln: -ters; unsound wetlands 
drainage projects; and currently wide
spread efforts to convert reMnant na
tural fore-st systems to "more produc
tive" uses without sufficient prior
research on forest dynamics or alterna
tive values are all examples of the 
latter. 

Is the situation in Ruhengeri com
parable to that in Ethiopia or in other 
environmental crisis across the
areas 
tropics? In general, ro. Its farming 
population appears to take good care of 
the land, the resource base remains
 
productive, serious conservation ef
forts have begun, and regional develop
ment activities have thus 
far been li
mited in 
 both their scale and impact. 
Still, the extreelv high population 
densities found in Ruhen'neri h ve al
ready exerted considerable pressure on 
the region's soil, water and wood re
sources -- pressure which can o:ly
 
increase with continued population
 
growth.
 

The purposes of this brief historical
 
review are multiple: to place current
 
conditions in Ruhengeri in a larger
 
context; to 
 suggest that environmental
 
problems c'annot be considered as merely

academic issues, but rather fundamental 
concerns of a very practicai nature; to 
demonstrate t"Iat while develo pment is 
essential to human wellbeLn, there are 
nevertheless certain limits to 
resource 
exploitation; and, final,, to point
 
out that people everywvhere are confron
ted by comparable problems. To reduce
 
these problems, in RuheneQeri as else
where, more ecologically sound approa
ches to development must be followed. 
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Toward Eco-Development 


Conservation and development have 

historically been viewea as conflicting 

processes. This is largely due to the 

fact that the two have often focused on 

the same resource base with radically 
different objectives in mind. Propo-
nents of development have certainly 
tended to see resources only in terms 
of their potential for exploitation, 
without much concern for negative im-

pacts nor the sustainability of their 

actions. Conservationists, on the 

other hand, have too often opposed any 

form of development activity, especial-

ly where natural areas and their co:npo
nent resources are concerned. The re-

sult has been a general perception of 

mutual exclusiveness between the two. 


Several facters have combined in re-

cent years, however, to modify this 

situation. First, the individuals and 

institutions concerned with both devel.-

opment and conservation have learned 

some important lessons from their re-
spective experieices in the field. 

While the former have seen numerous 

projects fail due to insufficient at-

tention to ecological aspects of devel-

opment, the latter have also become 

increasingly aware that conservation 

must be seen in a context which consi-

ders human, as well as wildlife, inter-

ests. 


As a direct result of these exper-

iences, parallel changes emerged in the 

theories and models which guided both 

fields. Then, in 1981, a unified theo-

ry of "eco-development" appeared in the 

form of the World Conservation Strate-

gy. This document, prepared by repre
sentatives of national and internation-

al development and conservation agen-

cies, laid the philosophical groundwork 

to recognize the two efforts as com-

plementary and interrelated processes 

which share a common goal: the long-

term well-being of man.
 

This model includes two important
 
changes. From the development side
 
came the recognition that while resour
ces are there to be used, it is never
theless difficult to maximize their
 
exploitation without encountering ser
ious ecological constraints. This is
 
especially true with regard to renew
able resources such as plants, animals,
 
soil and water, which can reproduce or
 
replenish themselves if not subjected
 
to overexploitation. Management stra
tegies are therefore required which
 
optimize resource use in ways which
 
generate sustainable benefits over the
 
long term.
 

The second important element in this
 
theory is the recognition that people
 
must be able to satisfy their basic
 
needs and reach a certain level of de
velopment before they can give suffi
cient attention to long-term conserva
tion interests. It is difficult to
 
expect families that do not have enough
 
land or wood to conserve these resour
ces for the future: as the cronomist 
Keynes once remarked, "man does not eat
 
in the long run, he must eat today".
 
In addition, it is clear that improve
ment in people's economic status redu
ces their dependence on traditional
 
local resources (for example, the
 
spread of metal roofing in the Ruhen
geri Prefecture has reduced demand for
 
the bamboo and grasses used in the
 
past). Finally, development includes
 
an educaticnal component which is also
 
of critical importance for conserva
tion. To be supportive, people must
 
first come to understand and appreciate
 
that which they are expected to con
serve.
 

The changes described above form the
 
basis of an appealing theory of conser
vation and development as parallel and
 
complementary processes. The test of
 
any theory, however, comes" with its
 
application to real-life conditions.
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The RRAM Project 


The first practical applications of 

the new theory appeared in the form ofchanges in the legislation and guide-
lines which control the activities of 
development agencies. By the mid-1 9 80s, most of the major bilateral and 
multilateral donors were required to 
carry out environmental impact assess-
ments prior to the initiation of any
development project. In addition, sev-
eral agencies took the offensive in 
implementing policies and projectswhich aimed to reverse environmental 
degradation and restore ecological bal-
ance. For 
 many developinQ countries, 
where ecologicallyv unsound practices 
had alreadv had a ilega tive impact, thechange was a wecome one. 

In 1980, the United States Agency forInternational Development (USAID) took 
the initiative to establish the Envir-
onmental Training and >lanagenent inAfrica (ETNA) program. Over the fol-
lowing years, dozens of subprojects 
were carried out across Lhe African 
continent to promote improved training 

of personnel "djl strengthening of institutional cap-cities 
 to conduct re-

source inventories and implement effec-

tive environmental management poll-
cies.
 

The Ruhengeri Resource Analysis and 
Management (REAM) Project was conceived 

in 1983 as an attempt to combine and 

integrate the lessons of the ETNA program in a single geographical region.

Ruhengeri was selected as the pilot
site for this effort due 
to its combin-

ation of ecological diversity and 
 prob-

lems related to high population densities and intensive land 
use, all within 

a limited administrative unit. 

In June 0835, an agreement was signed
between the government of Rwanda and 

USAID which 
approved implementation of 
the RRAM Project. Management responsi
bility for project execution was as
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signed to 
the South-East Consortium for
 
International Development (SECID) 
as
part of its overall ETMA program.
 

The primary objective of the RAM
Project is to assist the government of 
Rwanda to minimize environmental prob
lems associated with intensified popu
lation growth and development in the 
Ruhengeri Prefecture. In its initial
phase of 18 months, the project was to 
move towards this goal through two 
principal activities: 

i. The development and assessment of 
an inteqrated data base concerning the 
natural resources and environmental 
problems of the prefecture; and 

2. The provision of technical assis
tance to improve individual and institutional capacities within the govern
ment to deal with resource management 
issues. 

In addition, the execution of the
RRA. Project's first phase has been
guided by the following series of con
cepts: 

1. Conservation 
and development ac
tivities need 
 not be in conflict and
 
should, in 
fact, be mutually beneficial
 

2. Complex problems cannot be treated
 
in isolation, 
 but require an interdis
ciplinary, comprehensive approach.
 

3. A relatively complete and accurate

base of information is required before 
effective management plans can 
be deve
loped. 

4. Analysis 
of the information base
 
must be both quantitative and qualita
tive in nature: we need to know not
just how much of something we have, but 
also its utility or effectiveness.
 



5. Solutions to problems should be 
flexible and specific to particular 
sites and circumstances, in accordance 
with the complexity of local condi
tions. 

6. Given that environmental problems 
are frequently interdependent and re
quire interdisciplinary analysis, it 
follows that approaches to their reso
lution must also require improved com
munication and collaboration between 
the ministries, agencies and indivi
duals concerned. 

Conclusion
 

This report is the primary product of 
the inventory and assessment component 
of the P RAM Project's initial phase. 
The following chapters present an over
view of the Ruhengeri environment, an 
analysis of issues in the different 
resource sectors, an identification of 
both existing and potential problems, 
and options for managing these problems 
through either direct interventions or 
further research to fill critical gaps
 
in the existing information base.
 

Beyond its value as a product, it is 
also hoped that this report will con
tribute to the process of increasing 
awareness of, and attention to, ecolo
gical aspects of development. With 
this in mind, information has been se
lected and produced -- in the form of 
text, tables, graphics and maps -- in a
 
manner to help concerned authorities,
 
advisors and technicians better under
stand the complex issues which they
 
confront, and thereby assist in the
 
formulation of effective resource man
agement policies.
 



CHAPTER T2h0: 
THE BIO-PHYSICAL 

ENVIRONMENT 

Introduction 

Ruhengeri Prefecture is situated in 

the northwestern highlands of Rwanda.
It is one of 10 administrative units in 
the country and is subdivided into 16 
communes and 177 sectors. The town of 
Ruhengeri is the political and economic 
center of the revion (Li gures 2.1 and 
2.2). 

Ruhengeri covers an area of roughly 
1685 km2 (see note below), or 6.6% of
 
the total national territory. The 

region is characterized by extremely

rugged relief, with an overall altitud-. 

inal range. from 1400 meters in the 

south to 
more than 4500 m in the north-
ern mountains (Figure 2.3). The inter-

position of hills and valleys creates a 
mosaic of ecological microniches, most 

of which are now occupied and exploited

for agricultural purposes. Despite the 
difficulties posed by steep slopes and 
high elevation, the combination of 
relatively productive soils and ade-
quate rainfall has favored the settle-
ment of this area at an average density 

of more than 330 persons per km2. 


The principal areas 
 not in agricul-
ture include the Virunga chain of
volcanoes, with its rainforest ecosys-
tern protected as parkland along the 

Note: Several estimates exist for the 

actual size of the prefecture. Offi-

cial statistics continue to 
refer to an 

area of 
 1762 km2, although planimetric 

studies made in 1973 by 0I\RI showed 
an area of 1687 km2. Planimetry done 
by the RRA, project supports the latter 
figure. In addition, major errors were 
detected in the official sizes of 
several communes. For purposes of 
internal consistency, RR M totals for 
the prefecture (1635 km2) and communes 
arc used in this report. 


northern border 
 with Zaire and Uganda, 
and a complex network of lakes and
 
wetlands to the east. Punoff from both 
systems fluns ji uto te "utkunpwa river 
basin, hich drains near]', YU) of the 
prefecture.
 

Numerous environmental problems stem 
from the f rag i Ie ecological balance 
which exists between the human popula
tion of I nheneri and the resource base 
on which their existence depends. To 
deal with these problems, however, 
first requires a better understanding
of the environMent under consideration. 

Physical Characteristics
 

Climate. The Ruhengeri region has a 
generally cool, humid climate. Temper
atures range from an average of 18* C 
in the lower Aukungwa valley (1500 m)
to only 120 at the base of the Virunga

volcanoes (2500 m). 
 Frost and freezing
 
temperatures occur at 
ni tzht in the park
above 3000 m, and transient snow cover 
can be seen periodica ]ii on the summit 
of Nt. Iarisimbi (4705 a). While it is 
generally true that temperatures de
crease with increasing altitude across 
the region, it is nevertheless impor
tant to note that significant varia
tions also occur in relation to topo
graphic features. 

Average rainfall increases from a low 
of rcughly 1100 mm/year in the north
eastern 
 corner of the nrefecture to
nearly 2000 mm/yr 
in 
 the 3crthwestern
 
mountains (Figure 
 2.4). 2..,t agricul
tural lands receive 1200 - 1600 mm/yr,

although considerable variability again
 
appears as a function 
 of local relief.
 

Rainfall is distributed bimodally,
with the primary wet season occuring
from Harch through lay and a secondary 
season from September thouh December 
(Figure 2.5). The principal d y season
 
lasts from two to four months between 
mid-May and mid-September, whereas the 
"short dry season" of January-February
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FIGURE 2.5 
Seasonal Rainfall Characteristics 
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Table 2.1
 
Annual Precipitation
 

(in mm)
 

Stations
 

Year Ruhengeri Rwankeri Ruhunde Nemba 
 Kinoni Karisoke
 

1985 1,174 1,270 1,169 1,385 1,234 -
1984 
1983 

1,072 
1,244 

1,005 
--

1,021* 
1,200* 

1,416 
1,570 

1,034 
--

1,673 
2,000 

1982 

1981 
1980 
1979 
1978 

1,448* 

1,201 
1,665 
1,619 
1,601 

1,194* 

1,251 
1,039 
1,373 
1,290 

1,397 

1,277 
1,258 
1,287 
1,262 

1,697 

1,569 
1,384 
1,643 
1,534 

--
1,075 
1,169 
1,152 
1,165 

2,038 

2,220 
1,722 
2,096 
-

1977 1,579 -- 1,401 1,724 1,183 -
1976 1,560 -- 1,054 1,372 987 -
1975 1,895 1,388 -- 1,545 1,201 -
1974 1,679 1,297 1,850 -
1973 
1972 

1,495 
1,558 

1,104 
--

1,424 
1,450 

1,734 
1,501 

1,110 
1,371 

-

-
1971 1,764 1,537 1,302 1,350 1,226 -
1970 1,282 -- 1,255 -- 1,128 -
1969 1,693 1,026 1,405 -- 1,235 -
1968 1,453 -- 1,734 -- 1,144 -
1967 1,278 1,102 1,833 -- 1,144 -
1966 
1965 

1,345 
1,309 

1,329 
1,293 

1,468 
1,445 

--

--

1,148 
1,176 

-

-
1964 1,399 1,342 1,398 ...--. 
1963 1,801 1,449 1,432 ...... 
1962 1,440 1,172 1,104 ...... 
1961 1,406 -- 960 ...... 
1960 1,120 -- 797 ...... 
1959 1,218 1,232 1,214 ...... 
1958 1,261 1,022 1,471 ...... 
1957 1,254 1,020 1,451 ...... 
1956 1,320 1,409 1,191 ...... 
1955 1,409 1,210 1,344 ...... 
1954 1,304 1,181 1,079 ...... 
1953 1,481 1,353 --.... 

1952 1,015 1,353 ........ 
1951 1,579 --........ 

1950 1,081 1,169 ........ 
1949 1,110 1,135 ........ 
1948 1,009 1,040 ........ 
1947 1,615 1,314 ........ 
1946 1,003 1,224 ........ 
1945 1,141 1,257 ........ 
1944 1,077 1,083 ........ 
1943 1,161 1,155 ........ 
1942 1,366 1,382 ........ 
1941 1,292 1,590 ........ 

(continued) 
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Table 2.1
 
Annual Precipitation (cont.)
 

(in mm)
 

Stations
 

Year Ruhengeri Rwankeri Ruhunde Nemba Kinoni Karisoke
 

1940 1,200* 1,240 ........
 
1939 1,081 1,218 ........
 
1938 1,207 1,232 ........
 

1937 1,393 1,519 .......
 
1936 1,234 --........
 

1935 1,127 .........
 
1934 1,532 ........
 
1933 1,136 ..........
 
1932 1,279 .........
 
1931 1,126 - .........
 

1930 1,428 .........
 
1929 1,222 .........
 

1928 1,259 --.........
 

Total 77,628 48,502 40,380 23,274 20,882 11,749
 

Count 58 39 31 15 18 6
 

Average 1,338.41 1,243.64 1,302.58 1,551.60 1,160.11 1,959.17
 

Source: foark and Dickson 1986.
 
* Extrapolated or interpolated data. 

http:1,959.17
http:1,160.11
http:1,551.60
http:1,302.58
http:1,243.64
http:1,338.41
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is more appropriately considered a time 

of reduced rainfall. 


Weather systems generally move from 

east to w:esL across the prefecture, 

although ridtes and valleys have ob-

vious effects on circulation. In the

Virungas, transpiration from the natur-

al vegetation 
 combines _-ith orographic 

factors to maintain that area's parti-

cularly humid microclimate. 


Prolonged drought has not posed 
a 

serious threat in Ruhengeri during 

recent times. 
 Evidence from numerous 

studies, however, indicates that the 

regional climate has undergone repeated 

radical change over 
 the past 30,000 

years. According to these studies, 

most 
of tropical Africa experienced 

significantly colder 
 and drier condi-
Lions during the period 21,000 - 12,000 
years ago, followed by a pi olonged
period of increased rainfall and higher 
temperatures. Precipitation began to 

decline again after 4000 B.P., but not 

to previous levels. 


Current trends 
 are more difficult to 

discern, although there is considerable 

speculation that conditions in Africa 

continue to get drier. 
 Yet while it is 

certain 
that parts of the continent 

have recently experienced serious and 

prolonged droughts, records from the 

past 58 years in Ruhengeri are ambiva-

lent with regard to this theory (Table

2.1). The period from 1928 to 1960 was 

characterized by generally lower than 

average rainfall, while more humid 

conditions predominated during the 

1960s and '70s. 
 The first half of the 

present decade has 
 again been drier, 

with a particularly bad year for farm-

ing in 1984, coincident with the gener-

alized African drought 
 of that year.

Current data indicate that 1986, how-

ever, will 
be wetter than average, 


Geology. 
 The entire basement forma-

tion of the region consists of Precam-

brian rocks 
from which harder litholo-


gies have obtruded and softer ones
 
eroded. In addition, this underlying
 
structure has been significantly alter
ed over the 
 millenia by faulting,
 
vulcanisni, tectonic 
 movements and
 
alluvial depesition.
 

The vast majority of the prefecture
 
is underlain by the Burundian series of
 
schist, micaschist and quartz forma
tions (Figure 2.6). The quartz veins
 
tend to be harder than the others and
 are evident in the 
 major north-south
 
ridges of the eastern half of the
 
region. 
 Schists and associated rock
 
structures are more commonly 
 found on
 
side-slopes and 
 valley bottoms, where
 
they are covered by alluvial deposits.
 
Rock formations of the Burundian series
 
around lakes Bulera and Ruhondo provide
 
the principal sites of 
 mining interest
 
in the prefecture.
 

The late Tertiary and Quaternary
 
eruptions of the Virunga 
 volcanoes
 
spread successive layers of lava over
 
the Precambrian bedrock of northwestern
 
Ruhengeri. One-third of the prefecture

is covered by this relatively uniform
 
rock of recent volcanic origin. Con
tinual weathering of the 
 soft parent
 
material has produced extremely fertile
 
soils across most of this 
 zone, al
though its high porosity has also
 
precluded the 
 presence of significant
 
surface water resources.
 

The southwestern corner of the pre
fecture is comprised of Ruzizian series
 
metamorphic rock. 
 fhis ancient forma
tion was uplifted during the Tertiary
 
period to form the horst of the western
 
Rift Valley, along which it extends for
 
the full length of Rwanda, forming the
 
divide between the Zaire and Nile
 
watersheds. The northern terminus of
 
this mountain range occupies only a
 
small portion (9.5%) of the Ruhengeri
 
region, and consists prY-narily of

schists and quartzites mixed with
 
significant outcroppings of granitic
 
rock.
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Ruhengeri's tortured topography is a is not 
a serious problem in most of the
 
function of multiple factors. Initial 
 la-,a zone, however, due to its general
lithologic contrasts were compounded by ly moderate 
 slopes and the excellent 
the violent actions of tectonic move- physical properties of the volcanic 
ment and vii Lc: oi-,. !'rosion n nd the soil itself. 
subsequent iformation of a dense hydro
logic netWork served Lo further modify 
the landscape into its present form. 

These same factors have also largely 

determined the nature of the regional 

soil resource base (with biotic [actors 

of v(-getative cover and human activity 

to be considered in later sections). 


Soils. The major soil types of 

Ruhengeri generally derive from their 

underlying parent rock material, with
 
boundaries which follow the pattern of 

geologic zonation described above. The 

four principal source materials 
 are 

thus lava, scists, granite and quartz. 

The alluvial _iindcolluvial soils, which 

are also widespread across the prefec-

ture, represent the compound products 

of erosion from these primary sources 

and/or accumulated organic matter, 

Soils of volcanic origin (andepts) 

cover roughly 55,000 ha, or 33% of the 
region. They are concentrated on the 

extensive lava flows of northwestern 

Ruhengeri. Soil profiles are not well 

developed due to the relatively young 

age of the underlying rock structure. 

Accelerated decomposition of the lava 

has combined with humus formation under 

forest cover, however, to create a 

relatively deep A horizon in many 

areas. Eutrophic soils of volcanic ash 

are mixed with more 
 shallow lithosols 

on the most recent lava flows, 


High concentrations of organic matter 

and high pH make the andepts of Ruhen-

geri very fertile. Characteristics of 

these soils include high natural mois-

ture, low bulk density, high cation 

exchange capacity and high phosphorus 

sorption. On the negative side, there 

are risks of magnesium deficiencies, 

low acidity retention, and excessive 

phosphorus-fixation capacity. Erosion 


Soils of schist origin occup,, approx
imately 5] ,000 ha (29%) of Ruhengeri.
 
They occur primarily in the eastern
 
half of the prefecture, although they
 
are also found in the southwestern
 
sector in combination with quartzitic
 
elements. Oxisols are the dominant
 
soil order across this broad region,

interspersed with more shallow liLhic
 
entisols on quartzite ridges.
 

Oxisols tend to be well-drained and
 
acidic, with excellent physical charac
teristics. Ac the same time, their
 
chemical properties are poor. They are
 
thus considered to be good for cultiva
tion, provided that nutrient and organ
ic matter levels are maintained. They
 
are also highly susceptible to erosion
 
of the A horizii, however, which re
sults in significant reduction of both
 
water retention and fertility.
 

Quartz-derived soils cover nearly
 
25,000 ha, or 14% of the prefecture.
 
They are concentrated along the north
south ridges of eastern Ruhengeri,
 
.,here they are classified as lithic
 
entisols. These soils are generally
 
characterized by their poor texture,
 
shallow profile, limited agricultural
 
potential and high erosion risk. On
 
surrounding slopes, quartzites mix with
 
schists to form oxisols with properties
 
similar to those described above.
 

Granitic soils are limited to about
 
8,000 ha in isolated pockets of south
western Ruhengeri. Enriched by volcan
ic ash deposits and humus development
 
under recent forest cover, these oxi
sols tend to have good agricultural
 
potential when first put into cultiva
tion. The combination of relatively
 
shallow profiles, low saturation levels
 
due to high clay content, and steep
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slopes, however, creates high erosion 

risks and resultant declines in produc-

tivity across this region. 


Alluvial and colluvial soils cover 
the thousands of huctares of marshes 
and bottomlands spread throu~liout the 
non-volcanic parts of the prefecture, 
Most of these young mineral soils, 

formed 
 by the actions of hillside 

erosion and subsequent deposition in
 
valley bottoms, are classed as fluvents 

within the order of entisols. They are 

generally characterized by their high 

fertility and excellent agricultural 

potential, provided that proper manage-
ment techniques are applied. 

Histosols represent a much smaller 

class of alluvial soils in the prefec-

ture. They are ound primarily in the
 
extensive peat formations of the Rugezi 

marsh, with smaller bogs dispersed 

across the landscape. These organic 

soils are difficult to manage in their 

natural 
 state because of nutrient 

deficiencies and waterlogging. They 

are also highly susceptible to pioblems 

of subsidence and excessive drying 

following inappropriate drainage and 

exploitation practices. 


In summary, the soils of Ruhengeri 

derive from a variety of sources and 

have generally good agricultural poten-

tial. Serious problems of erosion 

control and fertility maintenance, 

however, are widespread and require
 
careful attention. A detailed treat-

ment of these issues is presented in 

Chapter 4. 


Water. kuhengeri as a whole is rich 
in water resources. Abundant rainfall 
feeds a diverse and well-developed 
hydrologic system of rivers, lakes and 

wetlands in most areas of the prefec
ture. There are nevertheless problems 

with regard to the management of these 

water resources; and improved under-

standing of this system is essential to 

stable regional development, 
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The vast majority of the prefecture
 
lies within the Mukungwa watershed
 
(Figure 2.7). Another 12% is comprised
 
by the Base-Nvabaron2o system in the
 
south, while a miniscule portion drains
 
northeast into Byumba. The ukungwa is 
not only the largest, but also the most 
complex of these watersheds. In fact,
 
it is best understood as four sub-units
 
of the same system.
 

To the northeast of the prefecture
 
lies the Rugezi marsh at an elevation
 
above 2100 m. This wetlands complex
 
fills an eliptical basin nearly 30 km
 
long, surrounded by quartzite ridges.
 
The marsh itself covers 6294 ha and
 
drains an area nearly triple its size,

including a small portion of the pre
fecture of Byumba.
 

Although the entire Kamiranzovu
 
branch in the north and most of its
 
extensive border areas have been cul
tivated, more rhan half of the Rugezi
 
remains in natural
a state. This
 
central portion of the marsh contains a
 
major water reserve, covered by a
 
permanently-saturated peat formation
 
and associated vegetation. in terms of
 
its hydro-ecological role, the Rugezi
 
is best considered to be a large lake
 
with a giant sponge floating in it:
 
both serve to hold considerable amounts
 
of water and to regulate its release
 
throughout the year to downstream
 
systems.
 

The Rugezi complex has only one
 
natural outlet, at Rusomo. From there,
 
water flows at an average rate of 1.3
 

cubic meters/second down a series of
 
falls and cascades to lakes Bulera and
 
Ruhcndo. This lakes basin represents
 
the second major sub-unit of the Nukun
gwa watershed.
 

Lakes Bulera and Ruhondo were formed
 
as a 
result of the Virunga 4plifting
 
and subsequent lava flows. These
 
actions served to block the formerly
 
northern flow of most river systems in
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Ruhengeri, forcing them to 
seek outlets 

to the south. In 
 the case of Bulera, 

entire valley systems were flooded to 
a 

depth of 173 m, creating Rwanda's 

largest internal 
 lake with a surface 
area of 5,]84 hi. A fracture in the 
quartz ridge which forms its western 
edge provides an outlet to Lake Ruhondo 
(2,598 ha), 100 meters below. Ruhondo, 
in turn, gives rise to the MukungwaRiver via a similar breach along its 
southwestern rim. 

The combined lakes cover 4.6% of the 

prefecture and drain an 
area of nearly
500 kin2. In addition to rainfall and 
in-flow fromi the Rugezi marsh, they are 

fed by subterranean infiltration from 
the Lava zone and runoff from surround-
ing hills. This surface tributary 
network is not very dense and consists 
primarily of seasonal watercourses. 
Several permanent rivers do exist, 
however, which replenish broad bottom-
lands with their sediment loads before 
emptying into the lakes, 


Approximately one-fourth of the total 

water volume flowing through the lower 

Mukungwa River comes from the lakes 
basin system. The regular release of 
this water not only serves to regulate 
downstream 
flow, but also drives tur-

bines at the outlet of each lake which 
generate 
 the major share of Rwanda's 

entire electrical energy production, 

The two remaining sub-units of the 

Mukungwa watershed lie to the west of 

the lakes basin and 
 feed directly into 

the Mukungwa river. 
 In the northwest, 

the rain-drenched Virunga forest serves 

as the water tower of the region. More 
than 220 million cubic meters of rain 

fall annually on the 
 125 km2 of parkland, 
 with much of this amount being 

held by 
 the soil and vegetation for 

slow release throughout the year. 

Unfortunately, the water tower analo-

gy falls 
 apart when one considers that 

there 
are almost no permanent water 


sources on 
 the lava plain outside the
 
park. This anomaly is due to the fact
 
that the volcanic soil and underlying

rock structures are 
 highly permeable,
 
permitting rapid infiltration. What
 
water does flow through the region's 
many stream beds tends to come in the 
form of brief but: destructive torrents 
following periods of heavy iainfall. 

While the lack of surface water and 
torrential runoff patterns pose serious
 
problems for the local 
 population (see

Chapter 6), the water from the lava 
zone of theis not lost to the rest 

prefecture. Rather, it flows under
ground to reappear as base flow 
 in the
 
Munkungwa River itself, 
 or else rises 
to the surface in the form of multiple

springs along the contact line between 
the lava zone and the harder bedrock 
strata to the south. In the south
western corner of the prefecture, 
several small lakes (Karago, Bihinga,
Nyirakigugu and Cyunyu) have formed in 
depressions along this contact zone.
 

The fourth and final 
 sub-unit of the
 
Mukungwa watershed is characterized by
 
a dense network of permanent streams 
and rivers which drain the steep hills 
of southwestern Riuhengeri and parts of 
neighboring Gisenyi. To the 
 west,
 
sources high along the Zaire-Nile 
Divide give 
 rise to numerous streams
 
which cascade nearly 1000 meters down 
abrupt slopes to the 
 lower Mukungwa
valley. The drop is 
 less severe (400

m) from eastern quartzite ridges, down
 
a series of step-like valleys, then
 
passing 
 through extensive alluvial
 
plains 
before joining the Mukungwa. in 
addition to its streams, this region is 
also rich in perennial springs.
 

The Mukungwa system terminates at its
 
confluence with the Nyabarongo River at
 
Ngaru. From there the Nyabarongo flows 
east until it is joined by thP Base, atwhich point it turns south. The com
bined Base--Nyabarongo system not only

forms the prefecture's southern border,
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but also drains its second major water- 

shed. 


The Base-yvabarongo basin covers an 
area of rotl, 1. v 200 kin2 within the 
prefecture, wih i al even lar L7 1ai-
age area outside of its borders. Its 
line of separation from the 'lukungwa 
system follows a series of quartzite 
ridges from the southeastern end of the 
Rugezi marsh, through MIt. Kabuye and 
Ngaru to the west. 

The tributary network of the Base-
Nyabarongo is characterized by a higher 
density of streams in the east, versus 
steeper slopes in the west. Although 
there are no lakes in this region, most 
of the watercourses flow year-around 
and sprinos are relatively abundant. 
In addition, the broad wetlands of the 
central Base provide excellent condi-
tions for raised bed agriculture, 

In sum, 1,uhen eri is particularly 
well-endowed with surface water resour-
ces in the form of its lakes and marsh-
es. Most areas of the prefecture also 
contain a relatively dense network of 
perennial streams and springs. Prob-
lems remain, however, with regard to 
water supply in the lava zone, water 
quality in several areas, and water 
control (flooding, irrigation) across 
the region's extensive wetlands. These 
issues are discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 6. 

Biological Resources 


Historical. Just as the physical 

landscape of Ruhengeri has undergone 

considerable change over time, so too 

has its biological environment. The 

major ditterence has been that plant 

and animal communities have changed 

more frequently and rapidly in the past 
-- and that humans have played a much 

more important role in their recent
 
modification and transformation. Long 

before there was any significant human 

presence in Ruhengeri, however, there 


was a fully functioning and dynamic 
natural ecosystem. And all evidence 
indicates that this environment was 
predominantly forested. 

Under current cliarii c conditions, 
buhenieri's altitudinaEl range of 1500 
to 4500 meters corresp onds almost 
perfectly to the established limits of 
the afromontane vegetation zone. Under 
this zonation scheme, true montane 
forest in Africa begins at around 1600 
m and continues up to 2IW- m. This 
dense forest then g. ves w,a% to an 
altitudinal succession of baiboo thick
ets, more open woodland aind, finally, a 
limited mix of cfroalpine associations
 
at the highest elevations. 

In pre-historic times, Ruhengeri's 
natural vegetation cover changed dras
tically in relation to the longer-term 
climatic cycles described above. 
During periods of colder and drier 
conditions, forest limits contracted at 
both altitudinal extremes, to be re
placed by more opFen vegetatonal com
munities. When warmer and more humid 
conditions prevailed, the forest ex
panded to cover the entire region, 
except where edaphic conditions favored 
the establishment of marsh vegetation. 

Natural areas. Today, less than 10% 
of the prefecture remains in primarily 
natural condition. The biologically 
diverse lower montane forest zone, 
between 1600 and 2600 m has been sys
tematically eliminated by human settle
ment and clearing, leaving behind only 

its contribution of organic matteir to 
enrich the soil capital of the region. 
Wetlands, too, have undergone extensive 
conversion and drainage for agricultur
al purposes. As these areas have been 
transformed, most of the plant and 
animal species which they harbored have 
also disappeared.
 

The principal remaining natural area
 
in Ruhengeri is the Volcanoes National
 
Park, which occupies 7.4% of the pre
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fecture. 
 Its 12,500 na within the

Virunga range contain the 
 upper stages

of the afromontane vegetation sequence 

described above: bamboo, open woodland,sub-alpine and al pine dsSOCiaLion.S. 
These plant cormunit es in turn provide
habitat to u surprising variety of 
animal species. In addition to more 
than 100 species of birds, the park
contains elephant, buffalo, bushbuck,
duiker, giant forest hog, leopard and
four types of primate. Among the
latter are the rare golden monkey arid 
the highly endangered mountain gorilla, 

A second major natural area is comr-
prised of the non-cultivated 
 core of 

the Rugezi marsh. There, 
 remnant 

vegetation communities, dominated by
Miscanthidium, Papyrus and Cyperus
species, cover roughly 3000 ha, or less 
than 2% 
of the entire prefecture,

Despite occasional 
 impacts of burning,

grazing and harvesting, these grassland 
associations 
continue to 
 function as 

wetlands habitat 
 for resident popula-

tions of mammals and birds. 

No other large areas in Ruhengeri
remain in essentially natural condi-
tion. Small 
 patches of undeveloped

marsh vegetation and riverine forest 

still exist 
 in certain valleys, and a 

number of native tree species still dot 

the countryside. 
 These are generally

in regression, though, as 
man continues 

to modify the regional landscape. 


Ecological Zones 


The concept of ecological zones has 

proven to be a useful tool for 
resource 

planners and managers in 
 many parts of 

the world. In brief, 
 it requires that 

divisions and groupings be 
 made on the 

basis of bio-p,-ysical differences and 

similarities 
among regions. This in 

turn permits research and development 
activities to be focused on relatively
distinct geographic units, from which 
results can 
 then be extrapolated to 
other areas with shared character-


istics. In Ruhengeri, at least five

general ecological zones can be 
distin
guished in 
this manner (Figure 2.8).
 

Virunga parkland. Its combination of 
steep mountains, high elevation and
natural vegetation cover sets the 
Virunga ecosystem off from the rest of
the Ruhengeri prefecture. In addition,
its status as both a national park and 
an international biosphere reserve 
places this 125 kin2 area under a radi
cally different manapement regime. No 
direct exploitation of any kind (farm
ing ng, hunting, wood-cut tinn) ispermitted within the p.rk limits, and 
all other human activities (tourism,

research) are 
 strictly regulated. The
agricultural potential of this harsh 
ecosystem is considered to be minimal, 
especially in comparison with the 
significant revenues and 
 employment

generated by tourism 
and the overall
 
biological value of the park (see
Chanter 
 7 for more detailed informa
tion).
 

Lava Zone. The volcanic plain whichcompletely surrounds the Virungas and 
extends more than 30 km down the Hukun
gwa valley to the -south constitutes the
 
lava 
 zone. Excluding the parklands,

it covers 426 km2, or 257 of the pre
fecture. It includes the entire com
mune of Kinigi, most of Hukingo, Nkumba
 
and Kidaho, and major parts of Kigombe,
 
Nyakinama and Nkuli. 

The lava 
zone has several distinctive
 
attributes. 
 It has the highest average
rainfall and the richest soils (due to
 
their volcanic origin and high organic

input from recent forest cover) in the
 
prefecture. 
 In addition, the geomor
phology of the region is 
significantly
 
different from 
 any other part of Rwan
da. It 
 can generally be characterized
 
as a broad piedmont, with relatively 
moderate slopes. 
 These factors combine 
to make farming in the lava zone ex
tremely attractive. At 
the same time,
 
however, reduced 
 temperatures serve to
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limit the productive potential of many 

staple crops at higher elevations, and 

surface water shortages constrain human
 
settlement. 


Zaire-Nile Divide. The largest 

ecological zone in Rwanda, the Zaire-

Nile Divide (ZND) covers only 9.5,o of 

Ruhengeri. 
 Its 159 km2 consist of 

highly mountainous terrain in the 

southwest corner 
of the prefecture, 

plus several isolated granite domes 

witizin the lava zone. 
 The ZND includes 

most of the 
 commune of Nyamutera and 

major parts of Nyakinama and Nkuli. 


Elevation ranges from below 
 1600 m 

along the tlukungwa valley to more than 

2500 m in the central highlands of the
 
ZND. Ihile extremely steep (often more 

than 60%) slopes are characteristic of 

this entire region, there is an impor-

tant geomorphological difference 
be-

tween the abrupt eastern escarpment and 

the more moderate western sector. Yet 

even in the latter, differences of 300 

to 400 meters between valley bottoms 

and surrounding 
 ridges are common, 

When factors of relatively high rain-

fall (1200 
 - 1500 mm/yr) and unstable 

soil formations are added, high erosion 

risk is the inevitable result, 


Additional problems across the ZND
 
include an uneven distribution of water 

sources and an entirely inadequate road 

network. 
 The region is nevertheless 

settled at an extremely high human 

population density. 


Central Plateau. This northern 

terminus of a more extensive national 

ecological zone covers 372 
 km2, or 22% 

of Ruhengeri. It includes virtually 

all of the communes of Cyabingo, Ga-

tonde and Ndusu, most of Nyarutovu and
 
a small part of Nyamugali. Divided 

into almost equal parts by the Kivuruga

ridge, the northwestern half of the 

Plateau region lies within the Mukungwa 

watershed, 
 while the southeastern 
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section feeds into the Base-Nyabarongo
 
system.
 

Although the label "plateau" is a
 
definite misnomer for a 
region of
 
numerous hills and valleys, it helps to
 
distinguish this zone from t-he more
 
rugged 
 ZND. Elevation differences
 
across the plateau range from below
 
1500 m at the confluence of the Bas=
 
and Nyabarongo rivers to an upper limit
 
of only 1900 m (except for a few quartz

summits of 2300 - 2600 m which mark the
 
northern boundary of the zone). Dis
tances from valley bottoms to ridgetops
 
are thus reduced, averaging roughly 200
 
meters; yet slopes of 40 - 60% are not
 
incommon.
 

The valleys of the Central Plateau
 
have particular geomorphological char
acteristics. Foimed 
 by quartzite
 
barriers which 
tend to block sediments
 
and organic matter behind them, they
 
often descend in step-like fashion
 
before joining larger river systems

below. These steps range in size from
 
a few hectares to dozens 
 of square
 
kilometers in major valleys such as 
the
 
Mukinga. The latter are 
 generally
 
distinguished by their concave edges
 
tapering to broad, 
 flat and fertile
 
bottomlands.
 

Although the plateau soils are of
 
good quality, and relief factors are
 
less important than 
 in some other
 
areas, erosion is still 
a considerable
 
threat under conditions of high rain
fall (1300 -1600 mm) and intensive land
 use. Similarly, though the lack of
 
water sources and access roads is less
 
of a problem than in the ZND, both
 
serve to inhibit settlemenL and devel
opment of the plateau region.
 

Buberuka Highlands. The last of
 
Ruhengeri's major ecological zones is
 
the Buberuka highlands regionmin the
 
northeast, which extends over 600 km2,
 
or more than one-third of the prefec
ture. If the combined surface areas of
 



lakes Bulera and Ruhcndo and undrained 
parts of the Rugezi N.arsh are subtrac-
ted from this figure, however, a more 
accurate land base total of 492 km2 
(29.4_) emerges. This still makes 
Buberuka the largest zone, covering 
most of eastern Puhengeri including the 
entire communes of Cyeru, Butaro and 
Ruhondo, almost all of Nyamuali, and 
parts of Nyarutovu, Ndusu, Kidaho, 

Nkumba and Kigombe. 


The most striking feature of the 

Buberuka landscape is unquestionably 

its plentiful surface water resources 

in the form1 of lakes and marshes. Its 

total hydrographic network is less well 

developed than that of the Plateau 

region; but what permanent rivers there 

are tend to flow through extensive 

valleys which contain more than.half of 

the agricultural bottomlands of the 

prefecture. 


The long, rectilinear valleys of 

Buberuka are formed by the parallel 

quartz crests which represent a second
 
distinctive characteristic of the 

region. The sides of these valleys are 

generally steep, with slopes of 60 to 

70% quite common. Although mean 

annual rainfall is lower (1300 mm) than 

in other parts of the prefecture, it is 

nevertheless high enough to combine 

with relief factors to crcate Zondi-


tions of high erosion risk. This, plus 

the danger of wetlands mismanagement, 

represent the major ecological con-

straints on regional development in 

Buberuka.
 

Ecological microniches. The five
 
regions described above represent the
 
principal eczlzgical zones of the
 
Ruhengeri prefecture. However, just as
 
any natural ecosystem contains numerous
 
niches -- localized combinations of
 
biophysical attributes which favor
 
certain kinds of exploitation by dif
ferent species -- so, too, does the
 
Ruhengeri environment present a variety
 

of microniches for human exploitation.
 

A further refinement and subdivision of
 
this regional zonation scheme therefore
 
seems essential from a management
 
perspective.
 

The overall distinguishing Ieature of 
the Puhengeri region is its extremely 
rugged relief. Outside 4)f the lava 
zone, all parts of the prefecture are 
characterized by an endless succession
 
of hills and valleys. In prehistoric
 
times, the natural vegetation which
 
covered the prefecture would have
 
differentially colonized the microzones
 
available in this landscape: marsh
 
communities in the bottomlands, dense
 
forest on the lower and more moderate
 
slopes, and more open conmunities on
 
the upper slopes and ridges. Although
 
the former natural vegetation no longer
 
exists, these zonal microniches along
 
an altitudinal transect remain. And
 
humans -- as the modern agents of
 
colonization -- continue to exploit
 
them in a systematic and consistent
 
manner.
 

Land use patterns in the prefecture
 
can thus be differentiated within five
 
distinct micro-zones: bottomland, lower
 
(concave) slope, middle slope, upper
 
(convex) slope, and ridgetop. These
 
represent significant subdivisions of
 
the major ecological zones described
 
above, excepting the parklands and lava
 

zones, and their particular attributes
 
must be considered in any effort to
 
better understand and manage resource
 
problems in these areas.
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CHAPTER THREE: 	HUMAN ECOLOGY 

AND LAND USE 


Human beings, through their complex
interrelationships with other elements 
of the environment, are key factors in 
the functioning, of any ecosystem. This 
is certainly the :ase in Ruhengeri,
given their major role in transforming 
the regional landscape and their inten-
sive use of virtually all available 

resources. The following sections 

describe the evolution of human settle-

ment of the region, demographic trends, 
current land use patterns, health 

issues, and people's perceptions of the 

environment, 


Settlement and 	Land Tenure. 


The unquestioned first settlers of 

Ruhengeri were the Twa pygmies. The 

wild animals and plants of the predom-

inantly forested region provided ample 

resources for their hunting and gather-

ing lifestyle. In addition, their low 

numbers and high mobility precluded any

serious problems of resource overex-

ploitation. Today, however, there are 

barely 1000 Twa continue to live in the 

region, and no trace of 
 their former 

predominance remains.
 

The next wave of immigrants to arrive 

in northern V'anda not 
 only displaced 

the Twa, but also left a more definite 

and permanent mark. More than 2000 

years ago, ancestors of the modern Hutu 

introduced the iron-age tools and the 

agricultural technology necessary 
 to 

transform the Rwandan landscape from 

forest to farmland. Initially low 

population densities, however, favored 

an approach generally referred to as 
shifting cultivation. Under this 
system, agriculturalists would clear 
sections of forest or woodland (ceded 

by or taken from the Twa), cultivate 

the land for a few years, then move on 

to repeat the process at another site 

while permitting the forest to recolon-

ize their former fields. This served 
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as an extended fallow period until the
 
original site was again put to use man)
 
years later. In this manner, farmers
 
avoid both the extra labor demands and 
the risks of resource degradation and 
depletion associated with permanent 
clearing and maintenance of fields. 

The ecological soundness of shifting
cultivation, though, is largely a 
function of population pressure in 
relation to the available resource 
base. As long as population densities 
remain low, rotational cycles can be 
long enough to permit adequate regener
ation of the natural vegetation cover 
and subsequent restoration of soil 
fertility. 
 By the 16th century, how
ever, political and land use conflicts 
with the pastoral Tutsi in surrounding 
areas led to increased immigration of 
agriculturalists into northern Rwanda.
 
There, in the rugged terrain of Mulera,
 
Bugoyi and 
 Bukiga (modern Ruhengeri, 
Gisenyi and Byumba), independent Hlutu 
kingdoms were established. Yet this 
political liberty was accompanied by
increased ecological constraints as 
larger numbers of people placed greater
 
demands on 
 a limited land resource
 
base.
 

By the end of the 19th century,

population pressures 
 had already re
sulted in major modifications in land
 
use ada associated tenure systems.
 
Shifting cultivation had disappeared in
 
all areas except the remnant forest
 
fringe, to be replaced by various forms
 
of more permanent agriculture. And the
 
ubukonde tenure system had developed to
 
assure long-term use rights to the
 
initial landholders 
and their descen
dants. Clans retained use rights to
 
large blocks of land which could then
 
be subdivided among male members of the
 
lineage in later generations through
 
subdivision, inheritance 
 or gift.
 
Other immigrants could 
 still obtain
 
land in Ruhengeri, but only 
as tenants
 
(abaererwa) of the original lineages
 
and their land 	chiefs.
 



The arrival of the colonial period 
marked the effective end of ubukonde. 
It was replaced by The Tutsi ibikingi 
system already in force over the rest 
of IPanda ad,d o a more limited de-
gree, certain components of Lurpean 
tenure systems. NeitYer the pastoral 
orientation uf the 'Former nor the 
private property emphasis of the lat-
ter, however, wias anpropriate for the 
combined social, economic and ecologi-

cal context of northern Rwanda. And 

neither could adequately fill the 

regulatory role of the ubukonde system 

with regard to land use.
 

Following independence, elements of 
the traditional system were restored in 
Ruhengeri (though all patron-client 
relationships were legally abolished as 
undesireable vestiges of a feudal 
past). Yet Just as ubukonde originally 

evolved under the stress of earlier 

population pressures, so, too, would it 

be forced to change dramatically in the 

face of th demographic realities of 

the late twentieth century. The ulti-

mate form of land tenure in Ruhengeri 

is currently in question; but there is 

no doubt that it will evolve in re-

sponse to the demands of a rapidly
 
expanding population on a limited land 

base. 


Population and Demography. 


In 1984, the population of Ruhengeri 

totaled approximately 619,000 and 

occupied the land at an average density 

of 368 persons per square kilometer 

(Table 3.1) If only arable land is 

considered, then this density figure 

rises to 524 per square kilometer. In 

addition, the distribution of this 

population is very uneven, with certain
 
sectors surpassing 1000 residents per 

square kilometer (Figure 3.1). At 

these levels, the situation is already 

alarming; yet further consideration of 

the population's growth rate and struc-

ture provides additional cause for 

concern, 


The evolution of the Puhengeri popu
lation over the past 50 years is pre
sented in Figure 3.2. From a base of 
roughly 229,00 in 1936, the population 
suffered a si'nificant dec ine due to 
famine-induced mortality iand emigration 
during the earl. lYi4is. By 1950, 
however, numbers had returned to ear
lier levels and a lon' period of rapid 
growth began which resulted in a doub
ling of the population to roughly
 
458,000 by 1970. This translates in,:o
 
a 3.5% average annual rate of increase
 
over the intervening period.
 

The reasons for such a phenomenal 
increase are quite straightforward. 
Birth rates have historically been high 
in all areas of Rwanda, and a recently 
completed fertility study (ONAPO 1986) 
found, in Ruhengeri, an average of 9.9 
live births per woman by the end of her 
reproductive years. Traditionally, 
this productivity was offset to a large 
degree by extremely high mortality 
rates. In more recent times, however, 
improved health and nutritional condi
tions have served to significantly 
reduce infant and juvenile mortality 
and to extend life expectancy. 

The phenomenon of a "population
 
explosion" following radical improve
ments in the health and nutritional
 
status c given populations has been
 

observed in most parts of the world.
 
After a certain lag time, however, it
 
is usually followed by a decline in the
 
birth rate. It is therefore disquiet
ing to note that birth rates in Rwanda
 
remain at traditionally high levels -
and that the national population con
tinues to grow at an annual rate of 
roughly 3.5%. 

The actual growth rate of Ruhengeri's
 
population has been markedly lower than
 
the national average over the past 16
 
years. This is primarily due, however,
 
to emigration. Between 1970 and 1978,
 
Ruhengeri contributed a high percentage
 
of migrants to the newly-opened fron
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-------------------------------------------------------------

Table 3.1
 
Population Densities By Commune
 

Population Total Area 
 Population Corrected 
 Corrected
 
Commune 
 1984 (km2) Density Area* Density*
 

BUTARO 46.719 
 II. 330/kt2 123.4 364/km2
 

CYABINGO 50,197 
 86.6 580/km2 86.6 580/km2
 

CYERU 51,296 180.9 284/km2 156.6 328/km2
 

GATONDE 32,108 
 76.3 421/km2 76.3 421/km2
 

KIDAHO 29,494 89.4 
 330/km2 73.4 
 402/km2
 

KIGOMBE 42,169 
 71.3 591/km2 71.3 591/km2
 

KINIGI 35,077 171.6 
 204/km2 113.4 
 309/km2
 

MUKINGO 27,544 
 106.3 259/km2 62.5 441/km2
 

NDUSU 37,143 92.2 403/km2 92.2 
 403/km2
 

NKULI 32,209 117.8 
 273/km2 103.4 
 312/km2
 

NKUMBA 33,704 
 101.3 333/km2 83.1 406/km2
 

NYAKINAMA 44,117 
 66.6 662/km2 66.6 662/km2
 

NYAMUGALI 39,243 
 126.6 310/km2 126.6 310/km2
 

NYAMUTERA 28,979 
 56.9 509/km2 56.9 509/km2
 

NYARUTOVU 45,462 
 125.3 363/km2 125.3 363/km2
 

RUHONDO 43,609 
 74.0 589/km2 57.2 762/km2
 

TOTAL 619,070 
 1684.7 367/km2 1479.C 418/km2
 

* Based 	on total area minus area in lakes and park. 

Source: 	Ruhengeri Official Statistics (population)
 
RRAM Project planimetry (area)
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FIGURE 3. 
Population Growth of Ruhengeri Prefecture 
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tier region of the Bugesera. As this 

area became saturated and colonists

reported 
 poor farming conditions, 

however, migrants focused 
 on the more 

open spaces of eastern Kibungo: spaces

which today are 
nearly all filled. 


Thus, emigration to 
the few remaining 

internal frontier 
 areas plus some 

movement across 
 international boundar-

ies limited Ruhengeri's growth rate to 

a modest 1.9% between 
 1970 and 1978, 

and an estimated 
 2.9% in more recent 

years. Yet a survey conducted by the 

RRAM project in 1986 found that only 7%
 
of the prefectural population continued 

to view emigration as 
a viable solution 

to the regional land shortage. Thus, 

if migration is eliminated as an outlet 

for population pressure, Ruhengeri's

intrinsic growth (birthsrate minus 
deaths) will lead to more rapid popula-
tion increases 
 in the future. At 3.5% 

per year, this would result in a doub-

ling of the regional population to more 

than 1.2 million by the year 2006. 


Adoption of 
 birth control practices

by a significant proportion of families 

could obviously help to lower the 

growth rate and 
 prolong the doubling 

period. Yet 
 the current structure of 

the Ruhengeri population mitigates

against 
 any rapid change in this re-

gard. Nearly half of this population 

is now under 20 years of age, and the 

number of individuals in this group is 

double that 
 in the 21 to 40 age cate-

gory. As this large group moves into 

its reproductive period over the next 

20 years, it 
 will have double the 

growth potential of the group it 
re-

places. 
 Thus, even a halving of the 

birth rate will produce the same number 

of child-en. It 
 is this demographic

inertia contained in the present pop-

ulation structure which guarantees 

continued growth weii 
 into the next 

century. It also guarantees continued 

land and other 
resource use conflicts, 
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Land Use.
 

As noted in the previous chapter,
 
very little of the Ruhengeri region

remains unchanged by human activities.
 
Unoccupied areas such as 
 the park,
 
lakes, watercourses and un'cveloped
wetlands 
total just 23,282 ha. The
 
remaining 
 86% of the prefecture has
 
been settled, cultivated, and trans
formed to an exceptional degree by
 
man. Discussion 
 in the following

sections focuses 
 in more detail on the
 
principal components of this land 
use.
 

Agriculture.
 
The vast majority of land in 
Ruhengeri
 
is in some form of agricultural use.
 
An earlier study on "Land Use and
 
Availability in Rwanda" (Prefol &
 
Delepierre, 1973) estimated a theoreti
cal maximum of 138,946 ha which could 
be used for agriculture in the Prefec
ture. 
 From that total they subtracted
 
another 20,842 ha 
 of land which were
 
considered inappropriate for 
 farming
 

(due to slope and soil characteristics)

to arrive at a potentially arable land
 
base of 118,104 ha. According to the
 
authors, this 
 land could support ap
proximately 107,000 
 families on "mini
mal" farms averaging 1.1 hectares.
 

In 1984, the National Agricultural
 
Survey found that nearlv 125,000 fami
lies in Ruhengeri had landholdings

which totaled 120,616 ha, 
 or not quite
 
one hectare per household. This aver
age is misleading, however, 
as further
 
analysis reveals 
 chat fully two-thirds
 
of all families have less than one
 
hectare; and of these, 
 nearly 50% must
 
live off of holdings of less than fifty
 
ares (0.5 ha). 
 Thus, the arable land
 
base cited in the preceding study has
 
already been surpassed and a far great-
er number of families than projected is
 
living off of this 
 land. This does
 
not, however, mean that 
 the study's

conclusions are 
wrong. The farmers of
 
Ruhengeri are simply 
 working on in
creasingly 
smaller and more marginal
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plots of land: with long-term prospects 
that are troubling tc consider, 

In a ddition to their Smal size, 
Iuhe.geri far. s are characterine by a 
high degree ,f tramentataon. Each 
familv farm is subdividd into an 
average of i Ore than h parcels, often 
separated by several hundred meters. 
More than 71 of these fields are used 
primarily for agricultural production, 
with the remainder set aside for wood-
lots, grazing plots, and the household 
complex (rugo) itself. 

Food production on Ruhengeri farms is 
generally similar to that found in 
other parts in other parts of Rwanda, 
in that most farmers try to produce a 
mix of staple subsistence crops. At 
the same time, ecological conditions in 
this high elevation zone serve to limit 

production of certain crps and favor
 
specialization on others. 

Similarities appear when one con-
siders that beans, bananas and corn 
occupy nearly two-thirds of the region-
al farmland over the course of the 

entire agricultural year (this includes 

two planting seasnns, so totals are 

higher than the actual land base; in 

addition, only 40% of these crops are 
planted in pure formations, with the
 
remainder in associations of two or 
more cultures). In terms of total 

production (in tons) bananas rank 

first, followed by white potatoes, 

sweet potatoes, beans, corn and sorghum 
(Table 3.2). 

In terms of specialization, Ruhengeri 

appears to have a comparative advantage 

over other areas for the production of 

certain crops. In particular, the 

prefecture produces more than 80% cf 
the national wheat crop (predominantly 
in the Buberuka and Lava ecological 
zones); 48,o of the white potatoes (in 

the Lava and Zaire-Nile Divide zones); 
nearly 23% of the peas (Zaire-Nile 
Divide and Buberuka zones); and 19% of 

Table 3.2
 
Production of Selected Crops
 
in the Ruhenoeri Prefecture
 

Area Production % Nat'l 
Crop (ha) (tons) Prod'n 

Bananas "2,751 134,270, 6.8 
Beans 50,477 23,045 9.0 
Maize 32,170 21,224 19.0 
Sorghum 19,518 13,202 7.8 
Potatoes 19,950 122,023 48.5 
Sweet 
Potatoes 17,180 67,927 9.3
 

Peas 11,979 3,812 22.6
 
Wheat 2,750 2,549 80.1
 

Source: National Agricultural Survey 

AHRI 1986
 

the national maize production (primari
ly in the ZND and Lava zones). Produc
tion levels for bananas, Lcaas, sorghum 
and sweet potatoes, while important for 
Ruhengeri, tcnd to fall within expected
 
ranges for a region which represents
 
6.6% of the national territory and
 
which contains 10.6 of the national
 
population. 

With regard to cash crops, ecological 
conditions in the lava zone appear 
favorable to Lhe production of both 
pyrethrum and tobacco. In 1975, nearly 
2000 hectares in Ruhengeri were planted 
with pyrethrum and generated the major

ity of Rwandan export ravenues from 
that crop. More recently, however, 
foreign demand for this natural insect
icide has declined and no more than 
1200 ha are currently under cultiva
tion. Tobacco, on the other hand, 
remains a valued crop for the domestic 
market, though fewer than one thousand 
hectares are dedicated to 4ts produc
tion. 
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Table 3.3
 

Selected Land Use Categories By Agro-ecological Zone
 

AGRO- TOTAL RAISED BED TILLED RAISED BED
 
ECOLOGICAL AREA* BOTTOMLAND 
 PASTURE FIELDS 
 UPLAND BANANAS PAYSANNAT
 

ZONES (km2) (ha) (ha) (ha) (ha) 
 (ha) (ha)
 

ZND 159 296 212 
 9547 2453 2472 0
 
(% zone) (2) (1) 
 (60) (15) (1.6) (0)
 

PLATEAU 372 1786 
 454 24870 122 7634 0
 
(% zone) 
 (5) (1) (67) (,i) (21) (0) 

LAVA 
 426 276 1944 1812 25734 3918 4732
 
(% zone) (<I) (5) (4) 
 (60) (9) (11)
 

BUBERUKA 492 
 2652 260 34737 944 3312 0
 
(% zone) (5) (<I) (71) (2) 
 (7) (0)
 

TOTALS 
 1449 5010 2870 70966 29253 17336 4732
 

* Does not include parkland, lakes or Rugezi Marsh 

Source: RRAM Project aerial photo-interpretation
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For other export crops, the Ruhengeri 

environment appears less favorable, 

The region produces less than 4% of the 

national coffee harvest (Rwanda's 
principal source of foreign revenue), 
on fewer than 1500 ha of low elevation 
farmla d. Production of tea, the 
se--ond major source of agricultural 
export revenues, is even lower, al-
though cultivation is now expanding in 
the Nkuli- 1vakinama area. This expan-
sion has led to conflicts with the 
leqal population over land use, how
ever, and future growth remains uncer-
tain. 

As indicated above, the vast majority 
of Ruhengeri farmers make their living 
from extremely small plots of land --
virtually gardens -- on which they grow 
a mix of primarily subsistance crops.
Despite this relative homoeneity, 

however, some distinct regional differ-
ences do appear. From the selected 
land use categories presented in Table 
3.3, bananas can he seen to occupy a 
much more important role in the Central 
Plateau and Z:D regions, especially 
along the flanks of the Mukungwa val-
ley. This valley also contains a high 
percentage of the Lava zone's banana 
plantations. Lower temperatures limit 
cultivation of this economically impor-
tant crop, however, in the upper Lava 
zone, as well as across much of the 
Buberuka region. 

Raised bed farming in bottomlands 
(principally of sweet potatoes and 
white potatoes) is another feature of 
the Ruhengeri landscape which shows 
important regional differences. Of the 
5000 ha under this form of exploitation 

across the prefecture, more than half 
are located in the extensive valleys 
and wetlands of the tBuberuka region, A 
similar percentagc (5%) of the Central 
Plateau is also planted in bottomland 

raised beds, but physical conditions in 

the ZNID and Lava zones limit the extent 
of this practice. 


Upland raised bed cultivation, how
ever, is a distinctive and widespread 
practice in the Lava zone. The vast 
majority of crops (especially potatoes) 
in this region are grown on large 
linear mounds, due to the particular 
,ater retention qualities of the vol
canic soils. These formations are also 
common in the paysannat sector of the 
Lava zone, which is characterized by 
both the regularity of its layout and 
the continued presence of pyrethrum. 

One major land use category in most 
parts of Africa which is almost totally 
lacking in Ruhengeri is that of pasture 
lands. As a result of pressure to 
convert available land to crop produc
tion, the prefecture's natural pastures 
declined from 2,870 ha in 1980 to only 
120 ha in 1984, according to official 
statistics. In addition, private 

grazing plots averaging only 2 ares per
 
household covered another 2000 ha.
 
This reoresents a totally insufficient
 
resource base for a region in which 76%
 
of the population owns livestock, even
 
though most of these are sheep and
 
goats (Table 3.4).
 

Table 3.4
 
Ruhengeri Livestock Populations
 

% Average Total
 
Type Own Number Population
 

Cattle 13.1 2.4 39,518
 
Goat. 42.4 2.6 136,239
 
Shaep 54.9 2.1 143,717
 
Pigs 7.3 1.8 16,431
 

TOTAL 76.5 3.5 335,905
 

Source: National Agricultural Survey 
MINAGRI 1986 

Ruhengeri's ability to maintain this
 
population up to now is due primarily
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to the extensive use 
of roadsides, crop 

residues, forest 
 plantations and other 

sites not in agriculture as 
alternative
grazing sites. 
 in addition, 
two more 

intensive techniques have been intro-
duced to the region. Increasing' num-
bers of farmers now plant prass crops
of Setaria, Trvtsacum and Penni stum
along contour lines with the double
objective of controllin erosion andproviding additional forage for live-
stock. Permanent stabling is also nowpracticed by 20o of all cattle owners,
Both of these practices must continue 
to spread at a rapid pace, however, ifRuheneri is to maintain its current 
livestock populations in the face of
steadily decreasing availability of
traditional grazing lands, 


Forestry. Another major category ofland use in Ruhengeri is that of forest 
cover. 
 Official statistics from Ruhen-

geri state that 10,353 ha were under 
tree cover in 1985. This represents 7%
of all land in the prefecture, except-
ing the park and car-lakes. Studies 
ried out by the 
 RRAI project, the 
National Agricultural Survey and other 
sources, however, indicate that this
total may reach as high as 15,000 ha, 
or 10% of the regional l nd base (See

Chapter 5 for a detailed analysis of 

this and other forestry issues), 


The wood resources of Ruhengeri occur 
in three principal forms: large planta-

tions, small 
 private woodlots, and 

individual trees dispersed across the 

landscape. Plantations 
 range in sizefrom a minimum of one hectare to nearly

200 ha. 
 They are primarily owned and

managed by 
 the communes, which benufi"

from the use and sale of their wood 

products, with 
a small percentage run

by private enterprises or 
the national 

Forest Service. 
 Roadside plantations 

are 
 also included 
 in this general

category. Homogeneous stands of Eucal-

yptus species predominate in virtually

all of the 
 large plantations, though 
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pine production has increased in recent
 
years.
 

Private woodlots represent the major
ity of forest cover in Pohengeri.
According to the 1984 Agricultural
Survey, these stands cover a tooal area
of nearily 7,500 ha, yet average less
than 6 ares per family. A RPAMI project 
survey of 660 households in the prefec
ture found that more than 80% of all 
families maintained their own woodlot,
but m, t felt that it was insufficient 
to meet their needs. This wood shor
tage was felt especially strongly inthe Buberuka anc Zaire-Nile Divide 
zones. Eucalyptus is again the predo
minant species found in private wood
lots, though cyprus 
 and a few native
 

species are also present. 

Isolated trees represent the final 
category 
of forest resources. Their

dispersed nature, however, makes quan
titative estimates of their total cover 
very difficult. What can he said is
the following: that the majority of 
farmlands contain such trees; that they
exist as 
 a diverse 
 mix of primarily

native species; that they satisfy avariety of needs, beyond that for fire
wood, as sources of medecine, food and
construction materials; and that they

represent the foundation of 
traditional
 
agroforestry 
 systems. Thus,
their total whilecover may not be very
great, 
 it is certain 
 that dispersed

trees are 
 a resource of considerable
 
value.
 

In many respects, forestry 
 trends in
 
Ruhengeri 
 are positive. 
 Based on

historical 
accounts, photographs and
 
the observations 
of longtime residents
 
of the region, more 
 of the prefecture

is now covered by trees than 
 at any

other time in 
 this century (with the
 
qualification 
 that forest cover in

earlier times was far greater and that 
natural forest has continued to decline
 
up to the present). Reforestation has
 
also increased significantly in recent
 



years. Official figures show that the 

total planted area has grown from 4,282 
ha in 1975, to 5,317 ha in 1980, to 

10,353 ha in 1'-15. The major part of 
this increase (!:lore than 4,400 ha) has 
come from planriv , private indi-
viduals on thei r o,;n lands. In addi-
tion, it is (uite likely that these 
figures underestimate the total forest 
resource base. 

Yet even the oost optimistic esti-
mates of forest cover indicate an 

annual yield of 0.23 m3 of wood per 
person per year: less than one-third of 
the estimated annual demand. This 

means that the capital of standing wood 
volume is being exploited to meet 

demand: a trend which is unsustainable 
in the long-term. flowever, at a time 
when agricultural land is at a premium, 
it is highly questionable whether 
forest lands can be tripled to meet 


this demand without incurring serious 


land use conflicts. And the 600% 

increase required to satisfy the needs 

of a projected one million people 


living in Ruhengeri in the year 2000 is 

problematic in the extreme. 


Infrastructure. Another important 

way in which humans transform the 


environment is through their creation 

of road networks, urban centers, indus-

trial complexes, etc. Ruhengeri's 

infrastructure of this sort is rela-

Lively less developed than that found 

in many other parts of the world and 


represents a minimal component of 


regional land use. Yet with continued 

population growth and development, it 


will certainly expand. 


A network of 1,827 km of roads repre-

sents the region's most extensive form 

of infrastructure development. Based
 

on average widths of 10, 15 and 25 

meters for communal (1303 km), national 

(424 km) and paved (100 1m) roads, 


respectively, a total area of 2189 ha 

is covered by this network. In addi-


tion, large areas along these roads are 


unusablk due to associated erosion and 
roadside tree plantations. Still, the 
present road system covers less than 2% 

of the prefecture; and although it will 
necessarily grow in coming years, 
proper planning could assure its bene
ficial aspects while limiting negative 
impacts. 

The only significant urban concentra
tion in the prefecture is the capital 
city of Rahengeri, with an estimated 
population of 20,000. Covering an area 

of less than 2 square kilometers, 
Ruhengeri includes a commercial dis
trict and market, a government office 

complex, a major hospital, a military 
camp, a prison, and a regional air

port. Plans for the rational future 
expansion of the city are now in pro
gress. 

Villages are virtually non-existant
 
in Ruhengeri, as elsewhere in Rwanda.
 

The closest approximation is found in
 
the northern Buberuka region, where
 

scattered examples of "grouped habitat"
 
can be found in lineai formations,
 
generally on sloped ridges. Yet the
 
housing 'inits required by more than
 

128,000 dispersed families nevertheless
 
occupy a certain amount of space which
 

should be taken into consideration.
 
Assuming an average of 200 m2 per
 
traditional rugo enclosure (still used
 

by one-third of the population) and 150
 
m2 for the newer rectangular struc
tures, a total of 2,125 ha emerges as a
 

rough estimate: nearly the same as the
 

area covered by roads. Thus, while the
 
promotion of villages or grouped habi
tat may improve tide provision of servi
ces, it should not be seen as a means
 
of reducing this already low level of
 

land use for housing.
 

Ruhengeri's few industrial complexes
 
are visually striking, but of minimal
 
importance with regard to ovErall land
 

use. The two principal wolfram mines
 
in the prefecture cover barely 2 km2 of
 

denuded hills. In the case of the
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Table 3.5
 
Incidence of Selected Illnesses
 

Health Eco- Population Respir. Intest. Malaria Malnu- Bilhar-

Center 
 Illness Illness
zone trition zia
 

Gasiza Lava 21,742 7.2 10.6 0.9 
 0.20 0.00

Kinigi Lava 23,757 4.8 22.3 0.6 0.21 0.00
 
Bisate Lava 11,325 19.0 6.6 
 0.4 0.10 0.00
 
Shingiro Lava 18,343 18.5 
 8.3 0.9 0.30 0.00


'Ruhengeri Lava 51,329 8.1 13.6 
 2.8 0.03 0.02
 
Gitare Lava 28,296 12.7 12.5 2.4 
 0.41 0.40

Kinoni Lava 25,742 10.3 11.7 1.5 0.15 0.04

Busoqo Lav/ZND 21,172 20.6 30.5 0.7 
 0.09 0.00

Rwankeri Lav/ZND 33,227 
 7.3 8.3 0.7 0.43 0.00
 
Nyakinama Lav/ZND 31,120 7.6 
 8.9 1.6 1.52 0.00

Ntaruka Lav/Bub 18,762 10.7 
 5.9 2.6 0.07 2.00

Rwaza Bub 37,545 2.8 
 4.5 1.6 <0.01 0.01

Butaro Bub 26,252 5.6 12.1 4.0 0.15 
 0.05
 
Kinyababa Bub 15,081 8.4 
 9.5 1.6 0.11 0.01
 
Rusasa Bub 12,843 16.0 15.8 
 1.6 2.80 0.00

Rwerere Bub 30,646 1.7 
 4.1 4.1 0.10 0.01
 
Mucaca Bub 33,265 2.3 1.6 
 1.3 0.07 <0.01
 
Nyamugali Bub/CP 21,705 
 4.4 9.6 1.2 0.11 0.00

Nemba CP/Bub 80,828 2.8 13.5 
 0.8 0.08 <0.01
 
Cyabingo CenPlat 35,313 3.5 5.7 1.4 
 0.08 0.00

Gatonde CenPlat 
 28,694 7.1 
 15.4 1.9 '0.01 0.00
 
Janja CenPlat 15,964 5.7 15.0 
 1.4 <0.00 0.00

Busoro CenPlat 15,205 
 3.6 10.5 1.5 C0.01 0.00
 

AVERAGES 
 7.3 10.8 1.7 0.32 0.08
 

Source: R6gion Sanitaire de Ruhengeri (1985)
 



around the 
 takes and marsh complex oC 
northeastcrn .hnegueri, 
 ',hich provides

excellent habitat for the aquatic stae 

of the mosquito vector. 'alaria r3tes 


uhen~er! town, 
a ;ih poptuknticn a.U'v Cavors L.S 

also hi : .re Shera 

spread of S, 
 sA frc; ncarbv sics 
of standing "ator. 

Bilharzia 12 much more localized, 
with only two sinificant centers, bith 
around Lake 2ulera. This debilitating

disease 'was introduced in 
the 1970s to 
the lakes reion, where the Schistoson 
mansoni parasiQte Cound a suitale host 
in the snail onul: jion Mf -inhalar-in 
pfeiferi, ihaiji the ,c"marsh-
lake edge c Mtr, ..it ect.:i 
humans freqocnul the lake, who thn 
returned I arasitc's cy"s to tiLe 
water .'ia • jr fesal -itter. M:s 
cycle can cniv he broken n to noa-:
through elimination c1 the snoi Adi 

their haC La, 
 r throulh oNLensiv 

public 
 hea lth riucatin Lo Wirmn'.. 
sani.tation prcices. 1 the case o 

Lake Dularo . IV_ 
 later approach his 

served to reduce the 
 incidence of 

Bilharzia from ',carl 5.' in all 
areas 

bordering its .estern 
 edge in IMC0
(Bilharzia 
 ission Report, 1982), to 

only one sile higher than (U.4 
 Wi 

19S5. The 
 rate of &.t at taru a.however, indicates 
 ;:hat serious eradi-

cation efforts must continue until this 

disease is eliminated. 


The final disease catemory treated in 

this section 
 is Lhat of malnutrition, 

for which there 
are only two siqnifi-

cant centers in the prefecture: N'vaki-

n.ma and Pusasa. Neither one, 
 however, 
appears to be Lnked to an'.' particular
ecological conditions, nor do the two 
have much in common. The 'lnkina:,, 
center services residents of the kuhun-
g., vaLley as weLl as people living on 
the eastern flan: of the ZD. 
'hile 

the former area 
 is quite productive, 

much of the 
 land is in bananas as a 
cash crop and subsistence crops may
therefore be n-l'4cted. For those fr
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Attitudes Tuward Environmental Issues
 

,.uman ecology is genera]'v considered 
to be the stud' v -C pcop 's relation to 
and use of the 'i-h:si-aJ 
rosurccs 
of a a crticular "io. ',iIvrnmental
 
proble.ms 
occur 'n L''.i::nces L2 this 
relationship arc observed. Although
technical analv..... I lists can 
reveal these prc]erms, it is also
 
impor tnt to consider how they are
 
perceived by 
the guern] public.
 

The IRAN prolt carried out two
 
surveys in uheoeri 
 in 7n ffnrt to 
better understand 
 tis "n;estion of 
popular attitudes and .vire:.ness. TaWie

3.6 presents tile '" IltS ., a sure" of
 
320 households 'z !op],e "ere
.ich 

asked to list, in 
 , in-rit order, the
 
major problems which t v percei'ed at
 
three iifferent levels: thi: ow.n
 
household, the 
 c'urrent poplation of
 
their commune, and 
 this same ccmunal 
population 10 years from now. .nalvsis
 
of these results reveals 
 that certain
 
environmental issues 
 are considered to
 
be very important across 
the entire
 
prefecture, although regiona 
 .differen
ces also arise.
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Table 3.6
 
Ranked Perceptions of Priority Problems
 

by Ecozone 
------------ ------ - - ------ --------------

Family Region Future 

Problem 
Rank by Ecozone 
LAV ZND BUB PC TOT 

Rank by Ecozone 
LAV ZND BUB PC TOT 

Rank by Ecozone 
LAV ZND BUB PC TOT 

- - ---------------------------- - --- ----- -------

Lack of 
Land 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Poverty 1 2 1 3 2 3 4 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 4 

Soil Erosion, 
Degradation 6 3 3 2 3 6 3 2 2 4 6 8 7 5 6 

Water 2 4 4 6 4 1 2 4 6 2 7 - 10 - 9 

Wood 7 6 6 4 5 7 6 6 5 5 10 9 - 6 8 

Food 8 5 8 5 6 13 7 7 8 7 4 3 4 3 3 

Pasturelan6 5 7 7 7 7 9 10 10 7 9 12 7 10 10 10 

Health 9 8 5 8 8 7 11 5 13 11 7 5 - 8 7 

Housing 4 9 12 9 9 5 15 13 - 12 9 - - - 12 

Education i 10 9 11 10 12 8 8 9 10 5 6 5 7 5 

Overpop
ulation 14 12 111 0 11 16 9 9 4 8 2 2 2 2 2 

Lack of 
Roads 15 11 13 12 12 4 5 111 0 6 - 9 - 8 15 

Dowry 16 14 10 14 13 11 14 12 12 14 - - 6 12 11 

Animal 
Damage 10 - - - 14 10 - - - 15 11 - - - 13 

Climate 17 13 14 13 15 14 12 15 11 13 - 11 8 10 14 

Note: 	Lower numeric values indicate higher priority rankings.
 
Totals (TOT) represent weighted rankings for the entire prefecture.
 

Source: RRAM Project Survey 1986
 



According to the survey, the number 

one problem faced by most households in 
Ruheneri is lack of land. Th-,i.s s 
supported hK. indings from the sec.:d 
RPA1 projjc c -urvev asshichd, 
households .,iether t1e aiii s 
sufficient to aat1sfv urr-nt 1;(1d
future needs (Table 3.). The resu ts 
indicate that iess than of LJ%
th'e 
population feels that 
 their current 
farms are sufficient; and onl- !l1' 
believe that the next generation k.i! 
have sufficient land. Regional differ-
ences 
 appear quite strongly, with 
residents of the Zaire-Nile Divide and 
the Central Plateau most pessimistic in 
this regard. 


Table 3.7 

Sufficidncv of Farm to Meet Needs 


Lava ZND BUB CP TOTxL 

, /a ,o 

Current 


Yes 33 15 34 22 29 

No 67 85 66 73 71 


Future 


Yes 13 0 14 
 10 11 

No 06 100 35 38 
 8 

Don't 


Know 1 0 1 
 2
 

In addition to 
 the highest priority

land problem, results from Table 3. 

indicate -eneral 
 anrernient that pover-
ty, soil erosion/deradat ioa, lac:- ,
good water, and wood shortages are also 
critical problems for current house-
holds. The icI of food and pasturn-
land, as .'elI as inadequate health, 
housin, and educational facilities. 
appear as a secondary set of concerns, 

Despite agreement on these issues,

however, 
 there are certain regional
 

differences which also emerge 
 from the
 
survey results. Poverty 
 and the lack 
of water race hi -her priril.tv Lhan ]and
shorta es in the lava :One, and the
lack of suia IS.I I I'n- :1: terial
 

a iS t rth - fre"uO• Lj
cited roblem i trt a 1area.Lava zone 
residents who live near the park also 
cite wild animal ... o. os as a 
significant issue. In the Central
 
Plateau area, 
 soil erosion and wood 
shortaces rank 1ighe r Than in other 
areas. Final!', health issues concern 
more families 2n the Rulherulka region,
in apparent cofirm.:atien (,f rhe techni
col assessment 5:resented in the last 
section. 

,.-hen individuals ..ere :!s:sed to thinl
he o'jud their o:n enc(ms ,nd:tcansider
 
the entire population cof th11eir commune,
the problem set remained cmstant, hutcertain priorities chan-ed In parti
cular, water issuesplace ahead 

move up to second
of proI c-'s rel tedpox erty and soii Ioer a.ti j-n. In

to 

addition, the 17,r]: of accs: roads and
overpopulation apFear 
 as sore sicnifi.
cant issues at t!ee cc;'munal level. 
e-gional differences are also evident
at this level , '.ith h,,hor priority
 

given to water 
 in the 1-: D and Lava
 zones, 
 ero -c3n :I PIu bruh!:a and the
 
Central Plateau, health 
 in Rubcruka.
 
an., overpopulation 4n 
thjj 

T!he most dramat c c' cs, .''ever,
a p!ear in e,:rc: to uur probleus.
,,:hiJte laind remainus the ,. concern,
overpopulation and f.)od ",- " cl,, 
to the second I:d Lai rdI positions,
folow.!ed by povert I,-. Lhe lack of 
educational opportuni ti-, i e impres
sion that emerres fro' this is that 
people thini: about more ,.heora! issues 
as they consider the future. eional 
differences also 
 Ppear to ive 1..ay"to
 
more [omoeneous concerns about a 
future in which there arc too man,, 
people gro..,ing insufficient food on too
little land.
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It is clear tnat the rural population
 
of Ruhengeri is aware of the critical
 
environmental and resource management
 
problems which confront them. Land,
 
soil, water, wood and overpopulation 
all rank hiqh on people's priority 
lists -- lists which appear to be in 
close accord with those derived from 
more technical assessments. These, and 
other sources of information, are 
considered in more detail in the analy
sis and recommendation chapters which 
follow. 
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C11APTER FOUR: 	SOIL EROSION 

AND DEGRADATION 


"Soil erosion is a natural and w.old-
wide phenomenon." 

-- D.J. Greenland 

"Civilization can survive the exhaus-
tion of oil reserves, but not the 
continuing wholesale loss ot topsoil." 

-- L.R. Brown 


In these statements can be found two 

fundamental truths 
 about soil erosion; 

and in 
their apparent contradictions 
lies the reason why this problem is so 
difficult to treat. Erosion is cer-

tainlv a universal and timeless natural 

phenomenon. ".ithout erosion, the earth 

would be a barren hunk of rock, incap-

able of supporting life. 
 Yet the same 

process of erosion, which combines ..
ith 

that of organic decomposition to create 

soil, can get out of control and des-

troy the thin layer of topsoil on which 
virtually al.l andplant animal life 
depends. The 	difference is that natur-

al erosion is usually a slow process

which acts prLncipally on exposed rock 

surfaces; accelerated erosion 
occurs 

where vegetative cover has been removed
 -- generally by human activities -- and 
acts must destructively on the exposed
topsoil. m.'hen topsoil serious-t.his is 
ly degraded, its productivity inevitab-

ly declines. 


Thus, in Ruhengeri, the erosion 
process which created its rugged land-
scape over cons has 
 been accelerated 
by human activities over recent time. 
The majority of the regional land base 
which is in agricultural use is repeat-

edly stripped of its vegetative cover 

each year and exposed to the erosive

effects of rainfall. Deforestation, 
mining and construction activities can 
have an even greater, though more 

localized, effect. 


From all indications, erosion and 
other forms of soil degradation repre
sent one of the highest prioritv prob
lems in Puhenoeri. Sheer, ril, gu[lv
and stream hank e:-osion ire present in 
almost all areas; lnrl(sl!eS occur nn 
the most susceptible sites; and point
source erosion is obvious around mines 
and along roads. The follow,,ing sec
tions present different diagnoses of 
the erosion problem and recommendations 
for its treatment. 

Analysis.
 

Diagnostic assessments of soil ero
sion and degradation problems in the 
RIuhengeri region are seriously limited
by the general lack of quantitative 
data on the subject. In particular, no 
detailed soils nap yet exists for the 
prefecture, which precludes refined
 
analysis of erosion
soil risks. In
 
addition, the existing topopraphic map

does not permit sufficiently precise

slope calculations. B'oth of these gaps
 
are critical; vet they should be filled
 
with the publication of national soil

and topographic maps within the coming 
year. In the meantime, valuable obser
vations can nevertheless be made from
 
the compilation and analysis 
of avail
able information sources.
 

Prefectural Assessment. 
 In recent
 
years, the iwandan government has
 
required the creation 
 of commissions to 
assess the advancement: of erosion
 
control 
efforts in each prefecture of 
the country. As elsewhere, the "uhenseri commnission has proceded by touring 
each of the 16 communes to observe 
conditions in 
the field. From these 
tourn6es, estimates are made of the 
total area protected by various erosion 
control structures such as infiltration
 
ditches, hedgerows and terraces.
 

In 1985, 53,2 of the prefecture ,.as
estimated to be protected by these
 
structures, with communal rates ranging
from 34% 
 to 67,. Bv the end of 1986, 
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the regional average was determined to 

be 87%, with a range of 80 to 94%. To 

a certain degree, this 66% increase re-

flects the considerable effort which 

the Ruhengeri population has put into 

erosion control recently. At the same 

time, however, criteria were changed in 

1986 to include the "natural protection 

of low relief", especiailv in the Lava 

zone. Uhile the concept of lower risk 

factors is certainly relevant, it 

nevertheless changes the basic equation 

and makes trend analyses fairly mean--

ingless. 


Two additional problems with the 

prefectural assessment serve to limit 

its usefulness. First, it does not 

include any attempt to determine the 

degree or extent of erosion itself. 

Second, it does not attempt to assess
 
the effectiveness of the erosion con-

trol structures that it measures. To 

be sure, these two activities are not 

among the cohmmission's official respon-

sibilities. Their inclusion, however, 

would greatly enhance the diagnostic 

value of the commission's annual re-

port. Mleans of moving toward this goal 

are included in the Recommendations 

section below, 


Agricultural Survey. The National 

Agricultural Survey is an on-going 

effort to provide reliable statistics 

on agricultural land use and production 

in Rwanda. As such, it includes sever-

al components of relevance to soil ero-

sion and management. Information is 

broken down by prefecture and ecologi-

cal zone; but since the latter areas 

extend beyond prefectural boundaries, 

they are not entirely reliable for 

analysis of conditions within a single 

prefecture. All Survey results pre-

sented below are for the year 1984. 


Although hard data are still lacking 

on qualitative aspects of soil degrada-

tion (as opposed to physical erosion), 

certain Survey results help to shed 

some light on this subject. Slightly 


more than 50% of the farmers in Ruhen
geri felt that the productivity of
 
their fields was declining. Roughly
 
19% attributed this decline to the
 
effects of erosion, while 59% said it
 
was due to over-cultivation (especially
 
in the Lava zone). This is hardly
 
surprising given several related find
ings. First, more than one-thiru of
 
all Ruhengeri fields have been in
 
cultivation for at least 50 years.
 
Second, only about 14% of fields are
 
fallowed each year -- and then only for
 
increasingly shorter periods. Finally,
 

fewer than half of all farmers reported
 
using fertilizer or mulch on any of
 
their fields. Under such conditions,
 
it is not at all surprising that pro
ductivity is declining on a majority of
 
farms.
 

A second area in which the Agricul
tural Survey provides some useful
 
information concerns the erosion risk
 
factors of slope, crop cover and pro
tection. Approximately 70% of all
 
cultivated fields in Ruhengeri are
 
located on the upper and middle slopes
 
of hills. As a direct result, nearly
 
half of these fields are on slopes of
 
more than 37 percent (unfortunately,
 
this is the highest slope category in
 
the Survey and fails to reflect the
 
true steepness of many fields). In
 
addition, several of the principal
 
crops grown on these fields (especially
 
maize, potatoes, sorghum and peas) are
 
among those most susceptible to erosion
 
(Table 4.1). Bananas, on the other
 
hand, are noted for their soil protec
tion qualities; but most banana stands
 
are on lowe- , more moderate slopes.
 
Finally, Survey results indicate that
 
approximately 40% of all agricultural
 
fields and 20% of those fields not in
 
crops were protected by erosion control
 
structures in 1984. This figure is
 
lower than that of 53% estab-.ished by
 
the Prefectural Commission in 1985, yet
 
the difference could easily be ex
plained by progress in erosion control
 
over the intervening year.
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The most recent Agricultural Survey 

study ("Pertes de terre 
 dues i l'6rosion", SESA/MINAGRI 1986) is also the:most relevant for the purposes of this
chapter. Combnin the ield data 
described aLove with direct measures oferosion on 100 sample fields, and then 
applying both the
to Universal Soil
Loss Equation (USLE), this preliminary
report represents a significant contri-
bution to the quantitative assessment 
of erosion in Rwanda. 

The USLE (IWischmeier & Smith 1965,
1978) was developed as a tool for esti-
mating soil losses under a broad range
of field conditions. Although derived 
from studies in the United States, it 
has been modified for applications in 
numerous tropical countries. The basic

formula for the equation is represented 
as: 

R*K*L*S*C*P 
where 


A is the quantity of soil lost 

per unit area; 


R the rainfall erosivitv factor; 
K the soil erodibility factor; 

L the length of slope factor;
S the slope gradient factor; 
C the rop cover !actor; and 

P the erosion control factor. 


Values for the length and gradient of 
slopes were obtained from direct m0a-

sures 
 of the Survey's 10,000 sample

fields. These also provided data on 
crop cover and erosion control, but 

values for these factors were then
modified based results theon from 100 

erosion monitoring 
 sites. Rainfall 
erosivity and soil erodibility values 
were determined from existing 
maps of 

general climatic and lithologic fen-
tuIes. 

Results from this pilot 
 study reveal 

a serious average soil 
 loss in Ruhen-

geri of 13.3 tons per hectare per 

year. The breakdown of 
this total loss 

in Tables 4.1  4.4, however, indicates 
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potentially even 
 more severe problems.
 

Table A.1
C-Values by Tye of Crop or Association 

(higher values wore= erosion) 

Crop/Association C-Value 

Coffee...........................0.02
 
Bananas .......................... 0 .04

Bananas/Beans.....................0.10
 
Non-cultivated Field ............. 0.10
 
Soy/Bananas ......................
0.11Beans/Bananas .................... 
 0.12
Bananas/Taro ..................... 
 0.13
Bananas/Sorghum ................... 0.14 
Sweet Potatoes/Beans ............. 0.14
Haize/Bananas....................0.15
 
Peas ............................. 
 0.15 
Sweet Potatoes/Bananas ........... 0.15

Sorghum/Taro ..................... 
 0.17 
Sorghum/Bananas .................. .1I 

Taro/Bananas ..................... 
 0.19Beans ............................ 
 0.19Beans/Manioc ..................... 
 0.20 
Beans/Peas .......................
 0.20
Beans/Potatoes .................... 
 0.20 
Beans/Sweet Potatoes 
............. 0.20
 
Hanioc/Taro......................0.20
 
Pyrethrum ........................ 
 0.20 
Sorghum/Sweet Potatoes 
........... 0.20

Potatoes/Naize...................0.21
 

Manioc/Beans .....................
anioc/Sweet 0.22Potatoes ............. 0.2
 
Potatoes .........................
 0.22 
Sweet Potatoes ................... 
0.23

Finger Millet .................... 
 0.23 
Maize/Sweet Poatoes 
.............. 0.23
 
anioc ........................... 
 0.26


Beans/Maize ...................... 
 0.30
 
Naize/Beans ...................... 
 0.30
 
blaize/Peas ....................... 
 0.31 
Sorghum/Manioc ................... 
0.31
 
Maize/Tobacco .................... 
 0.32
Taro ............................. 0.35
 
Taize ............................0 .35
Sorghum/Naize .................... 
0.35 
Sorghum..........................0.40
 
Tobacco ................ 
 .0.45 

Source: National Agricultural Survey 
MINAGRI 1986 



------------------------- 
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The figures presented in Table 4.1 
demonstrate that most of Ruhengeri's 
principal crops (especially sorghum, 
maize, potatoes and sweet potatoes) 
have high C-values which indicate a 
high potential for erosion. Bananas 
are a notable exception, while fields 

under beans and bean associations fall 

into a moderate risk category, 


Table 4.2 converts these C-value 

r±3sses into actual soil losses per 
hectare. From these figures, and 

earlier crop production data, it can be 
seen that more than one-third of uhen-
geri's fields are in the highest loss 
category of 13.5 T/ha/year. 

Table 4.2 
Average Soil Losses by C-Value Classes 


(Tons/Ha/Year) 


C-Value Class Soil Loss 


0.02 - 0.09 ...................... 1.11
 
0.10 - 0.14 ...................... 7.8
 
0.15 - 0.24 ..................... 11.L 

0.25+. ........................... 18.5 


A further subdivision of the erosion 

study provides soil loss averages for 

different slope categories. These 

data, presented in Table 4.3, demon- 

strate the significant correlation 

between high slope values and increased 

erosion. The results are particularly 


Table 4.3
 
Average Soil Losses by Slope Class 


(in Tons/Ha/Year)
 

Slope Class Soil Loss
 

0 - 9 percent ..................... 1.1 

10- 18 percent ................... 4.2 

19 - 36 percent .................. 11.9 

37 + percent ..................... 25.7 


troubling for Ruhengeri, where 35% of 


all agricultural fields and 58Z of
 
non-agricultural fields fall into the
 
>37% slope category, in which soil
 
losses average 25.7 tons/ha/yr.
 

A final treatment of the erosion 
study data concerns soil loss differ
ences among Rwanda's 12 ecological 
zones (Table 4.4). Thesc results show 
the Zaire-Nile Divide region to have 
the highest average erosion rate of 
21.7 T/ha/yr. The second and third 
worst rates were found in the Lava and
 
Buberuka zones, with 13.6 and 12.3 
T/ha/yr respectively. The Central 
Plateau (8.8 T/ha/yr) was the only zone 
present in Ruhengeri below the national 
average of 10.1 T/ha/yr. 

Table 4.4
 
Average Soil Losses by Ecological Zone
 

-(in Tons/ a/Year) 

Ecological Zone Soil Loss
 

Zaire-Nile Divide ................ 21.7
 
Lava ............................. 13.6
 
Buberuka ......................... 12.3
 
Kivu ............................. 12.0
 
Imbo ............................. 11.4
 
Impara ........................... 11.3
 
Central Plateau ................... 8.8
 
Granite Ridge ..................... 6.2
 
iayaga ............................ 5.1
 
Eastern Savanna ................... 4.5
 
Eastern Plateau ................... 3.3
 
Bugesera ...........................2.6
 

AVERAGE ........................... 10.1
 

The results presented above come from
 
a pilot study. As such, their accuracy
 
and utility are somewhat limited by a
 
number of factors: a lack of site
specific rainfll and soil character
istics data; questions about precise
 
modifications of the Universal Soil
 
Loss Equation for Rwandan conditions;
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and, finally, limits on subregional 
analyses due to a small sample size of 
100 erosion aonitL,,i ng SiLs. SLI], 
these Surv'v Find~ns add considorably
to our 'o hir : ;hillnd o erosen .io sucsr 
in Nvai da Ind help to indicate several 
poteLtial pol'rs areas specific to the 
uheneri reoian. Ia particular, they

hihligit Lhe thatfact significanit 
areas of the prefecture -- notably
those with steep slopes and/or under 
certain forms of crop cover -- require
priority atLtention for erosion control, 

RRAM Project Studies. \s part of its 
general invent ory of environmental 
issues in tie lihenqeri prefecture, the 
[RANl project conducted two separate 
studies hichi concern soil erosion.
The first w.,as a. survey of 650 house-
holds which dealt ithL popular percep-
tions of the problem. In the second, a 
series of technical maps was compiled, 
then combined in an attempt to deter-
mine priority problem sites, 

One section of the E.A survey asked 
a series of aimstions about soil pro-
ductivitv, erosion and erosion con-
trol. Table 4.5 presents responses to 
the question: "fow has productivitY on 
your hillside fields changed in recent
years?" Results ashow that large
majority of the027 of population feels 
that their land has become less produc-
tive. The most ne:;ative responses cone 

Table 4.5 
Perceived Changes in Soil Productivity 

Lava ZND BUB CP TOTAL 

%, %o ,o 

Better 14 0 13 21 14 

Same 17 6 10 17 13 

Worse 69 94 77 62 73 
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from the Zaire-Nile Divide 
 region, 
while conditions ;p)ear most positive
in the Plateau zone. 

The reasons most nom1'. ci tl for 
increased or sLilu p)ltOi l vi , .re' 
the use of composL (-0 ) and improved
erosion conLrol methods 277). in the 
Buberuka region, eros io co:irol is 
rated a more important Kctor. The 
principal reasons cited for ileclining,, 
productivity are: reduced fallow per
iods (36S), erosion (2') anl the 
perce'p tion that tie soil is "Lired(111). Regionial diffierences on this 
point are not verv ien:i. ficait, al
though residents of the Md and the 
Plateau cite erosion more Freluentlv. 

it h regard ta ermsIon id ii S con
trol, regional differences emerqe quite
clearly in response to several ques-
Lions. Asked whether signs of erosion 
were visible on their fields foloin 
a heavv rainfall, 02- of L nse from the 
Z2D responded yes. The Plateau andBuberuka regions were neux most affec
ted (64 and (2. respecLivolv), while
 
only 48, of those from the Lava 
 zone 
perceived erosion probl2Ms of this 
order. 

Virtually all farmers report usin,
 
some form of erosion contro] on at
 
least some of their 
 fields. Of those
 
using a sinqle method , 7).. rass
 
hedgerows are cited as tL, preferredtechnique by (,9. The a joritv of
farmers, however, prefer ,1 combi nation
of hedgerows, infiltration ditches, and 
terraces (in the broadest sense of theterm; not to he confused :ith radical 
terraces). li hedgero.: - terracecombination is most pre\'.nlent in theZND region, ,herons infiltration di tch 
combinations are more ',idesprend i0uberuka and tile ",etral Pl"tau. 
surprising finding is thatL l1 of allfarmers report using trees is part of 
their approach to erosion cantrol onfields. Most of the latter come from 
Dulberuka, though , where an aroforestrY 



extension effort has been underway for 

several years. 


Nearly two-thirds of the population 

feel that their erosion control efforts 

have a positive effect, with little 
variation among regions. Among those 
who experience failure, steepness of 

slope is 	 most commonly given as the 

reason. This is especially true in the 

ZND zone, where 77% state that slope 

conditions render their methods inef-
fective. 	 Slightly more than half of 
those from Buberuka cite similar prob-

lems. One additional reason given for 

erosion ,ontrol failure is peculiar to 

the Lava zone, where 29% of the farmers 
report significant damage to their 
hedgerows by animals from the park. 

The final RRA>I project contribution 
to the analysis of erosion problems 
involves cartographic methods. In this 
approach, certain types of information
 
are ranked as risk factors for erosion, 

then put 	 into map form. These base 

maps are then combined to make a final 

map of high-risk erosion sites. This
 
is generally raferred to as the Geogra-

phic Information System (GIS) approach. 


A complete CIS analysis of erosion
 
risk sites would involve napping of 

information on several key variables: 

soil types, slope, rainfall, vegetation 

cover, and population density. Given 
current gaps in the available data 
base, however, the RAM GIS uses a more 
limited set of variables. Slope and 
general soil surface characteristics 
are combined to first make a map of 
natural erosion risks, then population
density data are applied to arrive at a 

final map of theoretical erosion risks. 


Figure 4.1 shows the Ruhengeri pre-

fecture broken down into six general
 
slope categories: (1) <2%; (2) 2 to 

<7.5%; (3) 7.5 to <15%; (4) 15 to <30%; 

(5) 30 to <60%; and (6) more than 60%. 
As these categories are derived from 

the topographic map in Chapter 2, it
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should be recognized that they repre
sent general groupings within a range. 
They are nevertheless sufficient for 
the purposes of this analysis, and 
serve to identify the major areas at 
risk due to a high slope factor. 

Lacking a suitable soils map, rela
tive soil erodability values were
 
derived from lithologic factors (see
 
Figure 2.6 in Chapter 2), general
 
silt:clay 	 ratios, and field observa
tions. 
 Thus, until the new soils 
classification map is ready, the re
sulting categories permit a first 
approximation of different soil forma
tions' susceptibility to erosion: 

1. Low Risk: Those areas covered by 
the Virunga lava flow;
 

2. 	 Medium Risk: Soils evolved primar
ily from quartzite; 

3. High Risk: Soils evolved primarily 
from substrata of mixed
 
schist and 	 granite; 

4. Very High Risk: Soils evolved from 
granite. 

The combination of slope and soil 
characteristics produces map of
a 

Natural Erosion Risks (Figure 4.2)
 
based on the following matrix: 

Natural Risk = Slope + Soil Value 

Very Low = (il)(2,1)(l,2) 

Low = (3,1)(4,1)(2,2)(2,3)(3,2)
 

(1,3)(1,4)
 

Medium = (5,1)(4,2)(3,3)(2,4) 

High = (6,1)(5,2)(6,2)(4,3)(3,4)
 
(4,4)
 

Very High = (5,3)(6,3)(5,4)(6,4)
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The Natural Erosion 
 Risk map high-

lights three areas with potentially
serious problems: almost the entire
Zaire-Nile Divide region, most of Ndusu
and 
 N''yarutovu communes in the Central
Plateau, and the belt of schist-quartz
ridQes 
 Thich surrounds the Bugezi
depression. 
 If the general rainfall
figures presented in Chapter 2 were
considered, this factor would probably
accentuate 
 erosion 
 risks in the first
two areas, and serve as a moderating

iifluence 
 in the 
 eastern Buberuka

region, 

Physical characteristics 
 alone,
however, (Jo not represent the entire 

range of erosion 

use risk factors. Landfactors are also extremely impor-
tant. As described in earlier sec-
tions, o1lY two areas in :,uheen'eriremain in mor'e 
or less natural condi-
tion: the Volcanoes Park and the !,u-eziMarsh. The former is generally pro-tected by its dense veetation cover
(although landslides do occur on its 
steepest slopes), t.hile latterthe isprotected b)y both its vegetation and 
minimal slope. Beyond these areas, 
however, the landscape has been transformed by human activities and agricul-

ture is the 
 predominant form of land 
use. 


Despite certain regional differences

,ith 
 regard to crop selection, the

agricultural 
 landscape 
 is also rela-

tivelv homogeneous. For this reason,

population density was selected as aprimary indicator 
 of human impact on
the land for the BRAM GIS analysis. As 
can be seen in Figure 4.3, this popula-

tion has its highest concentrations 
 inthe central part of the prefecture,

with additional pockets of high density
in the eastern Lava andzone northwes-
tern Duberuka. 

The combination of population density
with the factors of slope and soil 

erodability produces the 
 final map of 
Theoretical Erosion 
Risks in 
the GIS 


series (Figure 4.4). 
 This map shares
several similarities 
 with that of

natural erosion 
 risk, but is alsodifferent 
 in certain i:iportant re
spects. 
 The ma jor part r," the Zaire-Nile Divide remains a hi h risk are
as does the vestern e(e nf the Pi'e,-u
region. In 
 uberu!ka, hioe%'er, thepopulation factor 
 brings most of the
land to the i'est and -outh of Lake
Ruhondo, plus 
 the area northeast ofLake Bulera, into this highest risk 
category. A similar clan-e also occurs 
on the southeastern flank. of ,It.'iuha
bura in the Lava zone. 

Conclusions.
 

Ruhengeri has a po tentially .'r 
serious erosion problem. The aerarr 
soil loss of 13.3 T/ha/vr, as determined bv the Aqriculturil Sturvel, is

considered to 
 be a preliminary -- andquite conservative -- fiujre by those
responsible 
 for the study. It isvirtually certain that erosion monitor
ing trials now underway in different 
parts of the coutnrv, includin 'nhen
geri, 
 will reveal higher losses. 

In addition, erosion 
 risks are not
homogeneous across 
the prefecture. TheZaire-Nile Divide 
 region is clearly at
 
highest risk, followed by major parts
of Buberuka and the 
 Central Plateau.

Within these regions, those areas w..'ith 
steep slopes, poor soil structures,

hiigh population densities ,ind a predom
inance of certain crops have si nificantlv higher 
 soil losses. The Ari
cultural Survey findino of hih erosion 
rates in the Lava zone appears to
contradict 
 other indicai ors of lower
risk in this particiilar area. 

there is general agreement 

Yet
 
that quali

tative soil degradation, as seen indeclining productivity, is as serious a 
problem in the Lava zone as in others. 

With regard to soil degradation, it 
should also be remembered that the 
majority of Ruhengeri farmlands have 
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been in almost constant cultivation for 

more than 20 years; that fallow periods 
have been reduced or eliminated in most 
areas; and that inputs of fertilizer 
and or-ani c m;antter are i adIq ,re. 
PnWdur these conditions, it is not 
surprising that four out of every five 
farmers report declining productivity 

on their lands: a subjective measure 
for sure, but one which perhaps best 
reflects the current state of affairs. 

A final conclusion is based upon 
consideration of the diverse conditions 
described above and the fact that 

hwanda does not have the means to 
attack the soil problem at all levels 
in an optimal manner. Given this 
situation, a Lriage approach to the 

problem may be appropriate. 

The practice of triage, developed 

under wartime conditions, calls for the 

differential treatment of the injured. 

Those k.it1, minor injuries who are 
likely to survive without assistance, 
and those with critical wounds who are 
liikely to die no matter what, are left 
untreated so that limited medical 

resources can be directed toward those 

who will respond most positively to 

their use. 


In Ruhengeri, as elsewhere in Rwanda, 
the government has declared war on soil 
erosion; yet it has limited resources 

at its disposal to deal with the prob-
lem. Under these conditions, a modi-
fied triage approach is required, in 
which no areas are totally abandonned, 
but priority attention is given to 


those sites where the trade-off between 
potential and risk is such that protec-
tive benefits are optimized. The 
detail! of such an approach, as well as 
other recommendations, are presented in 
the final section below, 


Recommendations. 


Action is required at three different 


levels to deal more effectively with
 

soil erosion and degradation problems 
in Ruhengeri. This includes improved 
methodologies for conceptualization, 

analysis and planning; applied research 
to provide essential information 'here 
it is lackin-; and action to be taken 
immediately, based on tie best avail
able knowledge of field conditions.
 

Methods.
 

1. A modified form of the triage
 
system should be applied to problems of 
soil erosion and degradation. To this 
end, the limited resources available 
for analysis and management should be 
first applied to those areas where 
serious problems have been identified, 
yet the potential remains for correc

tive action.
 

Tn Ruhengeri, this means that both
 
research and erosion control activities
 
should focus primarily on arable lands
 
where there are steep slopes (between
 
20 and 60 percent) and a combination of 
the following factors: soIls with a 
high susceptibility to erosion; high 
population densities; and/or crop mixes 
which include a high percentage of 
erosion-prone cultures. The likely 
result of this approach will be a focus 

on the ZND region and other high-risk 
areas of Buberuka and the Central 
Plateau. Yet attention must also be 
given to the ecological nicro-zones 
described in Chapter Two. Under this 
zonation scheme, ridgetops and the 
upper slopes of most hills should come 
under more strict management practices 
than lower slopes and valleys.
 

The triage approach does not mean
 
that other areas should be abandonned.
 
For those areas or sites with low.er
 
risk ratings, a certain minimum effort 
must continue to assure that they 

remain productive. As for high-risk 
(more than 60% slopes) or already 
degraded sites, alternative land uses 
such as forestry should be mandated. 
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2. The Geographic Information System 

approach should be used for the prelim-

inary determination of priority erosion

control sites. 
 These sites must still 

be examined in the field. but the GIS 
analysis can help to focus attention on 
potentially high risk areas. 

The limited GIS developed by the RRAM 
project has demonstrated considerable 
potential for analysis and planning 
purposes, despite a serious lack of 

data. As additional information be-

comes available, however, it can be 

readily integrated into 
 the existing
GIS structure. The use of computer
technologies in this regard can also 

greatly increase the speed and facility
with which this updating and modifica-
tion can he carried out (for a more 
complete description and presentation 
of the computerized GIS program ased bythe RRAN project, see Appendix I). A 
final advantage of the GIS approach is 
the cartographic format of its pro-
ducts., !aps are currently underutili-
zed in P,'anda. Yet they have a proven
value 
as tools which permit resourze 
managers to rapidly visualize and 

understand 
a given situation and tj 
plan appropriate action within a Fpa-
tial context. 

Research. 


3. Some of the most important research 

for improved understanding of soils and 

their erosion potential has recently 

been completed by the National Soils 

Classification 
 and Mapping project. 

When this information becomes avail-

able, it should be incorporated into 

the GIS data base. The same applies to

the new topographic 
 map of Rwanda, 

which will permit more refined and 

precise slope calculations, 


4. If the new soils map goes no fur-

ther than classification, 
 then addi-

tional research will 
 be required to 

determine soil erodability values, 

These can be determined from analyses 


of sand content, organic matter, soil
 
structure and permeability.
 

5. New sources of remote -ens a
 
information must 
 be icquired and an
alyzed as soon as possihle. The exist
ing aerial photos are at ieast 7 ;ears 
old and no longer reflect the realityof field conditions. The major uses of 
new imagery would be: 1) a rapid and 
accurate quantification of 
 the extent
 
of the current erosion control effort
 
(thus reducing much 
 of the ,!ork now 
done by the Prefectoral Commissions);
 
2) the identification 
and classifica
tion of 
 current erosion sites; and 3)
the production of a land us 11ap which 
would both reflect 
currcnt conditions
and permit an anlvsis of changes since 
the 1973 - 1980 period covered by the 
RRAMI mapping effort. 

The best source 
of this information 
would be a new set of 1:20,000 aerial 
photos from low level overflights. 
Satellite imagery should not be ruled 
out, though, despite certain problems
of cloud cover and cai. In partic
ular, 
 such imager! c:in he obtaic',o 
obtained more quicl.'v and cheaply than
 
traditional aerial photos.
 

6. Additional information is also
 
required from field studies. 
c'hile the 
pilot Soil Loss 
 survey has providedsome useful preliminary information, it
 
is still 
true that far too little is
 
known about the nature and scale of
 
erosion in Rwanda. 
 The best way to 
obtain this information is to measure
 
soil losses under a variety of field
 
conditions.
 

Such measures should be made at two 
scales: large-scale monitoring of
 
sediment transport within 
watersheds
 
and more localized measures of soil

losses from individual fields 
 or other
 
specific sites. The 
 former would
 
permit gross quantification 
 of soil
 
loads carried by rivers and essentially
 
lost from the agricultural system. If
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sufficient care is taken in the selec-
tion of representative watersheds, then 
results from ,one site could be extrapo-, 
!ated to ther areas ',,'ith similar 
characterLt ics. T,nder the best C 
conos_.t'Lns, r tlis
Avever, approachl 


be ciUCl 
the specific sources of the measured 
sediment. 

..ould FiOL ou ihelp to determiine 

For this more specific information, 

micro-scale field measures are essen-

tial. These require the installation 

of soil traps under a variety of condi-

tions (e.g. different slues, land 

uses, erosion control systems, etc.).

A great advantage of this approach is 
that it permits the modification of 
certain variables, such as different 
erosion control techniques and spac
in,,s, over ti.!e to assess their rela-
rive effectiveness. There are also 
disadvantages in that the measures must 
be made at multiple sites over several 
seasons. Yet the information to be 
gained is of such critical importance 
as to warrant the expense of both time 
and effort.
 

Action. 


7. The erosion control and soil ira-
provement campaigns conducted by the 
government over recent years have had 
an overall beneficial effect. Yet 
certain practices, such as infiltration 
ditches, have proven to be counter-
productive on high-risk sites, while 
others have not been fully effective 
due to their inappropriate installa-
tion, spacin,, and maintenance. To 
improve this situation, the following 
guidelines are recommended: 

- Combinations of physical and bio-
logical techniques offer the best 
possibility of success in erosion 
control. Progressive terrace formation 
structures should thus be reinforced 
with solid ro's of permanent vegetation 
cover (ideally a mix of grasses, shrubs 

and trees); 
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- [iuch more attention must be ,iven 
to the maintenance of both phsical and 
biological erosioni control structures 
if the,' are to he full. err1ect: ye: 

- The L!-,idthand sicac vertica[L, 
intervals ot erosion C':Itp l struc
tures should inT.'a-','t<lat in to the 
slope; 

- [1ulching, compostin'%, 'mixed crop
ping and cultivation along contour 
lines should continue to he encouraed, 
as these practices both inhibit. erosion 
and improve soil qualities; 

- Infiltration ditchus should be 
discouraged on stee) and unstable 
slopes. 

8. Agroforestry technigues should be 
vigorously promoted as a !iev element in 
intensified erosion control in those 
areas identified as hign risk sites. 
These techniques should be modified in 
the following ways in reltion to 
degree of risk:
 

-U'oody shrubs and appropriate tree 
species should be mixed ,ith grasses 
along contour lines in all moderate to 
high risk areas. This should result in
 
increased stability due to deeper root
 
structure, nitrog;en-i.ixation (from
 
leguminous species), improved organic
 
content in soil from leaf-fall, and
 
increased wood or other secondary
 
products (see Chapter 5 for a more 
complete description of this tech
nique);
 

- In areas with very steep slopes yet 
established farming populations (espe
cially in the Z:!D region), more com
plete mixing and rotation of trees and 
crops, along the lines of the taun-Va 
system, should be tried as an altern
ative to the conversion of farmlands to
 
forestry.
 

9. Reforestation is the most aippropri
ate corrective action to be taken on 



the highest 
 risk and already degraded 

sites. These include ridgetops, gul-

lies, landslide sites where some 
soil 

remains, roadsides, and abandonned 

mining sites. 
 ew approaches are 

required in this effort, how.ever, which 

emphasize 
 the cstab lishont u! more 

complete grou, d cover Krasses, shrubs)

and the of
use tree species which 

promote soil conservation objectives, 

In the particular case of roadsides, it 

is absolutely essential 
that spills be 

recolonized with gra s 
and shrub cover
 
as soon 
 as possible after construction
 
activities are completed.
 

10. Stream bann erosion appears to be 
on the increase in all parts-of the 
prefecture as a result of the removal
 
of riparian vejetation and subsequent
 
cultivation r!ht 
up to the stream 
edge. A: erosion control zone of at 
least 3 neters should be established
 
along each side of 
 all waterways.
 
Cultivation within this 
zone should be
 
forbidden in 
favor of re-establishinc
 
ground vegetation and tree cover. In
 
the particular case of 
 torrential
 
erosion in 
the lava zone, this approach
 
will have to be reinforced by the use
 
of gabions to halt extreme bank de
struction in certain areas (e.g. in
 
Kinigi, where the Rwebeya 
 threatens to
 
cut the commune's principal road in
 
two).
 

11. Specific soil conservation and
 
management guidelines should be devel
oped for the Ruhengeri prefecture,
 
based 
 upon existing information, as
 
well 
as that which can be derived from
 
the preceding recommendations. These
 
guidelines should be presented as a
 
series of flexible options which are
 
adapted 
to specific site conditions and
 
which can be understood, accepted and
 
implemented by 
the rural population.
 

12. Expanded and improved training and
 
education are required 
to implement a
 
coherent and comprehensive erosion
 
control strategy. This effort must aim
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at three critical levels: advanced 
training of central government planners 
and technicians who establish policies:
both basic and cclical trnininq of 
those field technicians in the prefec
tures and rn,;munes "ho Punst oversee the
 
implementation I tLhese 
st rateies; and 
the development of apprnpriate exten
sion education programs or the general

public which should 
 be the primary
 
executor and beneficiary of an improved
 
erosion control program.
 



CHAPTER FIVE: FORESTRY 


For rural populations in developing 

countries, trees are a critical re-
source. Their primar' use is as fuel--
wiood for cooking, while they are also 

essential for . st construction needs. 
In addition, trees provide several 

important tertiary products such as 

medicines, dyes, rope, utensils, and 

food for people and aai:nals. Lastly, 

trees play very important roles in the 

maintenance of ecological stability 

through their reduction of erosion, 

their raetntion of e:mcess water, and 

their contribution of organic matter to 

soils. 


The people of ,wanda and their lead-
ers are highly aware of the value of 
trees and have made major efforts to 
protect remnant natural forests and to 
reforest formerly danuded areas. Yet 
the information necessary for better 
planning and Panagement in this re-
source sector is seriously deficient, 
General estimates have been male of 
wood supply and demand at the national 
level; but these suffer from questions 
about their completeness and accuracy 
-- and they provide little help for an 
analysis of conditions within a more 
restricted region such as the prefec-
ture of Ruhengeri. 


Sufficient information does exist,
 
however, to indicate that Ruhengeri 

faces a potentially serious wood short-

age problem due to population growth 

and land use conflicts. The following 

sections present an analysis of this 

situation and recommendations for 

priority research and intervention 

activities. 


Analysis. 


Official Statistics. Recent trends 

in reforestation are very positive in 

Ruhengri. Between 1981 and 1985, the 

total area planted in trees nearly
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doubled from 5,487 ha to 10,354 ha
 
according to official statistics from
 
the prefecture (Table 5.1). Of the
 
current total area, 4,359 ha _422)
are 
in the lorn of large plantations of at 
least cne hectare and up to a maximum 
of 20 hectares. These are pri.narily 
managed by the individual communes, 
with private enterprises and the cen
tral government owning significantly 
smaller areas. Wnother 623 ha are 
planted along the regional road net
work. The majority of the total for
ested area, however, consists of thous
ands of much sailler private woodlots.
 
Eucalyptus sp)ecies make up an esti:nated 
90% of all trees currently growing in
 
the prefecture; but this percentage has
 
dropped in recent years as cipress has
 
gained in popularity (237 of all trees
 
planted in 1984).
 

Unfortunately, official statistics do
 
not include any information on either
 
the standing volume nor the annual
 
growth of Ruhengeri's forest resource
 
base. Taking consumption figures from
 
a national forest survey, it is none
theless clear that the 10,353 ha cited
 
above do not come close to satisfying
 
current annual demand (see supply 
demand discussion below). Other sour
ces of information, however, indicate
 
that these official totals underesti
mate the true forest cover and wood
 
availability in the region.
 

Agricultural Survey. According to
 
the Agricultural Survey, there were
 
nearly 7,500 ha of small woodlots
 
(average size = 5.5 ares) on individual
 
farms in Ruhengeri in 1984. This
 
figure is triple that given for the
 
same year in Table 5.1. Additional
 
information presented below supports
 
this higher figure, and the discrepancy
 
is best explained by past dependence on
 
inaccurate inventory techniques for
 
small woodlots and dispersed tree
 
clusters. Large plantations did not
 
figure in the Survey analysis.
 



Additional iurvey data on suall 
woodlots indicite that these occupy 
more than 7V< of the 10,500 ha of 
non-cultivatad fields in the prefec-
ture. This percentage is more than 
double the national a',raqe , indicating 
the h- .. . .:;ar the P)OUlPtLM of 
W,len: places Ci trees. It also 

rots - 001 .. "n OF, :... public 
sources of ',,oi for domestic consu:p-
tion. 

Due to the li;.ited sample size of the 
Agricultural Survey, it is difficult 

and dan erous to use their data for
 
analysis of conditions within sub-

regions of the prefecture. it is 

revealing , how.''or, to note certain 

regional lifferances which appear from 

such 3n analysis. In particular, the 

Lava zone appoars to have the highest 

percentage (14.6) of fields in wood-

lots, oiHoed 5Y.:the Central Platenu
 
(I0.1M), Buberuka (6.11) and the Zaire-

Nile Divilu ,,4.7?). For the ZXD, 

however, this low figure nevertheless 

r .. more than 002 of the uncul-
res.a its 

tivated l:.nd in that ecozona. 


RRAM Project. Three different types 
of forest resource studies were carried 
out by the RRAI project: an aerial 
photo assessment of tree cover, sample 
field measures of standing volume and 
groth, and a survey of rural percep-
tions of the forestry situation. These 
studies provide some of the information 
needed co fill certain gaps, but also 
raise additional luestions for further 
investigition. 

aerial photo analysis 

The aerial photo analysis covers the 
period up to 1q80, the latest date for 
'hich imagery is available. '!easures 
ware nde of all forest plantations of 
more than one hectare, dispersed tree 
clusters of < I ha, and linear forma-
tions along roads and rivers. Results 

of this analysis indicate that more 
than two and one-half times the offi-
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cially reported area was under forest 
cover as of 1980. 

All forest surfaces larger than 1 ha 
were identified from aerial pitoos and 
mapped at a scala of :10, 0:0 (see 
Figure 5.1 Ear a sa:mpl fron L.h south
ern part of te prefeaz:r). These 
were divide!. into ta1-. :egories
according to croon cover: 

low = 20 - 50? co.'-r 
edium = 51 - 702 coVer 

high = > 70% cover. 

The total area covered by such large 
plantations was found to bo 9,630 ha 
(Table 5.2). Even if the lc'.: density 
area is halved to reflect Lts lower 
standing volume, the corrected total of 
8,413 ha remains more than double the 
3,992 ha reported in Tabla 5.1. 

Similarly, calculations of linear 
tree formations (mostly roadside plan
tations plus a faw remnint galleries) 
were made by converting zeasur.s from 
aerial photos to equivalent hectar.s. 
The results show a total Y 537 ha of 
such formations across toe prefecture 
This, too, is slfnliicantl.,. greater 
than the reported figure of 170 ha for 
1980. 

Finally, dispersed tree wasu:es were 
also Made from the aerial photo analy
sis. These involved the grouping of 
all visible trees, not sir.ady counted 
as plantations or linear fir2.ations, 
into three density caw r ies and 
subse.uent xtrapolation & equivalent
forested areas per km2, is 57lo.ws: 

low density = 1.5 ha/: 
medium density = 7.5 ha/km2 
high density = 16 ha!,2. 

The result of this calculation is a 
total of 5,542 ha of predominantly 
small woodlots and isolated trees: an
 
increase of 419% over reported fjures 
for the same period. 



----------- ---------------------------------

Table 5.1
 

Evolution of Forest Cover in Ruhengeri
 
1980 - 1985
 

(in ha)
 

Large Roadside Small
 
Year Plantations Plantations 
 Woodlots Total
 

1980 3,992 
 170 1,325 5,487
 

1981 3,838 
 170 1,379 5,387
 

1982 3,991 
 201 1,458 5,650
 

1983 3,997 
 244 2,385 6,626
 

1984 4,474 
 356 2,532 7,362
 

1985 4,358 629 
 5,367 10,354
 

Source: 	Official statistics of
 
Ruhengeri Prefecture
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Table 5.2
 
Forest Plantation Areas by Agroecological Zone
 
(includes only forested areas larger than 1 ha)
 

AGROECOLOGICAL LOW DENSITY MEDIUM DENSITY 
 HIGH DENSITY TOTAL %
 
ZONES FOREST (ha) FOREST (ha) FOREST (ha) 
 FOREST AREA
 

ZAIRE-NILE DIVIDE 
 186 394 
 384 964 6.1
 

CENTRAL PLATEAU 1086 1316 
 990 3392 9.1
 

LAVA ZONE 
 501 762 
 920 2183 5.1
 

BUBERUKA HIGHLANDS 
 651 1098 1342 3091 6.3
 

jRAND TOTALS 2424 
 3570 3636 
 9630 5.7
 

Source: RRAM Project land use 
analysis of
 
1978 - 1980 aerial photography
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Fiqure 5.2 
Distribution of Large Plantations 

Cells
 
Symbol Label (km2) % Prefecture
 

Low Density 128 8.44
 
== Medium Density 310 20.45
 
++ High Density 240 15.83
 

Each symbol/cell represents an area of 1 km2. Figures in paren
theses are averages. For a detailed explanation of the comput
erized mapping system, see Annex B.
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Figure 5.3 
Distribution of Dispersed Trees
 

Cells
 

Symbol Label (km2) % Prefecture
 

-- Low Density (1.5 ha/km2) 787 51.91
 
== Medium Density (7.5 ha/km2) 576 38.00
 
++ High Density (16 ha/km2) 46 3.03
 

Each symbol/cell represents an area of 1 km2. Figures in paren
theses are averages. For a detailed explanation of the comput
erized mapping system, see Annex B.
 



The aerial photo analyses also permit
 
the determination of regional differ-

ences within the prefecture, at least
 
as of 1980. Thus, a much higher con-

centration of large plantations appears 

in the Plateau region (9.1%), whereas
 
the lava zone has the least coverage of
 
this kind. On the other hand, it is in 

the Lava zone that the highest concen-

tration 	of 
 trees in small woodlots is
 
found -- a finding which supports that
 
65 the 	 Agricultural Survey. Linear 

formations appear to be the most evenly
 
distributed across the prefecture. The 

spatial 	distribution of plantations and 

woodlots is presented in Figures 5.2
 
and 5.3 	in computerized map format. 


wood resources inventory
 

In order to calculate the available 

supply of wood 
resources in Ruhengeri,
 
the RRAM project also carried out an
 
inventory of both standing volume and 

annual 	 growth in various tree forma
tions. More than 40 plantations and 

100 other sites were sampled on a 

systematic basis (see F. Weber, 1986, 

for methodology) to provide this infor-

mation. 


Selected results of the wood re-

sources inventory are presented in 

Table 5.3. Small private woodlots 

emerge as the most productive interms 

of both standing volume (200 m3/ha) and 

annual growth (12.6 m3/ha/year). These 

are followed by larger plantations, for 

which volume and growth averages were 

calculated to be 168 m3/ha and 8.7 

m3/ha/yr, respectively. Linear forma-

tions were found to have the lowest 

volume and growth rates. 


To have any meaning, however, these 

figures must be first extrapolated to 

the total forested area of the prefec-

ture, then set against demand factors 

of total population and per capita 

consumption. These calculations are
 
presented in the Supply and Demand 

section below. 
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Table 5.3
 

Standing Volume and Growth
 
in Woodlots and Plantations
 

Volume Growth
 
Category (r3/ha) (m3/ha/year)
 

Plantations 167.7 8.7
 

Individual
 
woodlots 199.9 12.6
 

Roadside
 

plantations 130.4 6.9
 

Source: 	RRAM inventory with volume
 
tables from D-G Forestry
 

public perceptions
 

The third RRAM activity related to
 
forestry issues was the project's
 
survey of popular attitudes and percep
tions. Selected results from this
 
survey are presented in Table 5.4.
 

Most rural households (83%) in Ruhen
geri have a small woodlot on their
 
property, with little variation across
 
regions. Fewer than half (44%) of
 
these woodlots, however, are able to
 
fully satisfy the family's needs. This
 
is especially true in the Plateau and
 
Zaire-Nile Divide zones, where only 29%
 
and 36% of those surveyed perceived
 
their woodlots to be sufficient.
 
Self-sufficiency in wood was r3ported
 
by 57% of all households in the Lava
 
zone. In addition, more than three
fourths of those surveyed reported
 
isolated trees elsewhere on their
 
property. A list of these predominant
ly native species is presented in Table
 
5.5.
 

Slightly more than 60% of all fami
lies planted trees on their own land in
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Table 5.4 (cont.)
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Teble 5.4
 

Responses to Wood Resources Survey
 
by Ecozcne (n=660)
 

Lava Zaire-Nile Buberuka Plateau TOTAL 
(%) Divide (%) (%) (%) (%) 

1. Do you have a family woodlot on your land?
 

Yes 81.8 91.3 79.9 86.9 83.4
 
No 18.2 8.7 20.1 13.1 16.6
 

2. Is woodlot sufficient for family needs?
 

Yes 57.4 35.7 46.8 28.9 43.6
 
No 42.6 64.3 53.2 71.1 56.4
 

3. Families with isolated trees on land:
 

63.6 62.9 76.2 94.5 76.3
 

4. Families which planted trees on own land in 1985:
 

53.0 74.2 62.6 62.3 60.7
 

5. Species planted*:
 

Eucalyptus 75.2 95.6 89.5 70.2 
 80.9
 
Cypress 39.0 47.8 20.1 
 32.5 31.13
 
Fruit trees 20.9 4.4 17.9 24.5 19.0
 
Grevilea 0 2.2 13.4 6.1 6.5
 

6. Principal sources of firewood*:
 

Family
 
woodlot 73.7 80.7 74.8 79.8 76.5
 

Gathering 28.2 14.6 46.7 26.2 32.4
 
Purchase 25.7 25.9 19.7 30.0 24.9
 

7. Other sources of energy*:
 

Banana 
leaves 4.5 0 19.2 4.4 8.9 

Sorghum/ 
corn stalks 6.6 6.4 1.9 1.6 3.6 

Shrubs 3.0 0 6.1 2.2 3.6 
Reeds 0.5 1.6 2.3 6.6 2.9 
Bamboo 5.6 0 0.5 0 1.8 
Charcoal 4.5 01.6 0.5 


* Includes multiple responses 

1.7 
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Table 5.5
 

Native Tree Species Found in Agricultural Areas
 
in Ruhengeri Prefecture
 

Local names 


Umuvumu 

Umurehe 


Umwongo 

Umukore 

Umugano 

Umusave 

Umuko 

Umuhati 

Umirivumba 
Umbilizi 
Umucundura 
Umwumba 

Unuzibaziba 


Umuhana 

Umuhondohondo 

Umusone 

Umubonobono 

Umushishi 

Umushwati 

Umushayishayi 

Umusekera 

Umutagara 

Umutobotobo 

Umuyogera 

Umuyoka 

Umuyenzi 

Umusibya 


Umuduha 
Umufatangwe 

Umubonobono 

Umuh i izi 
T]muIh umRu ro 
Intomvu 
Umugeshi 
Umukoni 
Umukoli 

Scientific names
 

Ficus spp. *
 
Ficus vallis-choudae
 
Polyscias fulva
 
DoTLbeya goetzenii
 
Arundinaria alpina 
* 
Markhamia platycalyx
 
Erythrina abyssinica
 
Dracaena afromontana *
 
Iboza riparia *
 
Vernonia amygdalia
 
Erythrococca fisheri 
 * 
Prunus africana
 
Mitragyna rubrostipulosa
 

Kotschya strigosa
 
Dracaena steudeneri *
 
Dasylepsis racemosa
 
Ricinus com unis
 
Symphonia globulifera
 
Carapa grandiflora
 
Harungana montana
 
Macaranga neomildbraedina
 
Senecio manii *
 
Solanum aculeastrum
 
Crotolaria spp.
 
Cassia occidentalis
 
Euphorbia tirucalli *
 
Apodytes dimidiata
 

Euphorbia candelabrum * 
Caesalpinia decapetala
 
Croton macrostachyus

Podocarpus milanjianus 
Maesopsis eminii 
Lobelia giberroa
 
Hagenia abyssinica
 
Synadenium grantii
 
Markhamia obtusifolia 

• multiplication by cuttings; all others by seed
 



1985. Farmers in the ZND region were 
most active in this regard, while only 
53% participated in the Lava zone. The 
vast majority (81sf) of these trees were 
Eucalyptus species, followed by cypress
(32%), fruit trees (19,) and Grevilea 
(6.5%). The latter two categories were 
least common in the ZND, while Grevilea 
was planted more frequently in Buberu-
ka, where a USAID project was promoting 
its use. 

Asked to name their principal sources 

of firewood, 77Z of all respondants

listed their family woodlot first, with 

little variation across regions. 

Nearly one-third of all hoiuseholds 

reported gathering dead wood and other 

plant matter (with a high of 47% in
 
Buberuka versus 15% in the ZND), while 
25% said that they sometimes needed to 
purchase fuelwood. Among other sources 

of combustible energy, banana leaves 

were most coimmvonly cited, especially in 

Buberuka (19%). Sorghum and corn 

stalks were preferred in the ZND and 

Lava zones, bamboo in the Lava zone, 
and reeds in the Plateau region. 
Charcoal purchases were reported by 
nearly 5% of all families in the Lava 
zone. 

Preferred tree species for all uses 
are also presented in Table 5.4. 
Eucalyptus again heads the list with 
58%, followed by cypress (34%) and 
various fruit trees (26%). The native 
species Markhamia (umusave) is consid-
ered desireable by 17%, with a higher 
percentage in Buberuka where its trunk 
is valued for dugout canoe construc-
tion. Grevilia, Cedrella and Ficus 

species were also more commonly cited 

in Buberuka, while cypress and pine 

ranked highest in the ZND. Two other 

plant species were also cited as impor-

tant within certain regions: bamboo in 

the Lava zone and reeds in Buberuka. 


Supply and Demand. The vast majority 

of Ruhengeri's wood supply comes from
 
within its prefectural boundaries. To
 

quantify this supply, however, requires
 
reasonably precise estimates of the
 
current forested area, as well as its
 
standing volume arid annual growth. 

The current forested area of Nluhen
geri is certainly greater tLhan indi
cated by official statistics. This 
conclusion is supported by coinplementa
ry findings from both the National 
Agricultural Survey and the IldA,.I aerial 
photo analysis. Problems arise, how
ever, from the fact that the former was
 
limited to on-farm woodlots, while the
 
latter was based on imagery from 1980.
 
Certain extrapolations from combined
 
information sources can nevertheless
 
be made.
 

Accepting the RR.AA photo analysis as 
reasonably accurate, there were 14,495 
ha of forested land (not counting the 
park) in Ruhengeri in 1980. This total 
included 5,542 ha of dispersed trees, 
primarily in small woodlots. As of
 
1984, the Agricultutal Survey deter
mined that such woodlots covered a 
total of 7,498 ha. This represents an 
increase of 1,956 ha over four years,
 
or an average annual increase of 8.8%.
 
Using a more conservative rate of 5%
 
for the following two years, one ar
rives at a total of 8,267 ha in 1986.
 

Extrapolations for large plantations
 
and linear (roadside) formations are
 
less certain, as they lack supportive
 
data from the agricultural survey.
 
Using results of the photo analysis as
 
a starting point, however, there were
 
8,416 ha of large plantations and 537
 
ha of linear formations in 1980.
 
According to official statistics (see
 
Table 5.1), an additionil 366 ha of
 
plantations and 459 ha of roadside
 
plantings were made over the following
 
five years. Assuming a continuation of
 
these trends, there were 8,855 ha of
 
plantations and 1,088 ha on linear
 
formations in Ruhengeri in 1986.
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Adding the small woodlot figures from 
above, a total of 18,210 ha of current-
ly forested lind is thus reached for 
the entire prefecture (Table 5.6). 
This estimate appears co represent a 
reasonable figure for further calcula
tions. 

According to a national survey con-
ducted by the Direction-General of 
Forests (DGF) in 1982, per capita 
consumption of wood products in Rwanda 
averages 0.91 M3 per year, more than 
90% of which is used as firewood. If 
this figure is applied to Kuhengeri, 
then set aginst the production totals 
above, a simple supply:demand ratio can 
be established. 

Ruhengeri's 18,210 ha of forested 
area contain 3,279,432 in3 of wood. 
This represents a resource base of five 
m3 per person, or nearly six years of 
supply (though it should be noted that 
the general population does not have 
equal access to all of these forested 
areas, especially the larger planta-
tions). Wood, however, is a renewable 
resource and this standing volume 
should be treated as the capital which 
produces an annual increment which can 
then be exploited on a recurrent bas-
is. If the capital is depleted, pro-
ductivity declines until the entire 
resource is consumed. It is therefore 

the annual growth, or the sustainable 
yield, which is of interest to forest 
managers and planners. 

From Table 5.7, it can be seen that 
the annual growth from Ruhengeri's 
forests now provides only 0.29 m3 per 
person, or ler than one-third of the 
current lemana. Certain hypotheses 
could help to explain this apparently 
large deficit, First, people could be 
exploiting the standing volume of the 
region to make up the difference. This 
would represent a total of 406,408 m3, 
or the equivalent of 2,257 ha cleared 
each year. Yet while some of the wood 
capital is certainly being exploited 

(and many of the region's older stands 
should be cut to permit new growth and 
greater productivity), there is no 
evidence of such widespread clearing at 
this time. 

A second expl:nation is that standing 
volume and productivity are greater 
than assumed. Standard volume tables 
only consider the trunk and do not 
include branches which may represent 10 
to 20% of the available wood. In 
addition, these volume tables have not 
yet been adapted for use in Muhengeri, 
where ecological conditions may favor 
greater growth. Furthermore, it is 
certain that the peoplo of Ruhengeri 
use other plant mn:atter in addition to 
wood for making f ires (although it 
should be noted that this practice 
contributes to declining soil fertil
ity). And finally, per capita consunp
tion levels may be lower than believed. 

All of the bove ma, combine to 
reflect a more positive ,ipply:demand 
ratio in the region at this time. is 
shown in Table 5.7, however, simple 
projections of population growth indi
cate that the current forest resource 
base will be totally inadequate to meet 
future demands. If presently accepted 
figures are accurate and conditions do 
not change (see Assumptions in Table 
5.7), then one-half of all available 
land in the prefecture would have to be 
forested to provide the necessary wood, 
on a sustained yield basis, for Ruhen
geri's population in 1996. If one 
projec's conditions to a period 40 
years from now, then every square 
centimeter of the prefecture would have 
to be forested to satisfy the needs of 
2,000,000 people with no place to live 
but the city of Ruhengeri. 

This scenario will not come to pass. 
Some of the baseline data are almost 
certainly inaccurate and conditions 
inevitably change. Whether they change 
for the better or the worse, however, 
will depend on current efforts in 
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Table 5.6
 

Wood Supply and Productivity in Forested Areas
 
of Ruhengeri (1986)
 

Type Average Average Total Total 
Forested Area Volume Growth Volume Growth 
Area (ha) (m3/ha) (m3/ha/yr) (03) (m3/yr) 

Plantations 
 8,855 167.7 8.7 1,484,984 77,039
 

Woodlots 
 6,267 199.9 12.6 1,652,573 104,164
 

Linear
 
Plantations 1,08 130.4 6.9 141,875 7,507
 

TOTAL 16,210 180.1 10.4 3,279,432 188,710
 

Table 5.7
 

Wood Demand in Ruhengeri: Current and Projected
 

(2) (3) 
Current Available Required (4) 
Forested Annual Annual Required 

(1) Area(ha) Growth Growth Forested 
Year Population (1986) (mI/pc) (m3/yr) Area (ha) 

1986 655,407 18,210 0.29 596,502 57,356
 

1996 872,418 18,210 0.22 793,900 76,337
 

2006 1,161,123 16,210 0.16 1,056,622 
 10le596
 

2016 1,501,815 18,210 0.13 1,366,652 131,409
 

2026 1,998,805 18,210 0.09 1,818,913 174,895
 

Assumotions:
 
(1) Current population growth rate (2.9%) unchanged.
 
(2) Current forested area and annual growth (10.4m3/ha) unchanged.
 
(3) Current per capita consumption (0.91 m3/yr) unchanged.
 
(4) Current annual growth and per capita consumption unchanged.
 



managing population growth and the 
balance between wood production and 
consumption. 

Conclusions. 


Current reforestation efforts in 

Ruhengeri have resulted 
in a signifi-

cant increase in the total forested 
area over recent years. In fact, this 
area appears to be much larger than 
currently indicited by official statis-
tics. In addition, the population of 
Ruhengeri appears tc, be convinced of
 
the value of trees, as indicated by 

their willingness to plant woodlots on 

their own firmland. 


At the same time, extremely serious 
problems remain. Even under the most 
optimistic scenarios, demand for wood 
resources probably exceeds the current 
sustainable supply. And projected 
population increases threaten to over-

whelm the region's capacity for wood 
production. In addition, the current 

emphasis on plantations and woodlots of
primarily Eucalyptus has resulted in 
overdependence on a monoculture which 
degrades the soil and excludes all 
other uses, forcing a trade-off between 
wood and food production. Alternative 

tree species and planting techniques,

which permit complementary farming, 
forestry and soil conservation prac-

tices, must be developed in order to 

put the region's limited arable land 
base to its best use. 


Recommendations.
 

The preceding analysis demonstrates 
the need -or both additional applied 
research and monitoring, as well as for 
immediate action. Priority activities 

in each of these areas are outlined 
below, 


Applied Research and Monitoring. 


1. The most immediately useful 

information to be obtained is that 
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which only aerial or satellite imagery
 
can provide. The forestry situation
 
has changed considerably since the most
 
recent aerial photos were taken (1978 
-

1980). The RRAKI analysis from that
 
period fo uld a highly significant 
discrepanc, between officially reported

figures anJ the extent 
 of forest cover
 
visible on the photos. New imagery is 
essential to update this information, 
both for Ruhengeri and at the national 
level. This would also permit analysis 
of changes and trends since 1980. 

Aerial photos at a qcale of 1:20,000 
(1:10,000 would be better, but consid
erably more costly) are preferable to
 
satellite images due to their better 
resolution of ground cover, especially 
dispersed trees. Satellite images also
 
suffer from problems of cloud cover.
 
They can nevertheless be obtained more
 
quickly and cheaply than complete 
aerial coverage and should be tried as
 
a rapid sampling and monitoring tech
nique.
 

2. Systematic ground sampling of 
forest resources is an indispensible
 
complement to remute sensing. Exten
sive tree and stand measurements must 
be carried out across a broad range of
 
sites and ecological zones to quantify

the available wood resource base. 
Cutting, measuring and weighing an
 
adequate number of different tree
 
species, growing under different condi
tions, is the only way to obtain more
 

accurate volume tables.
 

3. Market and consumer surveys are 
required to moreobtain information 
about the value of and demnand for wood 
products. The RRAM survey indicated 
that a significant proportion of the
 
population already pays for wood on at 
least an occasional basis. This is an
 
essential step toward better management

of forest resources, andK improved
 
understanding of consumers' needs and
 
ability to pay would be very useful fo:
 
planning purposes. It would also he
 



very helpful to conduct additional 

domestic and commercial wood consump-

tion studies to better estimate demand 

for various wood products. 

4. New tree species and planting 

techniques must he tested as rapidly as 

possible to provide a broad range of 

technology options to foresters and 

farmers. This is especially critical 

in the high elevation areas of Ruhenge-

ri, where ecological conditions limit 

species selection to begin with, and 

where little testing of species and 


practices has been condunted. 


Ephasis for such trials should be 

placed on trees with multiple, though 

variable, attributes. Rapid growth is 

definitely valued by most people, which 

is one reason why eucalyptus remains a
 
preferred species. Some other species 

grow nearly as fast, however, and 

improve the soil while permitting 

intercropping. Others may not grow as 

fast, but favor the development of 

undergrowth for grazing or soil stabil-

ization. Woody shrub species have also 

been neglected, despite their useful-

ness in erosion control and the produc-

tion of wood, forage and other tertiary 

products. To he used, however, they 

must first be tested and made avail-

able. Potentially valuable tree and 

shrub species and their uses are listed 

in Table 5.8. 


Action. 


5. Where different species and 

techniques have already been identi-

fied, these should be put into applica-

tion as rapidly as possible. This is 

especially necessary in the area of 

agroforestry. Expanded agroforestry 

practices offer three important bene-

fits to the farmers of Ruhengeri: wood 

production is increased without ceding 

more land to woodlots and plantations;
 
erosion control is improved through the 

planting of tree and shrub species 

along with those grasses already used 


along contour lines; and the combina
tion of nitrogen-fixation and increased
 
organic matte from leaf-fall improves
 
soil quality.
 
Several tree species such as Sesban

ia, Grevillea, and Cedrela lave already
 
proven their value in alley cropping
 
trials in the Ruhengeri region. In
 
addition, native species of Markhamia,
 
Ficus and Polyscias have traditionally
 
been grown in both open fields and
 
banana plantations. Finally, popular
 
interest is growing in fruit trees 
(avocado, guava, mountain papaya,
 
etc.) for planting arouni household
 
compounds. All of these activities 
shoud be encouraged and supported by
 
government policies, practices and
 
personnel.
 

6. Afforestation efforts on sites
 
that are inappropriate for agriculture
 
must also be irnproved and adapted to
 
local needs and objectives. Numerous
 
steep ridges, roadsides, gullies and
 
abandoned mine sites in Ruhengeri need
 
to be forested to both produce wood and
 
stabilize the soil. Yet the current
 
practice of planting monocultures of
 
Eucalyptus only satisfies the first of
 
these objectives. Plantations which
 
reproduce characteristics of a natural
 
forest, with its multiple tree layers
 
and extensive ground cover, are far
 
more likely to satisfy the required
 
multiple objectives.
 

High potential species for this kind
 
of afforestation include Acacia melan
oxylon (Black Wattle), Alnus, Grevillea
 
and Ficus. For some gullies and ra
vines, bamboo is also valuable for its
 
ability to stabilize steep slopes.
 
Ground cover plants (shrubs and gras
ses) will develop naturally under the
 
tree species listed above, although the
 
process of colonization can be quick
ened through direct planting.
 

7. Most of the existing l-ge plant
ations in Ruhengeri need to be better
 
managed to assure higher productivity
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and the satisfaction of multiple 

needs. Conversion from current mono-

cultures to more 
diverse associations 

of species, however, is difficult and 

costly. In many cases, the roots of 
Eucalyptus must be dug up to permit the 
establishment of new species. This 
effort should therefore be made on a 
trial basis to determine costs and the 
ability of communal populations to 
provide the necessary labor. The tree 
species cited above for afforestation 
are also suitable for conversion pur-

poses, as are native species of Maesop-
sis, Albizia, Podocarpus and Polyscias. 

8. The recommendations made in 
sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 require a great-
er diversity of species than has tradi-
tionally been planted in Ruhengeri. 
Seed sources for all of the cited trees 
exist in Rwanda, but problems of pro-
duction and distribution have limited 
their use. 

Ruhengeri should establish its own 
sources of seeds for the species de-
scribed above. In addition, the exist-

ing network o nurseries for tree 

production and distribution should be 

expanded and diversified to provide 
increased access to a greater variety 

of species. In this regard, private
nurseries should also be encouraged, in 
which families produce trees which they 
and their neighbors desire. This 
emphasis on decentralized seed and tree 

production would not only help support 
the activities described above, but 

could also help to generate rural 

employment opportunities, 


9. The use of new species and tech-

niques also requires forestry personnel 

with the necessary training to under-

stand and apply them to conditions in 

Ruhengeri. The current number of 
forest monitors in the prefecture is 
insufficient, and many of them are not 
well-informed about new approaches, 
Training of new monitors and retraining 

of the old is therefore an essential
 

component of any effort to move fores
try practices in new directions. In
 
adaition to technical information on
 
production and planting, the monitors
 
should also receive training in exten
sion techniques. Agroforestry, in 
particular, requires flexiblea ap
proach and a two-way exchange of infor
mation to best match available technol
ogies with individual farmers' needs. 

10. The communal forestry plans 
proposed in the new National Forestry 
Law represent an excellent means of 
coordinating implementation of many of 
the recommendations described above, as 
well as others contained in the legis
lation itself. The focus of these 
plans, however, appears to be on the 
management of larger plantations (4 ha 
or more). While improved management of 
these areas is essential, two important 
points should he remembered: (1) the 
majority of wood produced for domestic 
consumption comes from much smaller 
private woodlots; and (2) future expan
sion of the region's forested area will 
require the planting of thousands of
 
small areas (gullies, household enclo
sures, rocky outcroppings, trails and
 
roadsides) which are currently unex
ploited.
 

It is impractical to propose that
 
individual plans be developed for these
 
smaller areas. It is nevertheless 
essential that communal forestry plans
 
include at least general guidelines for 
improved manage;nent of small woodlots 
and the optimal use of all available 
space in the prefecture. 

11. Urgent attention must be given to 
alternatives to current energy use 
practices. Successful implementation 
of all of the above recommendations 
will not guarantee that Ruhengeri will 
be able to produce enough wood to 
satisfy future demand. Nor will it 
eliminate conflicts over alternative
 
land uses, especially for food produc
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tion, in the face of future population
 
increases.
 

Since 83' of the wood produced is 
burned as fuel, significant gains can
 
be made by reducing this single demand
 
factor. A first step would be the use 
of more efficient wood-burning stoves.
 
Numerous models of such stoves have 
been tested in Rwanda, and their wide
spread use could definitely reduce 
consumption by at least 10 - 20%. 
Considerable progress has also been 
made in the development of practical 
and economical solar cookers in recent 
years. Other options include the use 
of kerosene, or even imported coal from 
Zaire: both of which, however, would 
entail increased costs to consumers and 
the expense bf precious foreign curren
cy. Even more radical would be a 
national program of rural electrifica
tion. This would require not only 
massive investment on the part of the 
gnvernment and foreign donors, but 
would also r.2quire a total reorganiza
tion of currently dispersed Rwandan 
settlement patterns into more central
ized villages and towns. 

Radical ideas are needed to deal with 
this situation, however. There will 
always be a demand for trees; but the 
burning of 80Z of them is a practice 
that cannot contune indefinitely. 
Planning should therefore begin now for 
a transition to alternative energy
 
sources.
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Table 5.8
 
RECOMMENDED AGROFORESTRY SPECIES BY USE
 

1400  1800 METERS
 

Use Recommended Species*
 

Production:
 

Fuel 


Poles 

Logs 


Food 


Fodder 


Conservation-

Protection:
 

Organic Matter 

Soil Nutrients 


Live Fence 


Borders 

Roads, Trails 

Waterways 


On-farm erosion 

control 


Degraded Soils: 


Medicinal Plants: 


Spi opra, 


Eucalyptus, Cupressus, 
Callitus

Grevillea
 

Ficus, Markhamia, Grevillea, Erythrina 
 cedrela
 
Avocado, Citrus, Cajanus, Guava
 
Ficus
 

Maesopsis, Grevillea, Albizia 
gummifera
 
Cedrela, Casuarina, Grevillia, Measoosis,
 

Alnus spp.

Euphorbia, Ficus, Morus alba, Caesalpina
 

decapitala

Markhamia, Erythrina, Cassia, 
Vernonia
 
Eucalyptus, Markhamia, Grevillea
 
Mitraqyna rubrostipula, Cssia, Gre,,illea,
 

Alnus, Polycias fulva

Sesbania, Gliricidia, Tephrosia, Albizia
 

gummifera, Casuarina, also fruit trees,
 
Cajunus, Morus alba
 

Callitris, Acacia melanoxylon, A. mearnsii,
 
Alnus accuminata or nepalensis, Acacia
 
sieberiana, Entanda abyssinica
 

Senecio manii, Ibozariparia, Vernonia 
 amyg
dalina, Mitragyna rubrostipulosa
 

tesa 
 poev eaenn----------------------------------------
*Species of primar" interest and proven value are underlined.
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Table 5.8 (cont.)
 

RECOMMENDED AGROFCRESTRY SPECIES BY USE
 
1800 - 2200 METERS
 

Use Recommended Species*
 

Production:
 

Fuel 


Poles 

Logs 


Food 

Fodder 


Conservation-

Protection:
 

Organic Matter 


Soil Outrients 

Live Fence 

Borders 

Roads, Trails 

Waterways 

On-farm erosion 


control
 

Degraded Soils: 


Spi pra 


Eucalyptus, Cupressus,
 
Polycias
 
Croton, Ficus, Mitragyna, Newtonia,
 

Podocarpus

Mountain papava, Prunus janonica
 
Albizia, Ficus
 

Alnus, Croton, Grevillea , 

Tephrosia 
Alnus, Newtonia 
Euphorbia 
Mitraayna, Grevillea 
Mitraqyna, Grevillea 
Mitragyna, Bamboo 
Cajanus, Sesbania 

Mitraqyna,
 

Alnus, Callitris, Cajanus, Acacia mearnsii
 
itrt dpvnaer de-----------------------------------------

*Species of primary interest and proven value are underlined.
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Table 5.8 (cont.)
 

RECOMMENDED AGROFORESTRY SPECIES BY USE
 
ABOVE 2200 METERS
 

Use Recommended Species*
 

Production:
 

Fuel Eucalyptus, Cupressus lusitanica, Pinus
 
patula
 

Poles Bamboo (Arundinaria alpina), Podocarpus
 
Logs Ficus, Dombea
 
Food Avocado, Citrus, Cajanus, Guava
 

Conservation-


Protection:
 

Organic Matter Newtonia, Dombea
 
Soil Nutrients Markhamia
 
Live Fence Euphorbia, Cupressus, Ficus, Solanum
 

aculeastrum
 
Borders Markhamia, Erythrina, Cassia, Vernonia
 
Roads, Trails Erythrina abyssinica
 
Waterways Mitragina, Arundinaria alpina, Alnus,
 

Newtonia buchananii
 
On-farm erosion Sesbania, Calliandra, Setaria sphacelata
 

control
 

*Species of primary interest and proven value are underlined.
 

Source: F. Weber/ICRAF 1986.
 



CHAPTER SIX: WATER RESOURCES 


Ruhenger! is relatively rich in water 

resources, as described in Chapter 

Two. The distribution of these resour-

ces is unequal, however, and several 

important problems have arisen in 

recent years with regard to their
 
effective management. The following 

sections present an analysis of current 

conditions and recommendations to deal 
with the most urgent problems facing 
the prefecture. 

Analysis. 


For the purposes of this analysis, 

water resource issues in Ruhengeri are 

divided into two categories. Those 

which concern the use and modification 

of water as it moves through the re-

gional hydrologic network are consi-

dered to be resource management is-

sues. Those which have to do with 

domestic consumption are treated as 

water supply issues. 


Water resource management. A schema-
tic profile ot the principal hydrologic 
surface features of the Ruhengeri 

prefecture is presented in Figure 6.1. 

Its primary features include the Rugezi 

Marsh and l.akes Bulera and Ruhondo to 

the east, and the Viruna water catch-

ment zone in the northwest. Both 

systems feed into the Aukungwa River, 

which also drains most of the remainder 

of the prefecture as it flows south to 

join the Nyabarongo. A detailed map of
 
the entire hydrologic network of the 

prefecture can be seen in Chapter Two, 

Figure 2.7. 


water balance 


The surface water resources of the 

region arc maintained and replenished 

by rainfall, which is both plentiful 

and regular (Tables 6.1 and 6.2; also 

see Chapter Two). Water balance equa-

tions for the four principal watersheds 


of the prefecture (Table 6.3) show that
 
the major part of this precipitation is
 
recycled into the atmosphere through
 
evapotranspiration. A small amount
 
infiltrates into grounlwater storage,
 
and the remainder is capiured as runoff
 
and flows through the surface water
 
system.
 

Some significant differences and
 
potential anomalies appear from this
 
analysis of water balances. First,
 
evapotranspiration rates are much 
higher in the Rugezi and Lakes Basin 
watersheds. This is normal for areas 
with large bodies of standing water and 
would, in fact, be higher if it were 
not for the low temperatures associated 
with high elevation. The infiltration 
rate of 7% in the Lower ,lukungwa system 
is also noteworthy. While the Lava 
Zone, which makes up a major part of 
this catchment area, is known for its 
highly permeable soils, this finding 
supports the belief that most of this 
infiltration reappears as surface flow 
at lower elevations. The negative 
infiltration rate for the Lakes Basin 
is equally interesting, yet also easily 
explained. In this case, infiltration 
is represented by a drop in the water 
volume of Lake Bulera. Since 1973, 
water levels in this lake have averaged 
1.5 meters lower than in previous
 
years. This is primarily due to high
 
levels of production from the Ntaruka
 
hydroelectric station at Bulera's
 
outlet, which require higher discharge
 
rates (runoff) from the lake reservoir.
 

A final observation to be made from
 
this water balance analysis concerns
 
recent rates of streamflow in the Lower
 
Mukungwa. As seen in Table 6.4, these
 
rates have increased considerably over
 
the past five years, thus increasing
 
the percentage of runoff assigned to
 
the entire watershed. Inaccurate
 
rainfall data, due to an insufficient
 
number of measuring stations, could
 
partially explain this anomaly. Yet,
 
since precipitation and other stream
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Table 6.1
 
Average Monthly Rainfall
 

(in millimeters)
 

Station Jan Feb 
 Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year
 

Ruhonde 90.5 110.9 145.0 232.6 143.7 36.8 18.6 
 48.1 114.2 118.9 146.8 99.9 1306.0
 
Rwankeri 75.9 95.1 135.5 194.2 149.7 42.9 20.1 52.9 116.1 132.2 
 143.5 93.3 1251.4
 
Kinoni 76.6 98.3 128.7 152.1 127.7 41.6 
 15.5 72.7 114.7 134.0 132.7 84.0 1178.6
 
Nemba (Nord) 110.3 135.8 160.7 221.7 166.6 56.7 20.9 51.5 125.0 152.3 
 218.3 132.8 1552.6
 
Ruhengeri 79.3 102.1 145.5 199.0 160.3 50.1 25.8 55.9 115.3 
 153.1 150.7 98.4 1335.5
 
Karisoke 100.9 123.3 205.7 308.9 193.7 
 91.7 71.7 137.4 154.2 203.0 188.4 143.2 1922.1
 

Source: National Meteorology Statistics
 

Table 6.2
 

Average Days of Rainfall
 

Station Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug 
 Sep Oct Nov Dec Year
 

Ruhonde 10.5 11.9 
 13.7 19.5 14.5 4.2 2.1 5.7 11.7 14.0 16.2 11.4 135.4
 
Rwankeri 11.3 12.2 16.1 18.5 16.6 
 5.8 2.5 7.0 13.4 16.6 17.9 13.5 151.4
 
Kinoni 11.9 14.1 17.7 19.8 17.3 6.5 3.4 8.7 
 15.1 18.4 19.4 140 166.3
 
emba (Nord) 13.1 14.6 17.4 23.3 17.0 5.4 
 3.4 6.1 13.4 18.7 22.0 15.7 170.1
 

Ruhengeri 12.0 14.0 
 19.5 23.0 19.1 6.7 3.7 7.4 15.8 20.1 20.8 16.5 178.6
 
Karisoke 18.7 18.1 26.5 28.1 24.4 14.7 
 12.0 15.8 21.5 25.2 26.5 22.6 254.1
 

Source: National Meteorological Statistics
 



Table 6.3 

Water Balance Equations 

in Four 

Ruhengeri Watersheds 

Rucezi Marsh 

Precipitation 1,254 Lm 100% 

Runoff 
 233 mm 18% 

Evapotranspiration 788 mm 63% 

Infiltration 
 243 mm 19% 


Lakes Bulera-Ruhondo 

Precipitation 1,131 mm 100% 
Runoff 474 mm 42%

Evapotranspiration 788 mm 70% 
Infiltration 131 mm -12% 

Lower tlukunpwa 

Precipitation 1,480 mm 100% 
Runoff 
 660 mm 45% 

Evapotranspiration 709 mm 48% 

Infiltration 
 111 mm 7% 


Cyohoha-Base 


Precipitation 1,552 mm 100% 
Runoff 
 507 mm 33% 

Evapotranspiration 709 mn 46% 
Infiltration 
 336 mm 21% 


Source: Roark & Dickson/RRAM 1986 
Based on official rainfall data 
from the Ruhunde, Kinoni, Ru-
hengeri and Nemba stations, and 
streamflow data from the Rusumo, 
Rwaza, Ngaru and Rwerere Sud 
stations for the period 1973 
1985. 
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flow levels were uniformly lower across
 
the prefecture during this period, 
this
 
seems unlikely. Aother possible 
explanation is that conditions at the 
Ngaru measuring site have changed 
(e.g. the river bed has risen or the 
guage itself may be damna-,d), without 
anyone taking note. If this turns out 
not to be the case, then a third, and 
more disturbing, possibility becomes
 
more likely: that the measures accur
ately reflect increased runoff due to
 
radically changed landuse 
 practices
 
(wetlands drainage, deforestation,
 

inadequate soil and 
water conservation
 
practices on farmlands) throughout the
watershed. In this case, seasonal 
fluctuations would be more extreme and 
the risk of serious flooding would 
increase significantly.
 

The water balance equations presented 
above are based on extrapolations and 
generalizations from limited informa
tion sources. An enlarged network of
hydro-climatological monitoring sta
tions would permit more precise calcu
lations. Given t1he possibility that 
water is 
 moving more quickly through 
the regional hydrologic system 
as a
 
result of extensive changes in landuse,
 
such information could be extremely
 

valuable.
 

wetlands and bottomlands
 

Climate and geomorphology combine in 
Ruhengeri to favor 
 the presence of
 
wetlands (characterized by permanent 
standing water) and bottomlands (valley
 
formations characterized by high soil
 
moisture content and subject 
to season
al flooding). These areas represent an 
important resource 
 with multiple val
ues. In their natural state, they 
regulate warter flow by absorbing excess 
runoff in their soil and vegetation, 
ther gradually releasing 4his water 
during times of ebb flow. fn addition, 
natural wetlands provide critical 
habitat for the rich diversity of water
 
birds found in Rwanda.
 



--------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------
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Table 6.4
 
Annual Stream Flow
 

(cubic meters per second)
 

Mukungwa River Mukungwa River Rugesi River Cyohoha/Base Rivers
 
Year Ngaru Station Rwaza Station Rusomo Station Base Station
 

1985 50.98* 7.59* 1.08* 2.24* 
1984 40.35 7.02 1.01 -
1983 44.85 -- 1.24 1.62 
1982 45.82 -- 1.14 -
2981 38.39 10.36 1.23 2.46 
1980 26.15 -- 1.16 1.68 
1979 -- 9.21 1.27 2.78 
1978 17.03 6.85 2.39, 2.41 
1977 18.98 9.86 1.42 2.20* 
1976 21.57 9.03 1.14 1.47 
1975 23.10 9.07 1.54 1.96 
1974 30.24 -- 1.52 1.96 
1973 28.27 8.17 1.15 2.22 
1972 -- 7.41 1.64 3.93 
1971 -- 7.70 1.27 3.76 
1970 -- 6.88 0.96* -
1969 -- 6.94 -

1968 -- 6.94 -- 5.49 
1967 -- .-- 4.40 
1966 .... 0.99 4.15 
1965 .....--. 
1964 .... 0.99 -
1963 .... 1.87* 
1962 .....--. 
1961 .....--. 
1960 .... .72 -

1959 .... 1.22 -
1958 .... 1.62 -

1957 .... 1.31 --

Total 385.73 115.03 29.88 44.73
 
Years 12 14 23 16
 
Average 32.14 8.22 1.30 2.80
 

Source: National Hydrologic Service 

* Extrapolated or interpolated data. 



Schematic 
FIGURE 6.1 

Profile of the Mukungwa Watershed 
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Wetlands, and especially bottomlands, 

however, are also highly valued for 

their potential agricultural productiv-

ity. This, while Ruhengeri is rich in 

these areas, it is also confronted with 
difficult problems which arise from 
conflicts over their most appropriate 

use. 

Nearly 9,000 ha of wetlands and 

bottomlands cover more than 5'0 of 
 the 
Ruhengeri prefecture. This resource is 

unevenly distributed, however, with 

more than half of the total area lo-

cated in the three easternmost communes 

of Cyeru, Nyamugali and Butato (Table 
6.5). According to the RRAM Prc ject's
land use analysis from aerial photos, 
56% of this area was already developed 
as of 1980. Hore recent observations
 
in the field indicate that at least 

1000 additional ha have been converted 

to agricultural production over the 

past six years. A major part of this 

conversion has occured in Nkuli, where 

formerly undeveloped bottomland has 

been put into tea production. Most of 

the former marshland in Butaro has also 

been drained and cultivated, 


The Rugezi Marsh comprises the bulk 

of the remaining undeveloped wetlands
 
in the prefecture. Despite the drain-
age of the entire Kamiranzovu branch 
and the development of raised bed 
cultivation along most of its edge, 
roughly half of the marsh remains in a 
more or less natural state (Figure
6.2). Miscanthidium, Papyrus, and 
Cyperus combine with other plant spe-
cies to form a dense mat over the 
floating peat formation in its deeper 
waters. This complex plays a major 
role in the regulation of water flow to 
downstream lakes and rivers. It also 
supports an important bird population, 
and its plants are used in numerous 
ways by the local population. Yet its 

future is not at all certain. 


Drainage of the Rugezi has been 

proposed at many times over the past 
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several decades. The most serious
 
attempt occured in 1972, when a natural
 
rock wall in the southeast corner was
 
dynamited to create the Fels outlet,
 
which sent water to a tea project in 
Byumba. Water levels in the marsh fell 
too rapidly, however, resulting in
 
drying of the peat soils and a serious 
threat to hydroelectric production from
Lake Bulera (see below). The outlet 
was subsequently dammed and the project 
abandoned. Based on this experience,
 
most authorities are now opposed to any
 
major drainage efforts in the Rugezi,
 
and no projects are currently being
 
planned. Yet rising demand for land 
could change this situation, and the
Rugezi remains defenseless without any 
official protected status. 

The actual impact of any proposed 
drainage scheme could only be deter
mined from the content of the plan. It 
is nevertheless certain that largescale 
development would result in increased 
total flow, higher flood peaks, and 
increased sedimentation downstream. 
Any attempt to radically modify this 
complex and valuable ecosystem should 

therefore be approached with extreme 
caution. 

The bottomlands of Ruhengeri are much
 
more extensive and more evenly distri
buted than its wetlands. They are also
 
qualitatively different. The 
vast
 
majority of these areas are already
 
developed, and the nature 
of their 
exploitation has changed considerably 
in recent years. Formerly used for dry 
season farming, most bottom].ands now 
appear to be in year-round cultiva
tion. The immediate catalyst for this 
change was the drought of 1984; but it 
was probably inevitable given demand 
for increased food production. 

According to the RRAMI Project survey, 
19.5% of all households have a parcel 
which they cultivate in a valley bot
tom. This figure varies considerably, 
however, with a high of 40% in the
 



Table 6.5 
Wetlands and Bottomlands by Commune 

W)ETLANDS UNDEVELOPED BOTTOMLAND RAISED BED 
COMMUNE (water & vegetation) (no standing vater) BOTTOLAND TOTAL 

(ha) (ha) (ha) (ha) 
----- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Butaro 432 0 846 1278 
Cyabingo 10 2 348 360 
Cyeru 1589 0 622 2211 
Satonde 0 0 268 268 
Kidaho 72 2 44 118 
Kigombe 58 0 402 460 
Kinigi 0 0 8 8 
Mukingo 0 2 0 2 
Ndsu 0 0 382 382 
Nkuli 120 480 52 652 
Nkumba 0 6 108 114 
Nyakinama 28 46 182 256 
Nyamugali 1072 4 478 1554 
Hyamutera 0 0 232 232 
Nyarutovu 6 2 546 554 
Ruhondo 16 0 492 508 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTALS 3403 544 5010 8957 



Buberuka region and a low of only 2% in 
the Lava Zone. Roughly one-third of 
these parcels were inherited, while 
one-fourth are rented from the com
mune. Another 13% were purchased. 

The primary technique for the ex-

ploitation of bottomlands in valleys 

and along the shallow edges of lakes 

and marshes involves the formation of 

parallel rows of raised beds, between 

which water flows (or is retained 

following flood periods) in shallow 

canals. The combination of a steady 

water supply and rich soils, renewed by 
erosion from surrounding hills, makes 
these areas highly productive. What is 
not certain, however, is whether the 
removal of natural vegetation and 
canalization have a significant impact 
on water flow and retention. No mea-

sures have 
ever been made of outflow 

from such areas; and the fact that 
virtually all bottomlands are now in 

cultivation makes future comparative 

studies (before-after, or developed-

undeveloped comparisons) problematic. 
An attempt at such studies should be 
made, however, given the potentially 
disruptive impact of such extensive 

modification on overalj regional water 

flow patterns, 


Lacking more quantitative data, 
popular impressions of conditions 
provide some interesting information. 
Results of the RRAM survey indicate 
that only 12% of the population feel 
that flooding has increased over the 
past 10 years. This figure rises to 
26% in the Lava Zone and 33% in the 
ZND; but it is still clear that people 
do not perceive this to be a widespread 
problem. Among those who actually 
cultivate bottomlands, however, nearly 
25% (30% in Buberuka) cite flooding as 
a major problem. Another 10% cite 
sedimentation from hillside erosion or 
upstream sources. Asked to describe 
general changes in their bottomlands, 
however, 93% of all answers were of a 

negative nature: 38% stated that their 
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yields had declined; 36% cited the loss
 
of natural vegetation; and 8% felt that
 
the regular water flow had decreased.
 

lakes
 

Lakes are another resource of proven 
multiple use value for water storage, 
fish production, recreation and tour
ism. In Ruhengeri, Lak-es Bulera and 
Ruhondo are most valued for the produc
tion of hydroelectricity, while other
 
aspects have been less developed.
 
Recreation and tourism a-! virtually
 
non-existant in the region, except for 
passive observation of the lakes and 
Rusumo Falls by a very limited number 
of visitors. One reason for this is 
the lack of any supporting infrastruc
ture; another is certainly the presence 
of bilharzia in the lakes. The latter
 
has also sharply reduced the value of
 
the lakes as reservoirs, though the 
local population in many areas remains 
dependent on them as a source of water,
 

4
despite the .r insalubrity (see below).
 

The lakes' fish resources are defin
itely valued, but remain underdevel
oped. According to several studies,
 
Lake Ruhondo has greater potential than
 
that of Bulera, but bcth are relatively
 

impoverished lakes because of their
 
marginal ecological conditions. More 
than 200 fishermen work the lakes from 
pirogues. They report, and official
 
statistics confirm, that production has 
declined considerably over the past 10
 
years. This could be due to several 
factors, among which are: over-fishing,
 
destruction of the shoreline vegetation 
which provides breeding habitat, or the 
lowering of lake levels. This subject 
will be examined as part of an on-going
 
study of fisheries development in all 
of Rwanda's major lakes, supported by 
the Hinistry of Agriculture. Yet it 
should also be noted th;mt this study's 
preliminary reconnaissance of Ruhondo 
and Bulera found their potential to be 
far greater than indicated by current
 
production levels.
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FIGURE 6.3
 
Evolution of Water Levels in Lake Bulera
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Table 6.6 
Laboratory Analyses of Arsenic Contamination
 

in the Nyamusanze Valley
 

Source of Sample 

Mid-stream Sediment Sediment 
Nyamusanze at River's 2m from Dried
 

Sample Content River 
 Edge River's Edge :!ine Tailinas Mid-stream
 

pH, StandEird Units 5.9 x x x 6.1 
Total Organic 

Carbon, cj/L 7.0 xx x 12.0 

Total Arsenic <0.010 Mg/L 146 Mg/Kg* 116 Mg,/Kg* 36 1.!g/Kg* '0.10 Mg/L 
Total Volatile 
Solids, % by Wt. x 5.0 1.3 0.9 x 
Total Solids,
 

%by .t. ** x 99.6 99.9 72.7 x 

Source: Roark and Dickson 1986, based on a report by Camp Dresser 1, Mc}/ee, Inc. 
for SECID, March 1986.
 

x = Analysis not requested
 
* Dry weight basis 

** These numbers reflect sample status "as received". 

I C, 



The principal resource 1
va.ue of the 

lakes thus remains their proven capaci-

ty for the production of electrical 

energy. The combined output from thetwo hydroelectric stations at Ntaruka 
and Rwaza represents more than half ofRwanda's a.nnual production of electri-
city. Yet it is quite likely that 
over-production 
 has been responsible

for lowered lake levels over the past
decade, 


Between 1975 
 and 1980, the water 

level in Lake Bulera dropped more than 
3 meters (Figure 6.3). Among tile
principal factors which affect water 
levels in the lake, 
rainfall and inflow 
from the Rugezi were stable or higherthan average during this period, where-
as hydroelectric production rose to a
peak level of over 4 million Kwh in 
1977. Subsequent reduction of this 
ouput coincided with a rise in water

level, though not to previous levels,

Today, annual electrical production of
2.75 million Kwh appears to be in phase
with annual outflow from the lake.
Should future energy demands increase,
however, lowered lake 
 levels should 

again be expected, 


erosion and sedimentation 


While the erosion issue has 
 been

considered in detail in Chapter Four,

it is worth noting 
 that this issue is
closely related to that of water man-
agement. 
 Failure to control erosion on 

hillsides results in 
water moving more 

quickly into streams and 
 rivers, which 

then carry an increasingly heavy load 

of sediments. 
 Some 
 of this sediment 

load is recycled for agriculture in 

raised beds, but 
most of it 
is carried 

away and serves 
 to increase 
 the de-

structive scouring power 
of rivers,
This is most obvious in the torrents of
the Lava zone, but its impact is also 

evident in 
 str-ambank 
erosion along 

most of the region's waterways. Unfor-

tunat?ly, no 
 studies exist of sediment
 
transport, nor of its 
 impact in the
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Ruhengeri region. 
 Such studies are
 
essential 
 to effective water resource
 
management.
 

pollution 

Water pollution is majora problem in
industrialized countries, but is consi
dered 
to less serious in less developed

countries. Although adequate data are
lacking, conditions 
in Ruhengeri would
 
seem to support this general observation. A preliminary analysis by 
the

RRAM Project of runoff from one wolfram 
mine in Cyeru commune, however, indi
cates that potential problems do ex
ist. 

Since 1947, the Gifurwe mine has
generated an average of more than one 
million cubic 
meters of tailings each 
year. These 
are left exposed at the
 
mine site, from where 
 they are washed
 
down the Nyamusanze valley and even
tually deposited in Lake Bulera.
Laboratory analyses indicate that this 
transported sediment 
 contains arsenic
 
at concentrations which reach 146 parts 
per million (Table 6.6). 
 According to
 
the U.S. Department of 
 Agriculture,
 
levels over 100 ppm 
 can lower crop
production and local farmers, 
 in fact,
 
report low yields from 
raised bed
agriculture in 
 the Nyamusnnze valley.

While this could also due thebe to low
nutrient content of the mine tailings,
the arsenic factor should not he over
looked. 
 Arsenic poisoning of humans
 
appears to be a less serious problem,

due to the low arsenic content of the
 
water itself, although medical studies
 
in Taiwan have documented a relation
ship between skin 
 cancer and regular

contact 
 with arsenic. Its uptake and
 
concentration in 
 fish could also prove
to be a problem for human consumers.
 
Given that two major atmines, Gifurwe 
and Bugarama, produce runoff 
 nto Lake
 
Bulera, this problem should continue to
 
be monitored.
 



Water supply. Human beings must Table 6.7 
drink 't least 1-2 liters of water per 
day to survive. In Rwanda, it is often 
estimated that 10l.iizers per capita per . . 

Survey Results on
Water Supply Issues ... ... 

day (Ipcd) suffice for all domestic- -----------------------------
consumpton purposes. Beyond this Lava ZND BUB CP TOTAL 
minimal requiremient, however, a level % % % % 7 

of 20 ipcd for drinking, cooking,- ------ ------------------
washing clothes and bathing is often Primary Source 
recommended to obtain the optimal 
health benefits associated with im- Improved 
proved hygiene. Water supply in Ruhen- Spring 3 219 6 3 44 46 
geri is generally adequate to meet Natural 
minimal requirements. The availability Spring 12 42 11 27 19 
and quality of water resources, how- Piped 
ever, varies considerably across the System 33 0 8 11 15 
prefecture. River/ 

Stream 10 13 5 15 10 
Table 6.7 shows 

•Ruhengeri population 
that 46% of the 
obtains its water 

Standing 
Water 13 7 5 3 7 

from improved springs: natural under- Lake 1 2 10 0 3 
ground sources which have been capped 
and channeled through a spout, some- Distance 
times With a faucet to control its 
release. This system is most prevalent < I km 58 71 77 67 68 
in the Buberuka region (63%) and least 1-2 km 26 25 19 22 22 
common in the Lava Zone (31%). Natural > 2 km 16 4 4 11 10 
springs represent the primary source 
for 19% of all households, with a high Shortages 
of 42% in the ZND region. Another 14% 
are served by public piped systems, Yes 66 12 15 9 29 
along which there are faucets at cer- Io 34 88 85 91 71 
tain intervals. This system is most 
developed in the Lava Zone, where 33% Daily Trips for Water 
of all families depend on it for their 
primary source of water. 
Ruhengeri's households 

Barely 20% of 
get water from 

1 trip 
2 trips 

41 
50 

28 
49 

31 
55 

26 
58 

32 
54 

utner sourcue, but these can be of 3+ trips 9 23 14 16 14 
local importance. Rivers and streams 
provide water for 15% of families in Daily lousehold ConsumDtinn 
the Plateau region, and 13% in the 
ZND. Lakes are the primary source for 20 liters 41 21 32 25 32 
10% of those in Buberuka, while ponds 60 " 48 58 53 55 52 
or other forms of standing water serve 100 " 11 21 15 20 16 
nearly 13% of the population in the 
Lava Zone. Water Qualitv 

Two-thirds of the Ruhengeri popula- good 75 66 SO 83 78 
tion has a primary water source withir bad 25 34 20 47 22 
one kilometer of their house. Thi!; Source: RRAH Project Survey 
figure rises to 90% within a two kilo------------------ -------------
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Table 6.8
Existing Water Supply Systems By Commune 

Piped Systems Improved Springs 
 Total Sources
 

-
Total - - - - - - - -
Population Total
Yield Total Average
Yield
Commune 1985 Yield lpcd**
Number 
 lps* Number 
 ips Number 
 lps 1985
 

Butaro 47,80"7 
 4 .00 
 45 7.54
Cyabingo 51,144 49 7.54 14
0 .00 
 41 8.69 
 41 8.69
Cyeru .52,501 15
5 
 60 14.86 
 65
Gatonde 32,827 
1.30 

16.16 27
5 .00 
 39 7.83
Kidaho 30,203 44 7.83 21
1 20.00 
 2 
 3
Kigombe 43,343 
0.86 20.86 60
 , 20.70 
 37 3.79
Kinigi 35,956 41 24.49 49
12 22.00 
 0 .00
Mukingo 28,273 12 22.00 53
4 26.75 
 3 0.62 
 7 27.37
Ndusu 37,437 84
8 .00 
 40 11.68 
 48 11.68
Nkuli 32,730 33 

27
5 11.39 
 6.05 38
Nkumba 17.44 46
34,192 
 3 20.00 
 6 2.12
Nyakinama 46,206 9 22.12 56
12 7.30 
 42 8.84 54
Nyamugali 39,735 16.14 30
5 
 47 7.90 52
Nyamutera 29,327 
2.15 

10.05 22
6 1.26 
 42 4.77
Nyarutovu 47,226 48 6.03 18
7 2.07 
 47 14.10
Ruhondo 44,596 54 16.17 30
4 1.73 
 43 14.70 
 47 16.43 32
 

Total 633,503 
 85 136.65 
 527 114.35 
 612 251.00 
 34
 

* Liters per second. 
Sour e: RRAM Project/Roark and Dickson 1986 

** Liters per capita per day. 

'I 
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Table 6.9
 
Estimated Water Demand By Commune
 

Domestic Water Demand
 

Population 1985 
 1995
 

Commune 1985 1995 lps* m3/day ips m3/day
 

Butaro 47,807 63,628 13 1,114 27 2,291 
Cyabingo 51,144 68,069 14 1,192 28 2,450 
Cyeru 52,501 69,875 14 1,223 29 2,515 
Gatonde 32,827 43,690 9 765 18 1,573 
Kidaho 30,203 40,198 8 704 17 1,447 
Kigombe 43,343 57,686 12 1,010 24 2,077 
ininigi 35,956 47,855 10 838 20 1,723 
Mukingo 28,273 37,629 8 659 16 1,355 
Ndusu 37,437 49,826 10 872 21 1,794 
Hkuli 32,730 43,561 9 763 18 1,568 
Nikumba 34,192 45,507 9 797 19 1,638 
Nyahinama 46,206 61,497 12 1,077 26 2,214 
Nyamugali 39,735 52,884 11 926 22 1,904 
INyamntera 29,327 39,032 8 683 16 1,405 
rJyarucovu 47,226 62,854 13 1,100 26 2,263 
Ruhondo 44,596 59,354 12 1,039 25 2,137 

Total 633,503 843,145 172 14,762 352 30,354
 

Source: RRAM Project/Roark and Dickson 1986.
 

* Liters per second. 

Note: The average per-capita water demand is assumed to be
 
as estimated in the World Bank/BCEOM Lava Zone Project,
 
that is: 1985 = 23.3 lpcd; 1995 = 36.0 lpcd. These
 
amounts allow for higher usages in developed areas,
 
institutional uses, and 20 percent losses from the
 
;ater svstem.
 



meter radius. It is important to 

notehowever, that over 
.16% of those 
from the Lava Zone, and ]1% from the 
Plateau region, must walk more than 2 
km to obtain water. This situation is 
greatly aggravated in the Lava Zone by
the fact that two-thirds of all people 
report water shortages at their primary 
source (versus 121 for the rest of the 
prefecture). These shortages are most 
common during the dry season, but also 
occur frequently due to damage to the 
piped delivery system or its faucets, 

The importance of distance from water 
can be seen in the number of trips a 
family member makes to the source each 
day and, thereby, the daily amount of 
water consumed by the family. Resi-
dents of Lthe Lava Zone are much more 
likely to make gni one such tri p each 
day (41% versus 287 for other areas), 
These families are thus limited to the 
contents of one 2D-liter jerrycan, or 
an average of only 4 1pcd for a house-
hold of 5 persons. Given this situa-
tion, it is no surprise that people in 
the Lava Zone cite water shortager as 
the most important problem facing their 
region (see Chapter Three). 

Despite the lack of adequate water in
 
certain 
areas, a steady majority of 

families across all parts of the 
pre-

fecture 
 report average consumption 

levels of around 
12 lpcd. The recom-

mended level of 
 20 lpcd, however, is 

only reached by about 16% of all house-

holds (2] in the ZNI)). As for water 

quality, a large majority of the Ruhen-
geri population believes that their 
water is "good". The highest percen-
tage of those rating LliIL water quali-
ty as "bad" is in the ZND (37%): a fact 
which is probably due to that region's 
high dependence on undeveloped sources, 

supply and demand 


As of 
 1985, at least 527 improved 

springs and 35 piped delivery systems 

had been developed in Ruhengeri (Table 


6.8). The tota! output of these water
 
sources was 251 liters per second 
(Ips), or enouqh to provide 30 lpcd to 
the entire population of Ruhenueri. As 
shown in Table 6.9, this is more than 
enough to satisfy current demand of 172 
lps, even assuming hiilgh consumptinn 
rate of 23 lpcd. ly (005, however,
demand should increase to 352 ]ps, or 
40% more than current capdcity. 

The current problem in Ruhengeri is 
therefore not one nf supply, but rather 
distribution. Sufficient 
 water sup
plies exist, hut they are currently 
being underutilized icause they are 
too far from potential isors. In the 
commune of Oidalho, for ,xample, the 
existing systems produce enough water 
to provide each res ident with 6) Ipcd: 
yet there are onlyI3 such systems in 
the entire commune. 5vakinama has 7 
much lower total production, but ther: 
are 54 distribution pOlts. The only
solution to this problem -- and that of 
future demand -- is to establish more 
distribution points hrough the devel
opment of new sources and piped deliv
ery systems in water-deprived areas. 

technological approaches
 

Between 1930 and 1984, the number of 
developed water sources in Ruhengeri
 
increased by 37,, according to official
 
statistics from the prefecture. ilost
 
of the new sources were capped springs,
 
although a number of pravit-flow piped
 
systems were 
 also instal led. The
 
continued use 
 of these technoicgies is
 
appropriate for 
 several reasons.
 
First, natural springs are plentiful in
 
most areas except the Lava Zone.
 
Second, the technology is relativel v 
simple and can 
therefore be maintained
 
by user groups with limited outside 
assistance. Finally, these systems are 
not expensive. Simple capped springs
 
cost an average of only a few'hundred
 
FRw per user. Piped delivery systems
 
have averaged roughly 3000 FRw per 
user
 
over recent years, but have the consid
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.rable advantage of serving a much 

larger area. 


The develoment of water supply 
systems in ttIu Lava Zune presents 
particular problems. As mentioed at 
several pioint in this report, the 
extremely porous soil and rock struc-
tures of this ruciun prevent the reten-
tion of sutace .iter. For this rea-
son, the area "as sparsely inhabited 
until the Ilyii n L0lonial government 
.onsEructed an ,Xt siVE watcr di. 
hution systeM in 10b. Tlis consisted 
of a n3 Li luMter gravity pipeline, 
..hich carried "ater from the rich (more 
than 21) 1ps) Thutobo Spring in Nukingo 
all the wa to the Ugandan border in 
Kidaho. By ith mi -107(d , however, the 
system's steel piping, was highly cor-
roded, many ut its aucuLs were plugged 
Dr broken, and t h- funditi required for 
.aiaintenance was not available. 

Following an assessment of this 
situation by a Frunch firm (BCE(N), the 
World Bank agreed in 19 0 to finance 
replacement ot the old system. In its 
place, a new grayity pipeline will be 
constructed w.liich will follow the 
former line, but along 2 parallel 
tracks and With several extension 
spurs. The new system will also in-
dlude a water treatment facility and a 
pumping station to send water from 
Hutobo over the divide into Gisenyi 
prefecture. fis network will certain-
ly provide more regular delivery of 
water to a pLsater numbe-r of distribu-
tion points. Iuwever, the majority of 
households IN the Lava Zone will still 
find themselves several kilometers from 
the nearest taucet. In addition, the 
Cost of tile entire system is estimated 
to be tearly A8 million, or $15U per 
user. While tilis will not be directly 
paid for by the affected population, 
users will Le expected to pay a $25 
annual fee peu family: an amount which 
past experience indicates may be diffi-
cult to collect, 

Despite questions about its cost and
 
overall efficiency as a water supply 
network, the World Bank system is 
likely t5 be installed as planned. Yet 
consideration should also b- given to 
rainwater catchment sis tes as an 
alternative water supply tuchnlopy for 
the Lava Zone. Between i7 and 1985, 
several hundred cistern aid rainwater 
collection systems were Colistructed and 
installud in households in the Ruhen
geri prefecture. Thse Consisted of 
-,an1p oi ters and a spout which chan
neled roof runoff into a umernt cistern 
reinforced by bamboo. I'epl were 
generally very satisfied With the 
performance of these syst-ms, but two 
potential drawbacks could limit their 
.idespr, ad use: storage capacity and 
cost. 

More than three-furths ot all houses 
in Ruhengeri now have corrugated metal 
or tile roots, with a mean surface area 
of 36 m2. Uith rainfall averaging 4 mm 
per day (based on data from Kinii ), a 
cistern which holds only 15) liters 
could thus collect eunuch water to 
provide more LKldU 2S9 1pcd for a family 

of six. Rain does not fall every day, 
however, so capact 'ould havestorage w. 
to be great enough to assure continual 
supply. The average size of cisterns 
built in Rulengeri is 1,20H liters: 
enough for a 1(1 day reserve, or 20 (lays 
at a consumption level a1 1 i I pcd. 
During the nine moths of ti e year when 
rainfall averages more than 10) rn, 
this represents a more than ample 
reserve. In June and August, rainfall 
drops to 60 ot per month, but this 
would still provide an additional1 2 
Ipcd beyond the 1,20t) liter stored 
capac ty. The iroblem arises in July, 
when the average of 26 mm of rain would 
produce only 5 ]pcd. Even this deficit 
could probably le managed through 
careful rationing, but it is probable 
that people would be partially depen

dent on alternative sources duing this 
period. 
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Another problem with rainwater catch-
ment systems is their cost. The 1,200 

liter cisterns described above have 

cost ar average o about 19,0 0)FRw 
($240) to build. Experience in Burundi 
indicates that this could he reduced to 
around $20), hit this would still 
represent a significant expense in a 
region where annual inconmes average
only 1260. Subside s represent one 
possible solution to this problem. For 
one-third the cost of the World Bank 
project 09i<25 per familv), a cistern 
system could he purchased and installed 
in every household, and the res 'ting 
government debt would he reduced. 

Another solution would he to promote
(and possiblv sibsidize) the develop-
ment of inexpensive cisterns by the 
national plastics industry. A few 
IO0-liter barrels would satisfy the 
vast majority of household needs, and 
would have the added advantage of 
plastic's lonevitv and ease of clean-
ing. Finallv, even the limited option
of installin a collector system of 
gutters and spouts to fill five l01iter 
jerrycans would cost no more than $40 
per family, and would provide a siqni-
ficant amount of water, 

No matter which level of development
is pursued, the extension of rainwater 
catchment technologies to the Lava 
Zone, and other parts of the prefec-

ture, would 
 have enormous benefits. 
The region's high rainfall assures 
regular supplies during most of tihe 
year; water would he immediately avail-
able within the household complex, thus 
eliminating the thousands of hours per 
year which women now spend on its 
transport; and the construction and 
installation of such systems would 
generate significant employment oppor-
tunities. 

Conclusions. 

Three major problems contront the 
Ruhengeri prefecture with regard to the 


management of its water 
 resources. 
First, accelerated changes in land use 
appear to he affectinQ nater flow in 
the region's complex newor orf rivers,
lakes and marshes. This rn be soen in 
changing W0ke levels, hi h,r runoff and 
streamflow levels, nd indications of 
hydro-ecolopj cal rhanes affecting 
marshes and hntt oml;ds. -r ond, wat er 
supply sources are unequally distri
buted across the prefecture, resulting 
in serious shortags for thouands of 
families. Final lv, an inadequate 
information base inhibits c icrn to 
deal with these problm. This is 
especial v trur with r 2 r d to manag
ment of the overall hvdrn!,,uic system;
but the lack of inlormatnirr also af
fects efforts to improve water supply 
throu2h th s ection of appropriate 
sites and tochnolgies. 

Recommendations.
 

Applied Research. 

1. The prefecture, in collaboration 
with the appropriate national services, 
should increase and improve its exist
ing hydro-climatological monitoring 
network. This reqrires the installa
tion of additional rainfall measuring
stations in areas which are now inade
quatelv served. Priority areas would 
include the communes of Nvanngali, 
Cyeru, Ndusu, Nvamutera and the lava
 
region of Nkuli, as wll as 
 at least
 
one other site in tihe Virunga rain
forest (see Figure 
 2.4 in Chapter
 
Two).
 

Additional streamflow gaues should 
also be i rnstalled at a v-rietv of 
points. These should include represen
tative smaller streams, crch as the 
Nyamutera, Gicive and rukinga, which 
feed into the ukungwa liver, as well 
as one or two other streams from the
soutieastern corner of the preficture. 
The Kamiranzovu branch of the Rugezi
Marsh should also have a measuring 
station to determine effects of its 
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recent canalization. Any marsh or 
bottomland .hich is not yet drained 
should have a Water gau-e installed to 
provide ,,r&irdtie kt , ue pC ial1V if 
the arc. L; i t L u r inud in 

the 1 iLtnrc. .ii l1arIlv, aIll Ira ject.s 

which ic]ui, .r h tton ,s
otlInda s pl 
I:ainape2co COnjunLS should e requird
 

to Illonitor (ianges in water flow which 

may result from their intrivention 

activities. 


In addition to providing information 
on water levels and volume, all of 
these stations should also serve as 

sites for the periodic Monitoring of 
sediment transport. inallyv, the 
accuracy of uxistinq station. (especi-
ally the one at Ngaru) should be exam-
ined by' roipetl auhLorities, and new 
installationS made where necessary. 

2. Arseiic levels should be period
ically1MLoiturd in streams and lakes 
which recei ve runoff from wo I fram 
minus. amlles ot plants and fish from 
affected areas should also be examined 
to determine levels of arsenic uptake. 

3. An accurate map of all existing
 
water delivery systems in the prefec
ture should be made (a preliminary map
 
at 1: lO0,O000 has already been completed
 
by the IRAl Project, but needs to be
 
updated). This should be accompanied
 
by tables listing essential information
 
for each source such as yield, number
 
of users, date of construction, etc.
 

4. A deta iled study of the role of
 
hydroelectrity generation on water
 
levels in Lakes Bulera and Ruhondo
 
should he made prior to any decision on
 
significantly increasing power produc
tion at either the Ntaruka or Rwaza
 
stations.
 

Action.
 

5. Further drainage of the Rugezi
 
Iarsh should be prohibited. Its fra
gile ecology and critical importance in
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regulatinj water flow should preclude 
alternative development options. 
Consideration could be g ien to desig
nat ing thn marsh as J hIturil reserve, 
iithou.h it should Lu ru 9_lhi. d that 
the cuLt ic cOmPj : 1in L. , In v rious 
ways by the luc l p pulti:, . 

6, Priority _ul be,Lttiol hould 
given to thu duvelo meWL jki distribu
tion of rainwater ratc hLiLt systems 
throughout the Lava Zone and other
 
parts of the prefectuore ,neru water 
supply is A chronic problem. A thor
ough appr',ac to tis iatter should 
irncludu rse:rc, development and 
demonstrati o romonol'ts . Subsidies 
for alternative desi-ns and, eventual
lv, production und purLhase arrange
ments will almost certainly be re
quired. 



CHAPTER SEVEN; VOLCANOES NATIONAL PAIRK the createdto newly Office of Tourism
and ,ational Parks (),TP. ). This 

The Volcanoes National Park (VNP) is Office has been aided in -Isa natural area of regional, national e2forts by the "3,, e-an fhic 
. 

al 
'h 
.\ssi: -T.: 

and internitional Importance. It I. ro In;ranI ,,. ln: -ernaio 

covers 7.4'' of the Ruhengeri 
 prefecture consortium11 c-1rv11t1-,: ,r " and represents a significaalt source of helot).
local employment in addition to itsrole in water catchment and regu la- Conversion trends. [heP :ndantion. At the national level, the park sector of the Viruna ,:cosvstem hasand its gorillas attract tourists and been drastically reduced' in s.ze over
foreign revenue equivalent to more than the past 30 years. Just priortwo million dollars annually. Finally, Independence, in 193, Belgian authori-

to 
tile VNP has been desi2nated an interna- ties permitted nearl, 7,00U0 ha of thetional Iiosphere Reserve in recoention park to clearedbe fer humon settleof its un ique biological attributes. meat. Between _'?39 nd !173, another 

All of 10,500 hi of parkin,. i-ro convert-.d tthe -bove have crented.I agricultural uses under :. c,1,r.eratl,.:Lpositive LLuatjon ;,hichin th! .alrk ,l\'elopment project nauoel 'v thstands ouLt i one of Africa's. promier ,,.andan -overnmen l: ai; onatural r:verr'es. Yot ot tlie sa.e Economic Commun.it.'. The nin L ?70, an
time, the i runga ecos'ystem r,:; is .Iditional 1,30f) hapoorly understood and, parti.y Ais a .r cu to makeroom for mre settlers : the westernresult (nf this, several imnpor tait sector. rareA x'2Cptj ,: t thismanagenent problems remain to be ,eal.t noanti ve trend occu'rec ;a I . w-henwith. Givel tile lack of deta [Lcd severaj hundred hect.res Ilorinstudies of this area and its probl_]. , border ".:ere 

its 
1" reincorpclrat:-i into thethe follow in= sections combine gne-a,rk..
 

description Ii th analysi s, from iwhi:c
 
are then drawn certain conclusions and As a 
 result tnesc-: conversionrecommenda tions. activities, the -oral area of the 

'olcanoes Par: has , :Uce7:,Description and Analysis. teon r,,o , ' 
from 328 lkm2 to n .... ilt 170 1 -2 t0d11 
(Figures 7.1 and 7.2).Historical. The Virunga ecosvstL.n conversion 'ccure! r i:!:r iiv 

ince 
','ith 

this
inwas off icialiv protected within the, lower Ce]evatian ;*-nes. -:e associa.d"C!Albert ::ntional Park -- tile first . uchr loss o bi oo-ica lv.rz - ires been reserve in Africa -- 1926.in The si!ni ficant. The ."XP .l retainscreation of a Gorilla Sanctuary in the considerable biolo2icat '.1:i. however,contiguous Ugfandan sector of the chain, and recent c:Inser.at i: trends have
in 1930, broug ht the total 
area under been ver' positive.

protection to nearly 700 km2. At the
end of the colonial period, adn;inis- Vegetation. As doscri had in Chaptertrative responsi bilit for the major Two, the %,XP eaecosvst -. r,,ntains thepart of this reserve was split between upper stages of the afromont:mne vegeta-Zaire (V Lrur1ga :ational Park ) ;and tion sequence. The osI: diverse mon-Rwanda (Volcanoes !ational Park). tane forest zone t..'as Larielv eliminated 

by theInitially', tile VNP was manageu the above. 
clearing 2ctivities (iescribedby A relic band renains,-thowever,Direction of Water and Forests .ithin between Nts. Gahinea Anld S:ibvinvo.the Rwandan hi nistr" of Agriculture. There, Neobutonia, :imulonsis, Ag, aura,In 1973, responsibility was transferred Prunus, Bersama, Xvmalos. and Vernonia 
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FIGURE 7.1 
Volcanoes National Park 
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combine with numerous lianas, epiphytes 
and grasses to form a relativelv rich 
communit1v. long most :, _e ,r:'s 

lower 
 M)Oari- r v , thouuh , hom),eoetls
starllI of- 5., r.11 ) (.. 1~1 d :aII i I I 
S tr ei 0, ; -1 1. L( r u - -! ' i L!1 "u 
cloalria' 

'th 1ncreas4nIn evatvoo m0o 

Sives 
 .:a' to onell :odiand Liorns 

be.t..ee 
 70C 32U0 meters. The 

"iominant Lre)e pecies in 
 this ,one, 
[hL:_enia aL''-sin ica and !,'crjchiT.r I ncc-__I___ 
olatum, <o not for':l closed caiopin! and 

therefore permit extensive 
clearings of
abutncidanqt h"' rbaceous v-sn 

CIF1M.Un iti os lso1 ,-:, is t %,i thi Lhis 


Ione, ;hvsic:l condi tios favor
ere 

their estab i Jihment , 
 espec ial]v in the 

saddles hevon volcanoes. 


Sub-a.)i ne V(.etat on covers Lhe zone 

between tLl le','ations of 3000 to A(OG

meIters. i ant [leatlb formations of 

Ph il ia :1ld Frica :xtend down into 

the :)re t /one a Lo'n' exposed, rocky

ri es . hj..Ic jan - "
 S.!I .I . all ;_ornis of .'.-ca tiand l, belia predominaite higher un. [he 

Qround ov r throuqhout this zone is 

character Ied b% communities of Pubus,

Alchemi!]., N!elichrvsum, and Volkensia 

shrubs, ;:I eed with various grasses 
 and 
lichens. Where conditions permit, 

acidic marshes of Carex and SIphacnum

also exist in this zone. 


.\t the hi licost elevations, above ,ruo 

meters, even shrubs disappear and -i'e 

','aV to communi ties of grasses , mioSSeS 

and lichens. These alpine formatiius 
are not ,onlv less diverse, but also 
more fraci Ic_ than t-he other zones, 

Although the afrronontane vegetation
is most easily understood as a succes-
sion of zones primarily determined by
altitude, this approach oversimplifies 
the ecology of the Virungas. There is 
considerable overlap between andzones 
numerous mosaic patterns exist -ithin 
the lower zones. The resultant transi-
Lion zones here plant communities mix 

are called ecotones; and they are 
Important not on Iv I-or ,lboArrater 
f loristic d ivr si L.v, but 1, so as primai
rv haItat or T:r '.i e. 

n a . ; , r u 1.1 7 C 1 1 
cs..£ltudes mtore tamfl ,, O>TII,: l 05"'O .. :OL2 

at least IK Ili ffrnr-:it 1:1in s of, )ir ds
lave been identiLrot,:! Ll:e region. 
:.annormv of these ar- rep ros;ntol 5% sub
-species or varleties .hose distriihu
tion is limi ted to thremnant montalle 
forests of cen tra. AS rir Irra are 
considered to .,, hi-h :.--i ' rd._ 

srU 

appear a:non the ::a:: 
 Ije:t L i ed 
from the %':Ps ice rs i ' a:-1'j.The 
presence at one '-ine , o
pards, hvenas, ic,:jls. '! "eets, 
Ferva i Cats, CnLA' 1-3 ;:I]s ol" 
monqoose i; d Icate S 1 ',n ,,1 r .r
 
variety andI-)nce!S ensi v
t S tUI 
",h ch they [Ire e;. l 
seen in the Viru,_, s in I W hoWwever
 
and most of the ti
 

nated or seriolslv reduc ,! i a number L'habitat loss and poachln;. Igvv.,r the past 
30 years. 

Today, tile :rn cipal Iar 2e, mammals 
',hich remain in tie parl: are the ele
phant , huffalo, bushbuc: , and blacl:
fronted duiker. IIhe giant forest ho,
(,:vlochoerus meein r t, Qhnii aInd the 
yellow-bac ked 0ler ( lona, ovhus 
svlVicuLtor) .ire :car ,:: Li nc ion, f
 
not already ":li7e1n,. Cffalo s a
 
notable excepti, t .o I ',e-clin i II
 
status of 
most other larg,, tretrial 
mammals in that Aits :Lr: a'pe.r to
 
be ircreasing recentl\. T!i . oui L1
 
due to decreased p'cicill, g il redapi-r
tor pressure, reduced cr.3,:ti Llon Irom 
other herbivores , etat .O changes 
habitat loss, or a combi natio)n of these 
and other factors. ''hat is crta in js
that the buffalo have becomre 'I major 
management problem (see I'elow..')and that 
some basic information on tlejr lopula
tion dynamics and ecolo \' is required 
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before any effective action can be this number had been reduced dramati
taken. cally to only 274 (Table 7.1). This
 

Eight types at primate have been 

identified front the Virungas. These 

include the miountain gorilla (Gorilla 
2orilla , rinyt)t possibly 3 races of 

Cercopir ',cus ',ti i (k; niLi, ,icc,2ntti 
and schitt "ni )i, aIId to'() IIOCL u 
primates: I't.r ticu> E t-t and
1i 


GalI:a o - ' ' I ii1i . In addition, 
there hive ,:n' irrypulr reports of
 
C. lhoesti ind (t. ,a ttiuS from the 
-aster, ntur UA th,.e orl. . As wiLh 
the other ammals CiteLd hove, very 
little in - . about the ucology and 
status (not to mention tile uxistence) 
of most of ttese primates. 'Teextreme 
exception to this rule, however, in-
vOlyes the Mouitain gorilla, 

Throughout Wiis century, the Virunga 
volcanoes have been primarily known for 
their population of gorillas. The 
first examples of this subspecies known 
to scietice were shot by a German offi-
cer on Alt. Siabvnyo in 19M1. Twentv
five years l ute-,the fact that this 
populatil wits endemic to the Viruipas 
provided the principal raison d'etre 
for the creation of the nttiotal park. 
In 1959-oU, the first mjor field studv 
of gorillas Was conducted in this area 
by George Schaller. And from 1969 
through today, the long-term studies of 
Dian Fossev and other scientists work-
ing at lwanda's harisole Researci 
Center have provided the world with 
detailed knowledge of the behavior and 
ecology of the mountain gorilla. They 
have also made its endangered status an 
international cause for concern, 


In 1960, Schaller reported a popula-
tion of between 400 and 500 gorillas in 
the Virungas (for the purposes of this 
section and most other matters relating 
to management of the Virunga ecosystem, 

it is generally inappropriate to make 

distinctions along artificial national
 
boundaries). The next gorilla census, 

conducted in 1971 - 1973, found that 


sudden drop was attributed to a combin
ation of poaching in Lie V titisector 
and, to a lesser degree, is bitat loss 
in Rwanda. The next cetsun , in 1976 
1978, tound a populiwtn - 2_i . hile 
this represented a more ,r_'Ati.l d cl]ine 
.!..n afe, l lo' iwiu b r W1 immatureo 

gorillas (M ) was alar2:152 in its 

implications for future reproduction. 

Concern over the porilas' declining
 
status resulted in the cration, in
 
1979, of the Miauntain Ktilli P;eject 
(NiGP) as a collabhr wi' efol rt Letween 
the Rwandan governmetnt aiid in inter'na
tional consortium of ,itservation 
groups. The IV's objective were: (1) 
to reduce poachin, pressure on the 
gorillas and other w'ildliife the VNP;
 
(2) to stimulate incre i:d tourism
 
revenues throu,,t controlled visits to
 
habituated gorilla groups; and (3) to
 
increase public awareness U1 the park
 
and its volues titrog h education.
 

Today, trile Wnf, is wide] recognized 
for its successes in all three areas. 
No gorillas have beet Illed since 1983 
(8 were killed 1975, the year before 
the gP began) and poaching of other 
animals appears tc have been reduced as 
well. Tourism revenues have also risen 
dramatically, from a few thousand 
dollars in 1978, to more than two 
million annually over the joast several 
years. Direct park entr\ fees alone 
surpassed $250,DHi 1 in 1985, making the 
VNP one of the few se lf-supporting 
parks in the world (Figure 7.3). The 
education program, too, has been suc
cessful in improving public awareness 
of and attitudes toward the park (see 
below). Recognition of these achieve
ments has also resulted in support for
 
similar projects in the Zairian and
 
Ugandan sectors of the Virungas, which
 
began in 1984 and 1987, respectively.
 

The true measure of the MGP's suc
cess, however, can best be seen in its
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Table 7.1 

Evolution of 
the Virunga Gorilla Population
 

1969 - 1986
 

census total 
 no. of 
 no. in lone % * % * total total
period counted groups groups males 
 adult immature estimated (range)
 

1959-60  _ - - 450 (400-5C0)
 

1971-73 261 
 31 246 15 60.2 39.8 
 275 (261-290)
 

1976-78 252 
 28 246 6 64.2 35.8 
 268 (252-25)
 

1981 242 
 28 237 5 60.3 39.7 
 254 (242-266)
 

1986 280 
 29 268 12 51.9 48.1 
 294 (280-30)
 

* % adult and irutature ca]cilittbid from population in JroLuIps (lone males excluded) 

Source: A. Vedder. 1986. Prliminary report on the roulation status and dynamics 
of Vie Virungi qorill:s. 



FIGURE 7.3 
Park Visitation and Revenues :1975-1986 
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contribution 
 to the current improved 

status of the mountain gorilla. 
 A 
census conducted in 1091 found that
although the total ppulatio[ continuau 
to . e... to 25 inlividua ]is, tSe 
percenta' of ,ang .forilia: KAI i:-
creased , inearly W le .] )i. 
Th en in 19%,h the most recent consus 
-evealed some very positive cihan-es, 
The total population had increased to 
293 and the percentage of immature 
gorillas had risen to 487. Average 

group size and number of young 6ere 

also found to be higher in those groups

which iere regularly foilowed for 

tourism ur 
 research purposes, thus 

reducing concern 
 that these activities 

might inhibit gorilla reproduction, 


It is evident that 
 the mountaingorilla is i hubject of major concern 

in the VP. Its behavior and ecology

have been studied in detail, its pop-

ulation dynamics 
 have been regularly

monitored, and 
 its conservation status 

is currently positive. 
 It is appropri-

ate that such information 
 be known 

about the "flagship" species 
 of the 

Virungas. It also 
 stands in sharp 

contrast, however, to how 
 little is 

known about 
 the rest of this important 

ecosystem. 


Socio-economic relations. The Virunga 

ecosystem does 
 not exist in isolation. 

It is an island 
 of natural conditions 

surrounded 
 by an agricultural land-

scape, which is intensively exploited
by a large and growing human popula-

tion. The VNP's 
 survival depends on 

its ability to 
provide benefits to this 

population, 


A major value of thre 
park lies in its 

role in water catchment and manage-

mert. As described in earlier chap-

ters, this 
 consists of the generation 

of high rainfall, its capture in a way

which 
 does not provoke erosion, aml 

then its gradual release to 
surrounding 

areas. The 
 result is a perrenial 
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supply of clean water 
 to a major part
of the Ruhoe neri population. 

,oreeasily quantified 
is the park's
value in ]inCome ilnecrat ;n. "5 indivi-
duals are emplo',el on a full-time basis 
hv the park,. most of ther from the
 
[uhenaeri reeii'.. Another 30 to 40 
work part-time (as porters, watchmen, 
etc. ) and hundreds have been employed 
to work on various construction activi
ties over the past several Years. In 
addition, many more 
permanent positions 
at hotels, restauraits and other es t ab
lishments are supported y tourism in 
the region. This :inpact is even more 
appreciable in Emiali and isenvi, 
where tourists spend the majority cf
 

their time and monev.
 

No detailed studies have been done of
 
this tourism sector of 
 the economy,
however. The currently used figure of 
$2,000,000 per year in forein revenues
 
attributable to 
 the park, is based on
 
what appears to 
be a reasonable esti
mate: that the 5,UiOU ,oreign tourists 
who visited the park in 1085 spent an
 
average of $400 each during their stay

in Rwanda. 
 But how much of this is
 
offset by expenditures? low 
 much goes
into the regional economy rf Ruhen
geri? 
 How could local populations
benefit more 
 from this industry'?
Answers to these questions could help 
to improve park management i:nd assure
 
its future survival.
 

A partial answer concerning the
 
park's economic value can 
be found in a
 
series of opinion surveys conducted in
 
the area around the park over 
the past
 
several years. Comparative results of
attitudes toward 
 tourism benefits can
 
be seen in Table 7.2. In 1979, prior
 
to the NGP's tourism development pro
gram, 65% of the 
 rural population
 
around the park 
 believed tLhalhwanda 
benefited from tourism at 
 the national
 
level. Only 39% perceivel any reoional
 
benefits, however, and barely 
onefourth
 
felt that they personally profited from
 

vi,
 



the situation (and then only as indi-

rect recipients of national revenues), 
By 1984, this situation had chan'ed 
significanrlv. 'eir I,' i those 
surveved pnrceivud :lnt i]nl haneftiL of 
toUritc, .i ilu 1 r1a4 kiuhen-KL th 
ger run I I-, lL.d, K ll , 707 
thought that LtW: hPHK Lu t Splmall','. 
in some "a.. , in VN'I' tourism. While 
they do not Sat lif tn neld for more 
detailed iniormatLon, such results do 
indicate an increased appreciation of 
the value of tourism developmlent in the 
Virunyas. 

The local population has also come to 
recognize other values of the VNP, as 
shown in Table 7. 2. Asked to list 
non-consiumptive values of the natural 
forest, the ma]oritv of respondants in 
1979 could not provide a single one. 
Among those values most commonly cited 
were its role in water catchment (197) 
and as a wildlife refuge (19,). Des-
pite the latter response, howevPr, 53. 
of populatiun could not give a single 
value uf wildlife protection. Virtual-
ly all ot those who did respond posi-
tively cited tourism benefits (397), 
while bareIv l referred to research 
and aesthetic values of wildlife. 
Given this general lack of apprecia-
tion, it is not surprising that 517 of 
the sample felt that the park should be 
opened to exploitation by the surround-
ing population, 

By 1984, though, a major change had 
occured. Asked the same series of 
questions, most respondants were able 
to give at least one value of forest 
preservation, with wildlife refuge 
cited by 1l0, rainfall and climate 
control 25, erosion control 07, tour-
ism 77 and research V.2. With regard to 
wildlife, the percentLae of those who 
recognized tleir value for tourism 
increased sPiliCan ilv tu 50. Other 
values rema iied little appreciated. Oif 
most importance, however, was the 
finding that more than 75' of those 
surveyed felt that the park should be 

fully protected: an increase of more 
than 507 from 1979.
 

Despite these positive changes, the
 
issue of animal damage to crops remains 
a ma jor problem. Respondants in the 
1954 surve.y wCre unanimuous in their 
perceptiun that some park inimils were 
a nuisance. Buffalous aIl d their 
list of posts (W ), fIll ,wn by Ule
phants (097), antelope (181), and 
porcupines (31). An aniysis of this 
situation by the PAK Projct confirms 
the realitv nf tis probleum, but also 
raises certain que Stln with reogard to 
iUs extent ai NtLure. 

Between V- pt um:ur 1"4 5 and June 1986, 
official rv.ord. t' .' claims Ofow tAt 
animal dan ",ru f I uuinst the 
park by armers Iri ,L o., ofnmmuie 
,inl. This u,,PHt l 11 ofr ,ntV 
the commwn total uo.hIlds, but 
could equal I< ft thosu ItLhin one 
kilometer ," the ir hsuncry . More 
than 80:3 ot the ,iain;i:u oc(cured within 
500 meters of tho park, although some 
reports of buffal] d ,Arac' c.zme from 
several kiloueters awa'. in more than 
one-third of tie cases, t u, impact was 
limited to simple ,assae through a 
tield . In another 227, some crops were 
eaten, and in 43 of the c:ases, inves
tigators teun.! extensive damage (the 
latter instances, however, were often 
aggravated DA people chasing the ani
mals and thereby trampling crops). A 
total of 3.6 ha sore destrved during 
the l0-month period of ttue streV. 

Cereal crops (especially con, beans 
and peas appeared to he favored for 
eating, while potatoes were most corn
monly damaged bv trampling. luffaloes 
were to blame in the majority of cases 
(75.) and were also responsible for the 
most serious damage. Bushbuck and 
duiker were guilty in 201 of all cases, 
but generally for only minor damage. 
Elephants were far less responsible for 
crop damage (31 of cases) than general
ly believed; but the devastating nature 
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Table 7.2
 

Local Perceptions of Park Conservation Values
 

Subject 
 1979 
 1984
 
Responses % %
 

Touri £m
 

national benefits
 
yes 

no 

don't know 


regional benefits
 
yes 

no 

don't know 


personal benefits
 
yes 

no. 

don't know 


Forest Values*
 

no value 

rain/climate 

erosion control 

wildlife refuge 

tourism 

researcn 

don't know 


Wildlife Values*
 

no value 

tourism 

research 

aesthetic 

species preservation 

don't know 


Ocen P-rk to E-loitation
 

Iles 

no 


65 
 85
 
11 
 5
 
24 
 10
 

39 
 81
 
50 
 11
 
11 
 8
 

26 
 49
 
72 
 50
 
2 
 1
 

17 
 22
 
19 
 21
 
7 
 11
 

19 
 28

0 6
 

0 
 2
 
38 
 11
 

14 
 24
 
39 
 52
 
1 
 1
 
1 
 1
 
0 
 1
 

44 
 16
 

51 
 29
 
49 
 71
 

" non-consumptive values; multiple responses permitted
 

source: 
iW Weber. 1986, 1981, and unpublished doctoral research
 



of their passage through a field, no 

matter how infrequently, may help to 

explain exagerated local fears.
 

The preceding information helps to
 
better understand the animal impact 
situation. It is apparently not as 
pervasive as popularly believed and it 
is largely due to one animal: the 
buffalo. The impacts are nevertheless 

serious within a restricted area around 

the park, where most of the people 

depend entirely on the agricultural 

production from very small farms. The 

park service has recognized this fact 

through its willingness to pay reason-

able claims. Yet since the problem 

seems to be escalating in recent years, 

this matter should certainly be given 

greater attention as a management issue 
which, at the least, results in nega-

tive local attitudes toward the park. 


Conclusions. 


The overall situation in the VNP is 

positive. Park conversion appears to 

have been halted; poaching has been 

reduced, though not eliminated; the 

population of mountain gorillas is
 
growing for the first time in nearly 

Lhirty years; local attitudes toward 

the park are increasingly positive; and 

significant tourism reverues provide 

both justification and support for 

intensified government efforts to 

protect the park and its wildlife, 

The most immnediate management problem 
to be dealt with is that of buffalo 
damage to crops. This should receive 
priority attention, with a dual empha-
sis on damage control and better under-
standing of the reasons behind the 
buffaloes' behavior. The lack of the 
latter, however, is symptomatic of a 
larger problem in the VNP: with the 
notable exception of the mountain 
gorilla, the available information 
about the Virunga ecosystem and its 
component species is seriously inade-
quate. Increased knowledge of these 

subjects is essential to improved,
 
long-term park management.
 

Recommendations.
 

Applied research. 

1. A study of the Virunga buffalo 
population should begin immediately. 
This should be designed to provide 
information on population dynamics, 
distribution, behavior and ecology. 
Following 1 -2 years of intensive 
study, sufficient baseline data would 
exist to permit periodic monitoring of 
the situation on a long-term basis. 
Results of the initial study, however, 
should be incorporated into management 
plans as soon as possible. 

2. Studies of other animal popula
tions should be conducted. Elephants
 
and antelope would be obvious choices,
 
given their uncertain status and their
 
implication in crop damage. Birds,
 
too, should be considered as priority
 
subjects due to their proven value as
 
indicator species of habitat change and
 
degradation.
 

3. Detailed maps should be made from
 
aerial photos of the different vegeta
tion zones and plant communities of the
 
park. At the same time, field studies
 
should begin of these communities and
 
the dynamics of ecological change and
 
succession. This information is not
 
only valuable on its own, it is also
 
essential to a complete understanding 
of animal behavior and ecology.
 

4. A study should be conducted of 
the park's economic role at both the 
national and regional levels. This 
should go beyond simple entry fees to 
examine total tourist spending (for
eigners and residents). Employment and 
income generated by VNP tourism should 
also be examined at both the 4 rimary 
(park) and secondary (hotels, restaur
ants, travel agencies, boutiques, 
etc.) levels. Such information would 
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not only help to 
better quantify tour-
ism benefits, but could also help to 
identify areas where tourism revenues 

could be increased, 

5. A study should be made of tourist 
use of and impact on the pirk. Cur-
rently, the vast majority of visitors 
come to see the gorillas. With only 21
places available per day, however, the 
total annual carrying capacity of the 
gorillas is 7,665 persons. figureThis 
is rapidly being approached and is, in 
fact, surpassed during the peak tourism 
periods. The 
 potential for developing
and promoting other attractions (cam-
ping, hiking, specialty tours for
birdwatching, etc.) within the park
should therefore receive priority
attention, 

At the same time, an assessment 
should be ofmade current tourism 
impact on the park. This should focus 
on trail degradation, trampling ofvegetation in the upper elevations,
littering, and illegal woodcutting. 
eans to control such negative impacts

should be established prior anyto 
expansion of the current level of
hiking and camping. 

Management activities, 

6. The role of the Karisoke Research 

Center 
 (KC) must be enlarged and 

better integrated 
 into the malagement 
structure of the park. No modern park 

can function well 
 without a research 
component to provide information on the 

state of the ecosystem. The applied

research topics described above are
examples of the kind of work which KRC 
could coordinate and analyze for park
authorities, 

Up to no:, KRC has had a very narrow
focus on orillas. It has done this 
very well, and its research results 
have not only gained worldwide atten-
tion, but have also been applied to the 
development of 
 a model tourism program 


in the VNP. While such re'vearch should
 
definitely continue, KRC also
must 

broaden its 
 range of activities to
 
include other species and more general 
aspects of park ecology Fhe physical,inf-astructure of the en'ter is cer
tainly able to support a larger team of
scientists and recruiting is now under
way to attract qualified individuals. 
By expanding its operations, Karisoke 
would not only increase its stature as 
an international research center, but
would also make a greater contribution 
to park management. 

7. Controlling buffalo excursions 
from the park shoull receive the most 
immediate priority. While waiting for 
results from the study proposed above, 
several other options can be tried. 
Shooting buffalo which leave the parkhas been tried with mixed results. It 
takes too much time to call a park
guard to the scene, and the resulting
damage to crops, especially from the
crowd which invariably 3athers, is
frequently worse thatthan caused by
the animal alone. The planting of an
impenetrable hedge thearound park
represents a more passive approach
which has recently been tried by the 
RRAM 
have 

Project. Nearly three kilometers
thus far been planted with species 

of Solanum aculeastrum (umutobotobo)and Caesalpinia decapitala (umufatan
gwe), both which
of are now beginning 
to form thickets. While it is too
 
early to the
judge effectiveness of
 
this approach, 
 it appears to be w,'orth
extending this trial over a larger
 
area.
 

Neither shooting nor constructing a
 
barrier, however, 
 will totally stop

buffalo excursions. Farmers living
 
along the edge of the park will have toadapt to this fact of life. Such
adaptations can already seenbe in
changes in crop selection, as many
farmers are no longer planting corn. 
The recent creation of a project to 
introduce improved varieties of 
corn in
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this region, however, runs counter to 

this trend, and should be modified to 

avoid aggravating the situation. A 

useful first step should be to avoid
 
planting within a one-kilometer band 

around the parlk. 

8. Training is once again an essen-
tial component in the management of 

park resources. Rwandan personnel 

currently manage most aspects of the 

tourism program and are responsible for 

the day to day execution of park secur-

ity operations. The MCP plays an
 
important role in the organization of
 
the latter, however. The establishment
 
of close counterpart relations is
 
therefore essential to assure that the
 
necessary skills are passed on to
 
Rwandan personnel. 

Rwandan scientists with the training 
to conduct research on wildlife and
 
natural ecosystems are almost totally
 
lacking. As a result, research at KRC
 
has been conducted almost exclusively
 
by expatriate scientists. The recent
 
creation of an ecology program at the
 
National University, however, has begun 
to produce graduates with preliminary 
training in appropriate subjects. Some
 
of these have conducted their research 
in the park under the supervision of
 
the KRC Director. This program should 
continue, and provisions should be made 
for more advanced training and con
tinued research support for the more
 
promising participants.
 

9. Strong consideration should be
 
given to some kind of revenue-sharing
 
arrangement between ORTPN and the 
communes which border the park. This
 
could be extremely helpful in promoting 
local support for park protection 
efforts, without incurring major costs
 
for the park service. An arrangement
 
could be made by which the six border
ing communes would receive 5% of direct
 
park revenues each year, the distribu
tion of which could be made on the
 
basis of relative area, or perhaps
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through incentive awards based on the 
relative incidence of poaching/tree 
cutting in each commune. 

10. Numerous other recommendations
 
have been made in a recently-approved 
5-year management plan for the VNP (see 
References), developed by the MGP and 
Rwandan park authorities. This plan
 
should be supported by appropriate
 
domestic and international institutions
 
so that it can be fully implemented as
 
soon as possible.
 



CHAPTER EIGHT: 	LEGISLATION 

AND INSTITUTIONS 


Human beings are natural resources 
which play a major role in the func-
tioning of 2n, ecosystem. They do so 
directly through their collective use 
of other resources, and indirectly
through the activities of institutions 
which they create. In preceding chap-
ters, the direct impacts of human 
resource use and abuse have been amply
described. In this chapter, attention 
is focused on the role of institutional 
structures and their guiding legisla-
tion in environmental management. 

Legislation. 

There are no existing laws in Rwanda 
which treat the environment in a com-
prehensive manner. The patchwork
legislation which does exist falls into 
two general categories: outdated relics 
of the colonial past, and more recent 
laws which tend to take a more narrow,
sectoral approach to specific resource 
issues, 

The colonial legacy includes numerous 

decrees which remain technically opera-

tive, but which no longer retain any de 

facto value. These cover 
 the conserva-

tion of forest resources (1915, 1930,

1933, 1953); the establishment of the 

national park (1925, 1934); 
the protection of water sources (1914, 1952); and 

a variety of human land 
 use issues. 

Following Independence, several 

modifications and additions to these 
laws were made, the most important of
which concerned the creation of the 
Rwandan National Park Service (OTPN)
in 1974; the reclamation of abandoned 
mining sites 	 (1971, 1976); and the 
establishment of a national law on soil 
conservation (1982). The latter is 
especially important as an attempt toregulate soil 	 erosion 
and degradation

in a comprehensive manner, 
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Other laws of environmental interest
 
are currently being considered by the
 
Rwandan 
 2 _oveThe National
Forestry Law woull provide a legal
structure for the prottion of oxist
0ag forests, the proatMo of snun 
management practices at ail evels, ,-ni 
a solid economic foundtLion for future 
wood resource develops',nt. L wot[1
also create Forestry and Envirunmnt 
Coimmissions in each of the country's 1 
prefectures. The fact that tLbis lan,.
has been under consi ,eriLijon for more 
than two years reflects hjth its coin
prehensive and, apparlnt]', controver
sial nature. Its mere existence in 
draft form, however, shoul be recognized as a positive developtment. 

Even more far-reachinq than the 
forestry law is that which concerns 
land use and land tenure. First pro
posed in 1973, 	 this law would result in 
a fundamental restructuring of land use 
rights and practices. While many are 
convinced of the need for such radical 
change -- in the interest of rational 
development and sound resource manage
ment -- the lO-year delay thus far inits implementation reflects an impor
tand fact: :.o matter how chaotic the 
traditional system may seem, it has the 
great advantage of familiarity. And it
will probably take a crisis situation 
to bring about any fundamental change. 

The final legislation of interest has
 
a much more narrow focus on mining and
 
other extractive operations such 
as
brick-making and 
 peat production. The
 
proposals under consideration would 
serve primarily to regulate on-site
impacts (pollution, erosion) and assure 
adequate reclamation of abandoned 
areas. While these are worthy goals,
it should be recognized that the recent 
collapse of Rwanda's mineral export
operations -- an important source of 
both foreign revenue and employment 	 -has resulted in economic considerations
 
which currently outweigh those of 
environmental protection.
 



The legislative basis for improved 
resource management in Rwanda is thus 
not very soani. Whatever their nerits, 
colonial statutes are no longer opera-
tive; modern laws have taken their 
place in some sctors, notably tat of 
soil conservation, but not in others; 
and pending legislation on forestry and 
general land use has been held up 
because of the complexity of the issues 
involved. The latter situation would 
also seem to indicate that prospects 
for any more comprehensive legislation 
on environmental matters are not very 
positive. Yet even without the desire-
able legal framework, resource manage
mernt does occur under the policies and 
guidelines established by Rwanda' s 
institutional structures. 

Institutions. 


Whereas Rwanda may be poor in legis-
lation, it is rich in institutions, 
For the purposes of this report, an 
institution is considered to be an 
organized administrative structure, 
which controls the use of certain 
financial, YAterial and human resources 
to meet its established responsibil-
ities and objectives. In Rwanda, most 
of these are central government agen-
cies and services, while many fewer 
institution.; operate at the regional or 
local level. There are virtually no 
non-governmental organizations of any 
significance. (n a parallel track, 
however, there are many foreign insti-
tutions runging from lirge multilateral 
and bilateral assistance agencies to a 
variety of NGOs. 'ost of these nation-
al and internitional institutions play 
some role in resource management; yet 
coordination among them is thus far 
poorly developed, 

National. A multitude of Rwandan 
ministries and associated services are 
concerned, to varying degrees, with 
environmental and resource issues. The 
following list presents the principal 
actors and their responsibilities. 

MINISAPASO. The Ministry of Public
 
Health and Social Affairs includes an
 
Office of the Environment. Officially, 
this office is charged with coordina
tion of all activities relative to the 
"protection, conservation an;1 promotion 
of the environment" at the national 
level. In fact, this offici has very 
limited resources at its disposition 
for this task, and has thus far tended 
to focus on a more narrow range of 
environmental health issues. It did, 
however, take the lead role in organiz
ing the First National Seminar on the 
Environment in September 1985. 

MINAGRI. Despite MINISAPASO's official 
role, the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Livestock and Forests is without ques
tion the lead institution for most 
resource issues in Rwanda. This can be 
seen in the functions and rosponsibili
ties of three major divisions within
 
this ministry.
 

The Direction-General of Rural Engin
eering and Soil Conservation contains
 
several important services. The Direc
tion of Soil Conservation is respon
sible for all aspects of erosion con
trol; the Hydrologic Service is respon
sible for the collection and publica
tion of all hydrological and agro
climatological data; and the division 
of Marsh Management oversees wetlands
 
development activities. In addition, 
it has recently been proposed that an 
office of agroforestry be established 
within this Direction-General. 

The Direction-General of Forests is 
another important branch of MINAGRI. 
It is responsible for virtually all 
aspects of forestry, from strategic 
planning to the identification of 
appropriate species and techniques. 
The DGF is also noteworthy for its
 
relative iepth of qualified personnel, 
including hundreds of foresters now 
working with projects in Che field.
 
International assistance has helped
 
support the training of these cadres.
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The third branch of MINAGRI with 
direct involvement in resource issues 
is the National Agricultural Research 
Institute (ISAR). This institute is 
charged with the r.sposibility to 
carry out research of relevance to 
agricultural development in Pwanda. 
The question of relevance is an ipor-
tant one for TSAR, as its work has 
often been criticized as too academic 
or too removed from the country's true 
7eeds. Recently, however, the Insti-
tute has increased its commi tment toapplied research on agroforestry and 
erosion and seems intent on making a 
greater contribution in these areas, 

MINIFRAPE. The Ministry of Public 
Works and Energy is also involved in 
multiple aspects of environmental 
management. Its Cartographic Service 
is responsible for the production and 
dissemination of all map products, as 
well as for the maintenance of past
aerial photos. In addition, other 
branches of MINII',APE are charged with 
tine planning and oversight of all 
building, urban development and road 
construction projects in the country;
the nanagement of rural water supplies
and lakes" and the development of 
traditional and alternative energy 
sources. The technical staff required 
to carry out these tasks has been both 

enlarged and improved over recent 

years; but insufficient attention still 

appears to 
 be given to environmental 

impact assessment of tine ministry's

various projects. 


MINIMART. The Ministry of Mines and 

Industry has obvious 
 linkages with 
environmental issues. Yet it must be 
noted that impact assessmen: and cqn-
trol have been given relatively lw 
priority in favor of exploration, 
exploitation and commercialization 
activities, 

ORTPN. The Rwandan Office of Tourism 
and National Parks has comparable 
status to that of a ministry through 

its direct attachment to the Presidency 
of the Republic. Created in 1974,
ORTPN is uniquely responsible for the 
management and protection of Pwanda's 
two national parks. It is al o ly' ally
responsible for the conservation of all 
natural flora and fauna outside of the 
parks. The application of this more 
general mandate, however, has thus far 
proven to be quite complicated, due to 
overlapping responsibilities and inter
ests of other ministries. 

MINEPRISEC. The linistry of Primary 
and Secondary Education has played an 
increasingly important role in environ
mental education in recent years. The
extensive revision of school curricula 
in the late 197s provid]ed an opening
for the improvemolt awd addition of 
courses ranging from generaL environ
mental studies to more specific courses 
on ecology, forestry and nature conser
vation. While many teachers still have 
inadequate training in these subjects,
they at least now have the texts neces
sary to help promote environmental 
awareness among their students. 

MINESUPRES. The !nistry of Higher
Education and Research should be the 
first institution to benefit from the 
improved education provided at the 
primary and secondary school levels. 
This ministry is responsible for both 
the national university system (UNR)

and tine national scientific research
 
institute (INRS). 
 The former can he 
criticized for its overemphasis on 
traditional academic courses, which do
not necessarily respond 
 to the coun
try's needs. With 
 regard to natural
 
resources, however, 
 the Ruhengeri 
campus has a well-developed geography 
program, and the Butare campus has 
recently added a smnal1 program in 
ecology. Interdisciplinary programs in 
environmental studies or natural re
source management, though, ar totallylacking. INRS does fillnot this void, 
either, as it is primarily oriented 
toward tine humanities and supports very 
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little current research in the natural lead institution which can coordinate
 
sciences, activities in this critical area.
 

ORINFOR. An institution which does not 
receive sufficient credit for its 

contributions to environmental educa-
tion is the Rwandan Office of Informa-
tion. Through its programming on Radio 
Rwanda, ORI"IFOR has the capability of 
reaching a greater percentage of the 
population than any other medium. The 
accent placed on "Information and 
Environment" in 1986 served to high-
light the potential of this service. 

MININT1EBDECo. In addition to its 
function of coordinating regional and 
local gov,'rlmllent functions, the linis-
try of tile interior and Cormmunal Devel-
opment is al-so charged with oversight 
of all extinsiol edLucation programs 
taught at Communal Centers for Perman-
ent Training and Development (CCDFP). 
These cover a broad range from literacy 
and health programs to those concerned 
with ferosion control and agroforestry. 
The national network of CCDFPs is not 
yet complete, however, and it is too 
early to judget its effectiveness, 

MINIPLAN. The Ministry of Planning 
plays the central role in the formula-
tion of national development plans. As 
such, it deserves considerable credit 
for the emphasis on sound resource 
management which appeas in the most 
recent Five-Year Plan (19b2-1986). At 
the same time, however, it must be 
noted that responsibility for execution 
of specific policies falls on the other 
ministries ifore directly concerned, 

Thus, it can be seen that there are 
multiple institutions with overlapping 
environmental responsibilities. Con-
spicuous by its absence from this list 
is a Ministry of th Eivironment, or of 
Natural Resources. Nothing of this 
name or equivalent function exists in 

Rwanda. This absence in itself does 
not necessarily pose serious problems; 

yet it does preclude the presence of a 


The mechanism by which the Rwandan 
government currently deals ith issues
 
requiring such coordination is the 
Interministerial Coordinating Commis
sion (ICC). Established in 1984, there 
are now six ICCs, each of which is 
composed of repr,!sentatives of those 
ministries concerned with particular 
issues. Their areas of responsibility 
range from political security to educa
tion, but none is specifically charged 
with natural resources or the environ
ment. Two of these, however, deal with 
the related topics of ural Development 
and Health, and Land lJse, Water and 
Energy. It remains to be seen whether 
ti :se institut:ions can adequately serve 
their intenled functions of liaison and 
coordination, especially with regard to 
environmental issues. 

International. The number of inter
national agencies and organizations 
present in Rwanda is even greater than 
that of national institutions. They
 
generally provide technical and finan-
cial assistance to the government, and 
many are involved with resource and 
environmental issues.
 

The largest of the multilateral
 
assistance agencies is the World Bank, 
which is primarily a lender institu
tion. In addition, there are several 
multilateral donor agencies, such as 
the European Development Fund, the 
United Nations Development Program and 
the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organiza
tion. 

In addition to their support for the 
multilateral organizations above, many 
countries also maintain bilateral
 
assistance programs in Rwanda. The 
principal donor nations include Bel
gium, France, West Germany,RSwitzer
land, Canada and the United States.
 
Each of these missions supports a
 
variety of projects, with an increasing
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emphasis on resource management issues, 

such as the conservation of forests, 

soils, wetlands and parks. 


A large iitv'ier of non- *overnmental 
organizations a s(, provide t1chnical 
assistance to 1",wanda. These SCOs 
represent a broad spectrum of foreign 
interest groups, ranging f' religious 
institut-ors to wildlife conservation 
organizations. While the latter (wIorld
Wildlife Fund, African Wildl ife Founda-
tion, New York Zoological Society) are 
obviously concerned with environmental 
affairs, it should also be noted that 
many other ]0, are act ive in the 
natural resources sector, 

Analysis and Conclusions. 


Rwanda does not have a strong legal 
foundation from which to attack env-'r
onmental problem_. Yet even wits such 
a foundation, the primary responsibili-
ty for dealing with these problems 
would still 
 lie with the appropriate 
nat iona institutions. 
 As descri bed 
above, these are numerous, varied and 
increasingly dedicated to effective 
resource inanagement. At the same time, 
they suffer from a common lack of 
personnel, fundi.,g and coordination, 

Institutions are only as good as the 
people who staff them. In the past 10 

years, Rwanda has greatly increased 

both the quantity and quality of its 

technical and administrative personnel

through improved training and recruit-

ment programs. Numerous problems 

remain, however. First among these is 

the overwhelming fact that there are 

still too few people for the work that 
needs to be done. The national soil 
conservation program, considered to be 
of primary importance, is run by a 
technical staff of 3 persons. The 
national forestry program has the 
luxury of a slightly larger staff, but 
many other programs have no more than 
one or two responsible persons. In 
addition, many 
of these individuals 


must play dual roles as both technician
 
and administrator, 
 with the latter
 
often taking precedence in the case of
 
conflicts.
 

There is also a question ')f the 
nature of the training of key person
nel. MIost of those now responsible for 
natural resource or environmental 
programs have university level educa
tions. Their training has been primar
ily in agronomy, however. None of the 
current decision-makers have advanced 
degrees in either general environmencal 
studies, or more specific are,is such as 
soil conservation or rt r resource 
management. This coib ination of lim

ited personnel and a ick of appropriate training has serious jmTlpacts on the 
formulation and execution f)1opolicies,
as discussed below. 

These issues become even more criti
cal at tie regional and local levels. 
Each prefecture has one agricultural 
agent and one forester to represent
IIINAGRI and oversee the ['implementation 
of its policies at the regional level. 
Communes and sectors are also supposed 
to have their own such agents; but 
since responsibility for their salaries 
was switched to local governments, 
their numbers have decreased. It is
also generally true that level of 
training declines as one moves down the
 
hierarchical structure 
from the central
 
government to the localities. Yet it
 
is the local agent who is the critical
 
link in the transmi ssion of policies
and techniques to the general popula
tion. Thus more technicians need to be 
trained, and their training needs to be 
of higher quality. 

Increased hiring and training require 
additional funding. 
 The central gov
ernment, however, lacks the necessary 
resources for this effort, and local
 
governments have even greater financial 
difficulties. International 
agencies
 
have therefore been asked to help in
 
this regard. Much of the advanced 
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training of higher level technicians 

is now supported by these agencies. 
They have also invested in on-the-job 
training indf helped to increase the 
number of twclinicians through direct 
hiring of 1,wanldau counIt,erparts ind 
other project personnel. Thi 5 is a 
valuable contribution; but it is not 
without its own inherent problems. The 
principal uiestion to be raised is 
i" ether the Rwandan gcvernmnent will 
eventually he able to absorb these 
people; or will the country continue to 
be dependent on foreign sources of sup-
port for critical personnel and ser-
vices, 

Coordination amiiong the various insti-
tutions concerfnid with enivironmental 
affairs is also a major problem. There 
is considerable overlal) of responsibil-
ities, as welli as many gray areas where 
responsibility is niot clearly defined, 
MINITRAPE, for example, is responsible 
for road cnstruction, but it is not at 
all clear who is responsible for the 
subsequent cestabilization of road-
sides. WJith regard to water, three 
different offices assume responsibility 
as it moves through marshes, into lakes 
and then through hydroelectric tur-
hines. At a more general level, many 
services are dependent on IEAR for 
research results: but no mechanism 
exists for the necessary two-way infor-
mation flomw between planners and re-
searchers. F'inally, it is clear that 
there is no central institution which 
has taken full responsibility for the 
coordination of environmental affairs. 
MINISAPASO is charged with this respon-
sibility, but does not have the person-
nel necessary to effectively do the 
job. The ICCwuere created to assure 
such coordination, but none is specifi-
caily concerned with the environment or 
natural resources. 


Coordination among the international 
agencies, as well as between the latter 

and the government, is also problem-

atic. Due to a combination of inade-


quate communication and a certain
 
degre. of competition, the development 
agencies have not coordinated their 
activities to make the best use of 
their technical assistance. The result 
is redundant efforts in ,imy areas, 
while other sectors receive little or 
no support. In addition, the financial 
power of these agencies enables them to 
establish programs which are not always 
in accord with government priorities. 

Finally, it must he said that neither 
the government nor the international 
agencies have made sufficient efforts 
to include local interests in progran 
development. Projects have tended to 
be developed in a top-down manner, with 
very little input from local popula
tions or their regional governments. 
This is understandable given the rela
tive weakness of the latter; the lack 
of established two-way lines of commun
ication; and the limited time and 
personnel available for project devel
opment. Yet without input from those 
people most affected by various pro
jects, failure rates in the field will 
be higher than necessary. 

The combined effect of all these 
problems can be seen in resultant 
policies. Despite very good intentions 
and a lot of serious work, there are 
some important flaws in current envir
onmental policies. First, there is no 
one central institution to focus atten
tion on critical issues and to assure 
the communication and coordination 
necessary to deal with them. The 
result is a mix of more narrowly de
fined sectoral policies which sometimes 
miss important problems, and which 
often fail to take account of inter
relationships between sectors. 

These sectoral policies are further
 
flawed by personnel problems. Lacking
 
adequate support staff, decision-makers 
are forced to rely on global strate
gies, which often fail to take regional
 
differences into account. Responsibil
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ity for the implementation of these 
strategies then 
 falls to field person-

nel, who generally lack the numbers,
training and local support structure to
do an effective job. The end result is 
an ineffi: tent approach to natural 
resource managemcnt. 

Recommendations 

Legislative and institutional struc-
tures reflect 
 a nation's particular

history and state of development. Assuch, they show considerable variabili-
ty from country to country. This is
especially true with regard to environ-
mental affairs, which have only recent-
ly emerged as a subject of importance.
Many different approaches are thus
being tried, and no one country has
developed a uyiversal1y app licable 
model. Rwanda can profit iromn the
experience of others in this regard,
but it will have to develop structures 
in accord with existing adm inistratiye
and economic conditions. The following
general rec,)mendations are made in 
recognition of these limits. 

I. Legislative initiatives should 
not receive priority attention, since 
they are likely to be ineffective 
without adequate institutional sup-
port. It 
would nevertheless be useful 

to establish a commission of jurists

and resource specialists 
 to review all

existing legislation 
with regard to the 

environment. 
 Fo llowing this review,

the commission should make 
 recomnenda-

tions for reform, to be discussed in an

appropriate national forum, 

2. Effective environmental manage-

ment requires a centralized institution 

responsible for 
 its coordination.
creation of a Ministry 

The 
of the Environ-

ment, however, seems neither necessary 
nor appropriate in the current Rwandan 
context. Instead, a National Commis-
sion on the Environment could be estab-
lished under the auspices of the Presi-
dency of the Republic. This Commission 

should be composed of appropriate
representatives of the major ministries

and services described above, and
headed by a Presidential appointee.
Its principal tisk woul1 he to assure
essential communicat ion and coordina
tion among its embers and to propose 
specific actions where reluired. Thatsuch recommend.ations would have the 
necessary weight would he assuredthe Comnission's byattachmnent to the 
Presidency.
 

3. Experience in most other countries 
has shown that government agencies
rarely able 

are 
to combine research with

planning and mana'emit activities. A
National Institute for Environmental 
Studies should therefore he established 
to assure that the N:ational Commission 
and concerned ministries w.ill have
adequate information on 'which to base
their discussions and recommuendations. 
To avoid replication of responsibili
ties and unnecessary expense, however,
tris Institute should also be formed 
from existing elements. 

The most appropriate formulationwould be to draw upon the personnel,
infrastructure and resources of the
National University and th research
institutes of ISAR and INS. The 
Institute would 
 ideally be responsible

for: all applied research relevant to 
resource management; specific studies 
requested by the Nationa1 Commission or

particular ministries; 
 and direct
collaboration with Oevelowmeint agencies

in pre-project environmental 
 impact
assessments. To assure commnication 
of both needs and results, the Institute would be represented on the Na
tional Commission.
 

4. The Institute for Environmental 
Studies should also play an important
role in improved in-couny-y training
and education. To this end, its per
sonnel should help to develop and teach 
courses in an interdisciplinary program
of environmental studies at 
 the Natio
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nal University. In addition, they
 
could organize seminars and short
 
courses for government employees on 
appropriate topics. These two activi
ties would not only help to produce 
more and better qualified technicians 
and managers, but would also serve to 
break down current barriers between 
academic studies and the real world. 

Additional training of government 
personnel is also required, as de
scribed in previous chapters. Much of 
this will be in traditional disciplines 
and take place at foreign universi
ties. A few qualified candidates, 
however, should also be identified for 
higher education in resource management 
or environmental studies. Such train
ing is essential to provide the inter
disciplinary perspective required to 
deal with increasingly complex and 
interrelated environmental problems. 

5. The international organizations 
which operate in Rwanda can make two 
valuaLle contributions to improving the 
situation described in this chapter. 
First, they should increase the level 
of communication and collaboration 
among themselves and with the govern
ment to put their collective resources 
to best use. And second, as a result 
of this, they should -.-e a long-term 
commitment of technical and financial 
assistance to help implement the recom
mendations on institutional development
 
and training outlined above.
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CHAPTER NINE: CONCLUSION 


The preceding chapters have presented 
a general description of the Ruhengeri 
environment, followed by more detailed 
analyses of problems in five primary 
resource sectors: soils, wood, water, 
parks and human resources. This pre-
sentation has not been exhaustive, due 
to limits of time, personnel andtie 
availability of information. Yet it is 
sufficiently complete to satisfy the 
objective of this report: to provide a 
comprehensive base of information on 
environmental issues, from which the 
discussion and planning 
of effective 
resource management policies can pro-
ceed. 

In this* final chapter, a summary 
description of the state of the Ruhen
geri environment is presented, which 
includes current trends and a disquiet-
ing look at the future. This is fol-
lowed by a concluding statement about 
the value of this report both as a 
product and as part of an on-going 
process of dealing with environmental 
issues, 


The State of the Ruhengeri Environment 


Its combination of bio-physical and 

socio-economic attributes makes the 
Ruhengeri environment extremely com-

plex. Full understanding of this 

complexity is further hampered by a 

lack of complete information. Suffi-

cient information 
 now exists, however, 

to assess current trends and 
 to con-
sider where tQese might lead in the 
not-too-distant future, 


Positive trends are evident in all of 
the major resource sectors considered
in this report. After a long period of 
inadequate attention to the problem, a 
national policy which promotes soil 
conservation has been established. In 
Ruhengeri, ie results can be seen in 

the serious effort which its population
 
has made in recent years to control
 
soil losses from farmlands. Similarly,

reforestation efforts over the past 10 
years have definitely reversed past 
trends in deorestation, resltting in a 
significant increase in total forest 
cover. The developmen: of new water 
sources has also continued at a rapid
enough pace to keep total supply ahead 
of demand. And conditions in the 
Volcanoes National Park have improved 
to the point where it is now cited as a 
model for park management in other 
areas. Finally, there is clear evi
dence of interest in resource issues on 
the part of authorities, planners, 
technicians and the general population: 
interest which is reflected in policies 
and the search for solutions to exist
ing problems. 

Yet, despite this progress on several 
fronts, there are also numerous trends 
of a more negative -- and worrisome -
nature. First and foremost among these 
is that of population growth. While 
the resource base remains constant, or 
at best expands on a linear scale, 
population continues 
 to expand at an 
exponential rate. Ruhengeri's current 
population of 655,000 (1986 estimate)

will reach 1,000,000 in the year 2000, 

at the present 2.9Z annual rate ofincrease. And 
 if outlets for emnmigra
tion are closed off, as now appears to
 
be the case, that figure could be
 
another 100,000 higher. 
 The region's
 
ability to provide land, 
 wood and water 
(not to mention education and employ
ment) in sufficient quantities for even 
this large a population is very doubt
ful. Its ability to support 2 million 
people by 2026 -- only 40 years from 
now -- seems entirely out of the ques
tion. 

The stress of supportipmg just the 
current population is already evident 
throughout the 
 Ruhengeri environment.
 
At a general level, land use has become 
both more extensive and more inten
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sive. Formerly marginal areas such as 

steep hillsides, rocky outcroppings and 
marshlands have all been brought into 
cultivation. Pasturelands are being 
converted to farmlands, and farmers 
report productivity decl ines on their 
older fields. This is largely due to 
reduced or abandonned fallow periods 
and the inab£1ity to replace depleted 
nutrients and organic inatter. But in 
many areas erosion is also taking its 
toll. Despite increas ;ed soil conserva-
tion efforts, more land than ever is 
now cleared ftr cultivation and thus 
exposed to erosive rainfall. In addi-
tion, the CoiStrUCtiOn of new roads and 
buildings ias provoked considerable 
erosion, the control of which does not 
appear to be covered by current soil 
conservation policies, 

The i ncreased runoff which results 
from such extensive land use changes, 
in the absence of adequ,,.te soil and 
water conservation measures, has a 
significant impact on the region's 
hydrology. Wat efr arrives more quickly 
into valley bottoms, where the removal 
of natural veg-etation and the develop-
ment of drainage systems combine to 
speed its passage into streams and 
rivers. Measures of water flow at the 
outlet of the iIukungwa River indicate 
that this situation may be widespread 

throughout the watershed, although the 
rapid fluctuations and flooding which 
usually accoinpany this phenomenon are 
not yet apparent. 

Population pressure has also created 

increased demand for wood. Yet refor-
estation efforts increasingly face 

conflicts over competing land uses, 

especially for agricultural produc-

tion. The result is growing unwilling-
ness to dedicate significant areas to 
exclusive forestry uses. Water source 

development does not entail the same 
conflicts, but new sources are increas-

ingly difficult to find and the level 

of technology required for their ex-

ploitation continues to rise. In the 


face of these multiple demands, even
 
the Volcanoes Park is not immune to 
pressure to exploit its wood, water and
 
wildlife -- not to mention its land. 

Beyond these primary issues of land 
and resource use, there are other more 
general trends which complicate the 
situation in Ruhengeri . Technologies 
which are no longer appropriate con
tinue to be promoted, while potential 
alternatives receive insufficient 
attention. Overdependence on planta
tion monocultures of Eucalyptus trees 
is one example. Current forest poli
cies call for greater diversity in 
plantation stock and incre:iaed emphasis 
on agroforest:y; but the required 
species and techniques have not been 
fully tested, let alon, put into wide 
distribution. Reliance on inifiltration 
ditches and grass hedgerows for erosion 
control is another example. The former 
technique has been shown to have a 
destabilizing impact under certain 
conditions, and the latter has proven 
its inability to succeed on steep 
slopes without additional physical or 
biological support. Yet government 
agents in the field continue to promote 
both techniques, lacking viable altern
atives. Failure to develop and promote 
rainwater catchment systems and alter
native energy tchnologies can also be
 
included in this category. 

To a certain degree, these problems 
of inappropriate technologies are a 
function of a broader problem: the
 
general lack of flexibility in resource
 
management strategies. ilmost all of 
these strategies share three common 
characteristics: they are centrally 
conceived 1)y national planners; they 
are based on a limited package of 
technological options; and they are 
then supposed to be uniformly imple
mented across the entire country. As 
seen from this report, however, the
 
diverse ecological conditions in Ruhen
geri require strategies which offer
 
more flexibility, as well as more
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-- 

creative approaches to deal with chang-

ing conditions in a 
complex environ-

ment. This flexibility is even more 

important when one considers the di-

verse conditiuns present at 
the nation
al level. 


The current state of 
 the Puhengeri 

environment is therefore 
 precarious, 

The many positive trends must be set
 
against others of 
 a negative nature: 

and while the present situation appears 

to be one of delicate balance, there 

are very strong indications of future
 
imbalances, primarily due to uncon-

trolled population growth. 


the future
 

Predicting the future is always a 

high-risk enterprise. 
 This is espe-

cially true when human 
 behavior and 

technological innovations 
 are critical 

factors in the equation. Yet it is 

worth considering the following scen-

ario of mn:resource relations 
 in 

Ruhengeri twenty years from now, in 
the 

year 2006: 


-- Approximately 1,200,000 people

will live in the prefecture, or nearly 

double the number at 
 the time of the 

1984 Agricultural Survey; 


The size of the average farm will 

be only 50 ares, and one-third of all 

farm families will he forced 
to subsist 

on less than 25 ares; 


-- A large percentage of those on the 

smallest and most marginal 
 farms will 

be forced to 
 abandon their uneconomic 

holdings, becoming 
 tenant farmers or 

unemployed migrants to towns; 


-- The quality of farmland will 

steadily decline, as size constraints 

preclude fallow periods and 
 inhibit
 
farmer willingness to "give 
 up" land 

for erosion control structures; 
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-- Family woodlots of the current 
size (5.5 ares) will provide only 0.14 
m3 of wood per person per year, yet 
will take up 11% of the farm; 

-- To be self-sufficient 
 in wood
 
energy, the average family will have to
plant 60% of its land in trees, leaving
 
only 20 ares for food production;
 

-- Water 
sources capable of providing
 
24 million liters per day will have to
 
be developed and maintained;
 

-- The prefecture's 23 regional

health centers will each 
 have to serve
 

an average of 52,000 people.
 

This scenario is based 
 on simple

extrapolations 
 from current conditions
 
and trends, which it assumes will
 
remain unchanged. As such, 
 it is
 
certainly open to criticism. Yet what
 
are the indications that major, posi
tive changes will occur within the next
 
20 years? 
 There are three principal

factors in this equation: land, people
 
and technological innovation. The
 
regional 
 land base cannot increase in
 any significant 
 way (even converting

the park would only provide extremely
 
marginal land for the equivalent of one
 
year's population growth). Further
more, people show no 
sign of voluntari
ly decreasing their high birth rates
 
(fewer than 7% of all 
women in Ruhenge
ri were found to be practicing some
 
form of contraception in 
 1983, accord
ing to the National Fertility Survey),

which are the driving force behind
 
rapid population growth. 
 And while
 
radical technological changes in re
source use (improved farming tech
niques, alternative 
 energy sources,
 
etc.) could occur, few are evident at

this time, and none are 
in widespread
 
practice.
 

The scenario presented above thus
 
retains a sufficient degree of validity
 
as at least a starting point for 
re
flection, discussion and, most impor



tantly, action. And the future of the 

Ruhengeri environment must therefore 

also be seen in quite negative terms,

Unless radical remedial action is taken 
soon, the reniona] ecosystem is heading 
towards a slate of chronic, and poten-
tially catastrophic, imbalance due to a 
population that is too large trying to 

live off of a limited, and decreasingly 
productive, resource base. 


Information as Product and Process 


The Introduction to this report was 

intended to place current environmental 

issues in Ruhengeri in a larger histor-
ical and international context. This 
was lone in the belief that it is 
important to be aware of problems faced 
by other people, at other times, and in 
other places. BUt it is also important 
to recognize tlit mnany of these people 
and places have been able to resolve 
their problems and recover from eco
logical degradation. Ruhengeri is in a 
position to similarly save itself from 
potential disaster if effective plans
 
are developed and the necessary actions 
are taken.
 

Before action can be taken, however,
 
a certain amount of basic information
 
is required. Just as no military
 
commander would think of preparing 
 an
 
attack without an adequate reconnais
sance 
 of the situation (comparative
 
strengths and weaknesses, problems of
 
terrain, supply logistics, etc.),
environmental problems cannot be con
batted without prior assessment of
 
their origin and nature. This report
 
has been conceived and prepared to 
provide planners and decision-makers 
with such preliminary information on 
environmental conditions in the Ruhen
geri prefecture.
 

It is also intended, however, that 
this report will serve a dual function
 
as part product, part process. On one 
level, it is 
 a finished product: the 
final report of the RRAH project's 
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first phase. As such, it provides a
 
comprehensive description and analysis
 
of conditions and problems which should
 
help to better inform anyone interested
 
in the region. On another level, how
ever, this report should be seen as 
part of a process. First, in every 
chapter, deficiencies and gaps in the 
available information base have been 
noted. Efforts should be made to 
correct or complete this information,
and thereby maintain a continually 
improved data base from which up)d iLted 
status reports can be made. Finally, 
it is hoped that the present document 
will serve to stimulate interest and 
discussion, and thereby help to further 
the process of finding solutions to 
problems of primary importance to the 
people of Ruhengeri. 



ANNEX A
 

PHOTOGRAPHS OF TIHE RUHENGERI PREFECTURE 

1. 	 Lower Mukungwa Valley, showing confluence with the Nyabar
ongo to the south, the Zaire-Nile Divide to the west and the 
Central Plateau region to the east.
 

2. 	 Buberuka region south of Lake Ruhondo.
 

3. 	 Northern Lava Zone with Hts. Karisimbi and Bisoke in
 
background.
 

4. 	 Deforested slopes of Mt. Kabuye.
 

5. 	 Contact 
zone between the Rugezi Marsh (foreground) and
 
surrounding hills of Buberuka.
 

6. 	 Raised bed cultivation in the Nyamusanze Valley (Buberuka).
 

7. 	 Vertical differentiation of land use, with houses, bananas
 
and woodlots on lower slopes and other crops higher up.
 

8. 	 Shoreline of Lake Ruhondo, showing extensive raised bed
 
cultivation in bottomlands.
 

9. 	 Reforestation on 
steep slopes above the Nyabarongo Valley in
 
southern Ruhengeri.
 

10. 	 Confluence of the Giciye River with the Mukungwa (back
ground), near the scholastic center of Tubungo.
 

11. 	 Outlet of the Rugezi Marsh (background) via Rusumo Falls.
 

12. 	 Rusumo Falls.
 

13. 	 Raised bed cultivation and bananas along the Lake Ruhondo
 
shoreline.
 

14. 
 Dam at natural outlet of Lake Ruhondo forces water through

conduits to drive turbines of Rwaza I hydroelectric station
 
downstream.
 

15. 	 Extreme erosion has ravaged hillsides and flooded bottom
lands in the Base Valley during recent years.
 

16. 
 Erosion caused by secondary road construction in Cyeru
 
commune. 

17. 	 Landslides and slumps are most common in the Zaire-Nile
 
Divid.e region, as here in Nyamutera commune.
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18. 	 Although generally protective of the soil, even banana
 
stands can be washed away on unstable slopes.
 

19. 	 Construction of the Kigali-Ruhengeri paved road resulted in
 
major impacts on the local environment.
 

20. 	 Failure to quickly re-establish vegetation cover on exposed
 
roadsides has resulted in serious erosion problems along
 
sections of the Ruhengeri-Kigali highway, 2 years after its
 
completion.
 

21. 	 The erosive power of Lava Zone torrents can be seen along
 
the Rwebeya, where it threatens to cut off the principal
 
access road to Kinigi commune and the Volcanoes Park.
 

22. 	 Crop and streambank damage along the Rwebeya.
 

23. 	 On-site erosion at the Gifurwe wolfram mine in Cyeru.
 

24. 	 Mine tailings and arsenic contaminate the Nyamusanze River
 
below the Gifurwe mine.
 

25. 	 Raised bed cultivation and brick-making along the Mukungwa. 

26. 	 Confluence of the ukungwa and Nyabarongo (foreground). 

27. 	 Mixed cropping of beans and bananas in Kinigi commune. 

28. 	Old Eucalyptus plantation in Kinigi. 

29. 	 Remnant native tree species attest to 
the former presence of
 
gallery forest below Rusumo Falls.
 

30. 	 Isolated household complex (rugo) surrounded by trees,
 
bamboo, bananas and potato fieids in the Lava Zone. 

31. 	 Traditional rugo on lower slopes, with raised bed cultures 

in front and bananas, other fields and woodlot above.
 

32. 	 Woman in front of entrance to traditional house.
 

33. 	 Despite its problems, Ruhengeri is still highly productive.
 

34. 	 The youth of Ruhengeri hold the key to the region's future:
 
they are better educated, in better health -- and more 
numerous ---than preceding generations. 

35. 	 fHagenia silhouette at nightfall in the Volcanoes Park.
 

36. 	 High rainfall and humidity support abundant vegetation
 
growth in the Virunga natural forest.
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37. 	 Marsh communities of grasses, sedges, 
mosses and Lobelia are
 
common ii,the saddles between the volcanoes.
 

38. 	The distinctive form of the JIagenia tree characterizes the 
forest in the western sector of the park. 

39. 	 Nts. Bisoke and Sabyinio as seen from the sub-alpine zone on 
Mt. Karisimbi. 

40. 	Gorilla mother and infant surrounded by other family members 
during a mid-day siesta. 

41. 
 Despite their superior size and strength, gorillas have
 
proven to be remarkably tolerant of human visitors, thus 
permitting long-ter scientific studies and the development
of an economically important tourism program in the VNP. 

42. 	The black-fronted duiker (Cephalophus nigrifrons) is among

the more than 60 species of mammals protected within the
 
Volcanoes Park.
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Figure B.1 
LOCATIONAL GRID SYSTEM 

This map shows the grid system used for PMAP data take-off. It is 
a reduced version of larger grids which were used for maps at 
scales of 1:20,000 and 1:50,000. Each cell represents one square 
kilometer. Exact locations on this and the following computer 
maps can be determined by reference to the numeric coordinates 
along the vertical and horizontal axes (e.g., the communal center 
of Kinigi is locat d in cell 20-20; that of Nyamugali is in cell 
51-39). 
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Fiq'ure B.2 
ECOLOGICAL ZONES OF RUHENGERI
 

Cells
 
Symbol Zones 
 (kn2) % Prefecture 

-

Lava 
 572 36.32
 

-- Buberuka 535 33.97
 
++ Central Plateau 
 336 21.33
 
-- Zaire-Nile Divide 
 131 8.32
 
R Ruhengeri 1 
 0.06
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rigure B.3
 
LITHOLOGIC MAP 

CellsSymbol 
 Label (km2) % Prefecture
 

1 Lava 
 574 36.06
 
2 Quartz 272 
 17.93
 

3 Schist and Granite 666 43.90
4 Granite 32 
 2.11
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Figure B.4
 
GENERALIZED SLOPE MAP
 

Cells
 
Symbol Label (kin2) % Prefecture
 

Low Slope (<7.5%) 490 32.32
 
-- Medium Slope (7.5-30%) 728 48.02
 
++ High Slope (>30%) 298 19.66
 



ANNEX B 

RRAM PROJECT GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM 

The problems of environmental degradation described in thi.s 
report require remedial action. Yet, in many instances, more 
complete understanding of the problem is 
required before action
 
can be taken. To achieve this 
 level of understanding, better
 
information (more accurate, complete 
and current) must first be 
obtained, and then organized and presented in a format which is
readily useful to decision-maicrs. 
The geographic information
 
system has considerable potential as a tool for such organization
 
and presentation. 

Description.
 

The function of any information 
system is to provide

information to users for 
 decision-making in research, planning

and management. Component processes in such a system can be

itemized as 1) specification of data, 2) collection 
 of data, 3)

processing and organization of 
 data, 4) synthesis and manipulation of data, and 5) display and dissemination of data. A good

geographic information system (GIS) 
 is very helpful in steps 3

and 4, and produces maps as final products which show information 
in a spatial, or locational, context.
 

The GIS used by RRAM was the computerized PMAP program,

which was developed specifically 
 for application to enviromnental 
problems. It was selected primarily because of its ease of
operation, its adaptation for micro-computers, 
and its power.
With regard to the latter, thousands of maps can be stored on a
computer hard disk; these are organized for easy retrieval in a 
master directory; and operations of map synthesis, combination
 
and printing can be carried out in a matter 
 of minutes. In
addition, PMAP is programmed to permit relative weighting of

variables and automatically computes area coverage and percent
ages.
 

Development.
 

The first steps in the development of the RUM GIS were to 
determine the type of information desired and to identify the
best available sources of this information. Highest priority waS 
given to a general land use map, based on 
the most recent aerial
 
photo coverage of the 
 Ruhengeri prefecture. This map was
produced using traditional photo-interpretation and cartographic
techniques. Additional thematic maps were copied or created from
 
a variety of other sources.
 

To put this information in computerized format, and thustake advantage of the full capabilities of the PHAP program,
however, required certain intermediate steps. First, a grid 
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system was developed to permit a systematic spatial organization
 
of data derived from various sources, at variable scales (Figure 
B.1). This grid was based on reference points from the new 
national map of Rwanda, now being produced, so that it could be 
easily replicated and extended to other parts of the country. 
Within this grid system, cells of any size could be used. Tle 
RRAM project has focused primarily on cells of 1 km2 and 4 ha, 
although some data were initially obtained at a scale of 1 ha 
units. Once the grid system was established, the next step was 
to transiorm all information into digital format, so that it 
could be entered into the PMAP program. This process of data 
coding and entry is initially time-consuming; but it yields 
considerable benefits at later stages due to the speed and 
flexibility of computerized operations using a digital format. 

The final stage in the development of the RRAM GIS was the 
production of maps. These have included single theme maps of 
ecological zones (Figure B.2), lithologic formations, slope,
 
forest resources, population density, and wetlands distribution,
 
as well as multi-theme ]and use maps. By then combining selected 
maps, it was possible to create composite maps which help to 
identify problem areas, such as high erosion risk and potential 
agroforestry sites. Such products then permit resource planners 
and technicians to conduct more detailed field assessments and, 
eventually, intervention activities in these priority areas. 

Examples.
 

Following are three examples of how the RRAM geographic 
information system functions. The first two examples move from 
simplistic, single theme maps through map mergers and intersec
tions to final composite maps depicting just a few cells per map, 
which represent areas requiring priority attention. On these 
maps, each symbol/cell represents 1 square kilometer (see Note 
below). The third example exhibits land use maps at the 4 
hectare scale (i.e., each symbol on these maps represent a 4 
hectare area). 

Note: Most of the following maps based on 1 kilometer cell units 
show the size of the Ruhengeri prefecture as 1517 km2. This PHAP 
area figure differs from the RRAM planimetry val..e of 1685 lin2 
for two reasons: 1) because lake areas were not inclided; and 2) 
because of the exclusive nature of the prefectural border within 
the PHAP data base. In reality, this border (shown by the symbol 
"*") should perform a dual function of displaying the limits of 
the prefecture and showing any information that may be found at 
that particular location. The duality of these border cells, 
however, was not possible to convey at this time using PHAP; 
therefore the base figure of 1517 km2 was used for all percentage
 
calculations.
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EXAMPLE 1
 
EROSION RISK ISSUES
 

The first step in developing a model depicting erosion
risks within the Ruhengeri prefecture was to determine the
various environmental parameters that 
 affect erosion. Ideally,

these should include soil 
 type, slope, rainfall and land use.
Due to the nature of available information, however, a more
limited 
data set had to be used. In particular, lithologic

characteristics were substituted 
 for soil type and population

density was 
 used as a general indicator of the intensity of land
 use, while rainfall was dropped entirely because of 
 a lack of
 
sufficiently detailed data.
 

Once these factors were determined, the next step was to
combine the elementary maps of lithology 
 (Figure B.3) and slope
(Figure B.4) 
 to create a composite map of potential erosion risk

due to these natural factors. This was 
 done according to the
 
following categorization scheme:
 

SLOPE VALUE 
 SOIL TYPE 
 EROSION RISK CLASS
 

Low 
 Lava 
 Very Low
 

Low Schists; Quartz

Medium Lava 
 Low
 

Low Granite
 
Medium Schists; Quartz 
 Medium
 
High Lava
 

Medium Cranite
 
High Quartz 
 High 

High Schists; Granite 
 Very High
 

The result of this combination can 
be seen in Figure B.5,
which indicates potentially serious erosion risks 
 in large parts

of the Central Plateau 
and the Zaire-Nile Divide, as well as 
in
 
more limited areas of the Buberuka region.
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--------------------- ----------------------

--------------------- ----------------------

----------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------

To further refine this analysis of erosion risk, however,
 
the intensity of land use must also be considered. Population
 
density factors (Figure B.6) were therefore added to the Naturjl
 
Erosion Risk equation, according to the following matrix, to 
produce a series of Theoretical Erosion Risk categories: 

NATURAL EROSION POPULATION THEORETICAL 
EROSION
 

RISK CATEGORY DENSITY RISK CATEGORY
 

Very Lou Low; Medium 
Low Low Low 
Medium Low 

Very Low High
 
Low Medium; High 
Hedium Medium Medium 
l1igh Low 
Very High Low
 

Med ium High 
Hih Medium; High High 
Very High Medium; IHigh 

The resulting map of Theoretical Erosion Risks (Figure
B.7), shows some interesting differences from that of Natural 
Erosion Risks. While concentrations of high risk areas continue 
to appear in the Central Plateau and ZND regions, the largest 
cluster emerges to the south of Lake Ruhondo, in the western 
Buberuka region. This analysis should not be considered 
definitive; yet it is interesting to note that field surveys
 
confirm the presence of serious problems within most of the
 
highlighted areas.
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Figure B.5 
NATURAL EROSION RISK MAP 
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Figure B.6
 
GENERALIZED POPUL-ATION DENSITY
 

Cells
 
Symbol Label 
 (km2) % Prefecture
 

Low ( 400/km2) 645 42.52
 
-- Medium (401 - 700/km2) 556 36.65
 
++ High ( .701/km2) 209 13.78
 

National Park 107 
 7.06
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Figure B.7 
THEORETICAL EROSION RISK MAP 

Cells
 
Symbol Label 
 (km2) % Prefecture
 

-- Low Risks 530 34.96
 
= Iedium Risks 
 679 44.79
 
++ High Risks 200 
 13.19
 

National Park 
 107 7.06
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Figure B.8 
DISPERSED TREE DENSITY MAP
 

Cells

Symbol Label 
 (km2) % Prefecture
 

-- Low Density Trees 787 51.91
 
-- Medium Density Trees 576 
 38.00
 
++ High Density Trees 
 46 3.03
 

Does not include trees in plantations larger than 1 ha.
 



EXAMPLE 2
 
AGROFORESTRY AND EROSION CONTROL
 

As mentioned previously in this report, forestry issues are 

of major importance in the Ruhengeri prefecture. This is not 

of the obvious need for wood, but also !Lecauseonly because 
agroforestry techniques could be extremely useful in soil 

conservation. The .RAM Project has therefore also explored the 

potential applications of the PMAP geographic information svstem 

to these issues.
 

One important problem which required attention was the lack 

on resources plantations.of information forest outside of large 

These are generally in the form of woodlots and dispersed trees 

and represent the primary source of firewood for the rural 

population of the prefecture; yet they are rarely iiiclu.I<'I in 

official forestry statistics. The PRAM project therefore used 

aerial photographs and dot grid planimetry techniques to classif' 

tree cover (except. plantations larger than 1 ha, which ere 

measured and mapped in a separate process) accordinQ to hinh, 

medium and low density categories per square kilometer. The PIAP 

display of this analysis is shown in Figure B.8.
 

The Dispersed Tree Density map is useful by itself as an
 

indicator of relative wood supply. As such, the north.estern 

part of the prefecture can Le seen to have the most tree cover, 

whereas shortages would appear to exist in the northeast and 

south-centrai sectors. True shortages, eo,:,Pvor, are a function 

of both supply and demand. To include the latter factor, the 

population density map was merged with that of relative tree 

density. The re.ulting map (Figure B.9) shows those sites 'here 

low supply combines with high demand to create the most serious 

wood shortage conditions. As can be seen from this analsis, the 

major focus for remedial action should be on the central portion 

of the prefecture. 

Agroforestry can certainly help to increase wood supplies, but 

it is most suitable for areas where wood shortages are combined 

with a need to improve soil stabilization practices through the 

use of appropriate trees and shrubs. For this reason, a further 

PMAP manipulation involved the combination of the tree density 

map with that of theoretical erosion risks. Only cells where low 

tree cover and high erosion risk intersected were printed (Figure 

B.10), thus highlighting those sites where agroforestr, could 

prove most useful. A total of 123 cells emerge from this 

treatment, clustered in four major areas: south of Lake Puhondo, 

north of Lake Bulera, along the eastern edge of the Zaire-Nile 

Divide, and a narrow band across the Central Platen.. 
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Figure B.9 
POTENTIAL FUELWOOD DEMAND MAP 

Cells
 
Symbol Label (km2) %Prefecture, 

Fuelwood Shortage Site 
 109 7.19
 

This map was created by intersecting the population map with the
 
dispersed tree map. Each symbol represents those square kilo
meters where the highest population and lowest dispersed tree
 
density overlap.
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Figure B.0
 
HIGH POTENTIAL AGROFORESTRY SITES
 

Cells
 
Symbol Label (km2) % Prefecture
 

++ Priority Agroforestry Sites 123 	 8.11
 

This map was created by combining the theoretical erosion risk map
 
with the dispersed tree dlensity map. Each symbol represents those
 
square kilometers showing high erosion risk and low density
 
dispersed trees. Agroforestry techniques can help to both control
 
erosion and increase wood supplies.
 



Fiqure B.11
 
LOCATION OF QUADRANT -M'
 

This map indicates the geographic location of quadrant "r1', for
 
which detailed land use patterns are shown in Figure B.12.
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EXAMPLE 3
 
ENLARGED SCALE MIIAPS
 

The single-theme and combination maps presented thus far 
have all been based on cell sizes of 1 square kilometer. This 
scale has been used for three principal reasons: 1) it is 
convenient for demonstration purposes, as it permits the entire 
prefecture to be :seen on one pnae; 2) some data are not available 
at larger scales; and 3) the RRAA project has not had the time or 
personnel necessary to do the amount of data processing necessary 
to produce more detailed maps. Despite thuir limited scale, 
these general maps have proven quite useful during the develop
ment phase of the RRA GIS. To help assess the full potential of 
the P>IAP program, however, some sample areas of the prefecture 
were selected for mapping at a scale of 4 ha units. 

Exampile 3 shows a 100 kin2 quadrant within the guhengeri 
prefecture that has already been apped at this 4 hectare scale 
(Figures B.11 and B.12). This map indicates the predomi nant 
land use categories as determined from aerial photo nnlysis. 
Some of the categories are quite specific (e.g. bananas, for
ests), while others (cultivated fields) are necessarily general, 
depending on their relative ease of photo-identification. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that PK1AP can organize and display more 
detailed information, and that the principal constraints come 
from the scale of available source materials. 
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Discussion and Conclusions.
 

The geographic information system thus far developed by the 
RRAM project represents a pilot effort in support of its first 
phase inventory and analysis work. Additional efforts are now 
underway to expand and improve upon tile system, but sufficient 
experience has been gained to permit a preliminary assessment of 
the problems and potential of the PMAP GIS. 

Problems. The aesthetic qualities of computer-generated 
maps do not compare with those of traditional cartographic
products. Thus it takes some time for users to be comfortable 
with the unusual format and symbols. This problem, however, can 
be ameliorated through the development of improved symbols and 
the addition of linear features for boundaries, rivers, etc., 
all of which are possible within the existing PMAP program. In 
addition, recent developments in color printing greatly enhance 
the visual quality of the maps. 

A more 
serious problem is that PMAP requires considerable
 
data entry work before it can be put to use. The RRAM experience
has been that at least two people are required: one to work on 
digitizing whatever source map is used, and another to enter the 
resulting number sequences into the computer program. Both steps
also result in inevitable errors, so it is essential to establish 
a system of checks and controls. It should be noted, however, 
that once these techniques are established and technicians gain
experience, data entry proceeds at an acceptable pace. 

Problems of scale have already been referred to in earlier 
sections. While maps using 1 km2 cells are useful for general 
presentations, they do not permit more detailed analyses of 
specific field conditions. Even the 4 ha land use maps fail to
 
satisfy the need for information at th1e level of individual
 
farms, which average less than one hectare. This problem,

however, is not a function of PIAP, which can produce maps at any
scale -- even showing fields with a 
the problem lies with the nature of 

cell size of I m2. 
available source 

Rather, 
inforna

tion. 

The current information base for Ruhengeri is too often 
incomplete, inexact or out-of-date. Since GIS programs are 
dependent on the quality of their information sources, this 
situation severely limits 
 the precision with which subsequent 
analyses and presentations can be made. Erosion risk analyses
without adequate information on slope and soil types cannot be 
expected to achieve a high degree of precision. Similarly,
aerial photos that are now S years old no longer reflect the . 
rapidly changing land use patterns in tile prefecture. In sum, 
the GIS can only be as good as the information on which it is 
based. 
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Cells 
Symbol Label (4 ha) % Quadrant 

Raised Bed Agriculture 11 .44 
-- Bottomland Raised Beds 141 5.64
 

// Fallow/on-cultivated 19 .76
 
## Villages 3 .1?
 
BB Bananas 295 11.80
 

Cultivated Fields 1190 47.60
 
FF Forest Plantations 316 12.64
 

Lake Ruhondo 525 21.00
 

CC 
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Potential. Despite these problems, the GIS program hasalready demonstrated considerable potential for future use andapplications. The power of the computer to organize, store andrapidly manipulate large quantities of dati is evident. In
addition, the resultant maps are comprehensible and their
aesthetic quality can definitely be improved. 

Now that the initial development phase has been completed,new data sources can also be rapidly incorporated into theexisting system. The new national soils and topographic maps,now being finalized, will 
 thus provide extremely valuable

information that 
can be used to improve the precision of variousanalyses. Additional information sources which can be integrated
into the RR/i*I GIS include: expanded climatological data, the 1988census population census, new aerial photos, and results fromvarious field studies of 
 erosion, forest 
 resources, etc. 
 These

additions 
will not only provide valuable new information, butwill also permit improved data integration through their merger
and synthesis with exisring thematic and composite maps. Withregard to the aerial photos, new land use maps can also becomnpared with those already developed to assess the nature and 
extent of changes over the past 10 years. 

Conclusion. The preliminary development of a computerizedgeographic information system for Huhengeri has demonstrated
sufficient potential to justify its continued use as a tool fornatural resource management. The RRA.I Project will continue towork on improvements in both its form and content during itssecond phase operations in the ,uhengeri prefecture, and discussions are now underway with regard to possible GIS applicationsat the national level. The ultimate value of this approach,however, will depend on the quantity and quality of availableinformation. Current efforts to improve this data base, therefore, represent a critical next step toward the development
functional geographic information system in Rwanda. 

of a 
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